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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a climate characterized by complex legal issues, community concerns 
and limited resources, most criminal justice systems are being forced to reanalyze 
their operations in order to increase their public accountability and promote 
efficient and effective proces!!ing of defendants. Of particular concern in the 
criminal justice system is the progression of defendants from apprehension 
through sentencing. An area that has become increasingly visible because of its 
potential impact on the entire criminal justice process is that of intake. The 
immediate processing of persons entering the criminal justice system, through 
arrest and booking, can affect the defendant, law enforcement, jail, pretrial 
services, courts, prosecutors, legal defenders, and community service agencies. In 
addition, information collected at intake can affect the quality of the 
release/detention decision, the rapidity with which a defendant is released, and 
the range of conditions imposed. 

Problems Associated with Intake and Release 

The concept of pretrial release based on information collected during an 
intake interview, usually following booking, can trace its origins to the Manhattan 
Bail Project/Vera Institute findings in the early 1960s. Concern for removing 
pretrial defendants from jail and assuring their subsequent appearance in court 
without relying on bond were the primary motivators for initiating pretrial release 
projects across the country. Today, these same issues help to define the problems 
associated with more modern intake and release systems. 

While predicting the likelihood of future court appearance is still a major 
factor in determining pretrial release eligibility, the consideration of 
dangerousness and public safety is now permitted in 29 states (Gaynes, 1982). In 
some of these 29 states, judges have statutory autherity to deny bail on the basis 
of dangerousness. In others, extremely high bond can be set which effectively 
denies release. Although point scales and interview guidelines have been 
constructed to predict fugitivity (Eskridge, 1979, 1980, 1981; Gedney, 1975; Kirby, 
1977, 1979), the ability of these instruments to provide an accurate prediction of 
dangerousness to the community is notoriously poor (Martin, 1981; Megargee, 
1976; Monahan, 1981; Underwood, 1979). Thus, the problem ot' how to maximize 
pretrial release without endangering community safety remains unresolved 
(Beaudin, Pryor & Henry, 1981). 

Closely related to the problem of dangerousness and fugitivity is that of 
recidivism. A number of reports (Lazar, 1981; Sorin, Toborg & Pyne, 1979; Toborg 
& Sorin, 1981; Toborg, Sorin & Silver, 1978; Williams, 1979) have demonstrated 
that of those released pretrial, a certain percentage will be arrested for criminal 
activity during the release period. At issue in a given community is defining what 
constitutes pretrial criminality and determining what level of recidivism will be 
tolerated as compared to the monetary and other costs associated with pretrial 
incarceration (Wheeler & Wheeler, 1981), as well as consideration of potential 
violation of the constitutional rights of defendants. 
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Prior to initiation of pretrial services programs, the primary method of 
obtaining pretrial release was through posting bond or otherwise securing through 
material means one's promh:e to appear in court. Those of indigent status were 
thus denied release more frequently because they had insufficient means to post 
bond (Goldkamp, 1979; Goldkamp, Gottfredson &: Gedney, 1980). Although data 
have existed for some time that demonstrate court appearance can be reasonablY 
expected on a defendant's promise to appear (i.e., Manhattan Bail Project), the 
use of bail has continued in many jurisdictions (Goldkamp, 1979; Landes, 1974; 
Rice &: Gallagher, 1972; Wice, 1974). Recent reforms have included the use of 
guidelines in determining bail amounts to reduce the variability of bail set for a 
given crime, utilization of 10 percent cash deposit systems (to decrease the 
ultimate cost to the defendant by avoiding payment of a fee to a Donding agency), 
and enactment of automatic bond schedules to facilitate release prior to a bail 
determination hearing. However, the setting of bail still remains a controversial 
issue not only for the courts but also for the professional bail bonding agencies 
(Beaudin, 1981). For example, an initial setting of bail amount can be challenged 
and modified in subsequent hearings at the request of the defense or prosecution. 
The reluctance to rely solely on cash bail to regulate release processes can 
further be illustrated by the employment of preventive detention or bail denial 
laws and provisions. To date, there are mixed results regarding the comparability 
of rearrest and failure-to-appear (FT A) for those defendants released by 
nonfinancial means and those released by more traditional bonding methods. 
Pryor and Smith (1982) have summarized relevant research findings. Some studies 
have indicated that those released through nonfinancial means or by a pretrial 
release agency have lower recidivism and higher court appearance rates than 
defendants released on bail (Clarke, Freeman, &: Koch, 1976). One explanation for 
this difference in pretrial releasees' performance (offered by the Denver Research 
Institute) is that releasees go through a screening process and in some cases, the 
agency provides contact and/or supervision. Other results are less clear-cut but 
still demonstrate few differences between overall rates regardless of the release 
method (Thomas, 1976; Wice, 1974). 

While consideration of fugitivity, dangerousness, and pretrial criminality 
are concerns affecting primarily tile community and criminal justice system, a 
defendant's constitutional rights and human service needs are also necessary 
considerations. Because of the overcrowded conditions existing in many county 
jails, defendants have successfully sued agencies of the local government for 
violation of their rights. Consequently, federally mandated capacities on certain 
jail facilities have been set. In a 1982 survey of the nation's jails, the National 
Sheriff's Association reported that, of those jails responding, 10.7 percent 
indicated that they were currently under court order to correct the following: 
overcrowded conditions, insufficient recreation, outdated facilities and 
inadequate medical care. A total of 15.9 percent reported having been under 
court order at one time or another. Five hundred twenty-nine jails reported that 
they are presently party to a pending law suit. 

Many jurisdictions have explored the possibility of operating a pretrial 
services agency to insure early release of the pretrial detainee population and to 
explore alternatives to incarceration. A number of these agencies that were 
created were given the responsibility of interviewing arrestees following booking 
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and assessing n?t only release. eli gi bili ty, but also defendant needs including 
mental and phYSIcal health serVIces. The degree to which defendant needs were 
recogniz~d and met was dependent in large part upon the availability of 
communIty resources amenable to cooperation with the criminal justice system.* 

. Giv~n .the ~u~ber and complexity o~ the problems facing both county and 
statewI~e cnmInal J.ustIce sys~ems, ~he admInistrative processes of planning and 
evaluatIon have achIeved partIcular Importance. Evidence of this exists in the 
~reati?n o.f cri~inal justice/correction~ master plans (Wheeler, 1980) and further 
InVestI~atIon~ Into the .expanded functIoning of pretrial services. In attempts to 
cope WIth faIr and eqUItable release of defendants, community safety efficient 
case processing, jail overcrowding, crowded court calendars and a ho;t of other 
criminal justice system problems, many jurisdictions have fo~used their attention 
on the co?rdinati~:m of i~ta~e ~d release processes. Typically, one agency, such 
?S a pretnal serVIces UnIt, 15 gIven the responsibility for coordinating systemwide 
Intake ~d r.elease procedures with th.e r~maining key criminal justice offices and 
for mOnItoring overall system functIOning. The coordination of key criminal 
justice agency functions to facilitate efficient and effective intake and release 
through a centralized administration resulted in the creation of what is known as 
a central intake (CI) system. 

Approaches to Central Intake 

In a landmark monograph, Galvin (1978) described central intake as "a 
program designed to faci~itate prompt but sound decision making in the individual 
case, and also to recognIze and take appropriate action as to immediate service 
needs of defendants who face problems they cannot cope with unaided." Such a 
program, he noted, could not exist without cooperation from the extant criminal 
justic~ a~encies within a given community, regardless of its administrative 
orga~lzation. He noted f~rther that such a program should embrace policies 
re~ating to arrest al~ernatlVes, pretrial release, conditional release, diversion, 
?aII, cou~t processing, community services clnd other alternatives to 
Ii1Ca~ceration. He de1i~eated administrative-organizational arrangements, staff 
reqUlrements a~d plannIn~, evaluatio.n, and budgeting considerations. He also 
sugg~st<:;d the Incorpor?tIon of an Information system to assist in program 
~0!1It.on!1g and evaluatIon. Illustrative examples were provided from several 
JUriSdIctIons, and sample central intake processing forms were appended. 

. :"hil<:; n,ot, a~dressing cen:ral intake directly, Lazar (1981) extensively 
studIed eIght JUrISd!ctIons, completing detailed analyses of release practices and 
outcomes. The ,prIm~ry focus of this study was an examination of the pretrial 
reJ<:;~~ process ~nclud~n& ty~es of release utilized and factors effecting release, 
fUgltIVlty~ pretrial crImmalIty, and the role of pretrial release programs. By 
docum7nting the release, practices of each jurisdiction, The Lazar Institute also 
recog~Ized the cooperatIve role of key participants from various criminal justice 
age!l~les, such as the courts, corrections, sheriff, and pretrial services in 
fac1l1tat!np, early release decisions. This study indirectly provides evidence for 
the,f,easibIlI~y of cooper~tion and coordination among criminal justice agencies to 
facilItate faIr and effectIve release practices. 

*For example, see case histories, beginning page 26. 
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In 1980 and 1982 the Denver Research Institute (DRn evaluated the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) Jail Overcrowding and Pretrial 
Detainee Program projects (Neubaum &: West, 1982; West, Neubaum, Blumenthal, 
&: Keller, 1980) including both Phase I (problem identification and planning) and 
Phase II (implementation). Because the focus of the projects selected was to 
reduce jail overcrowding primarily through a reduction in the pretrial population, 
many sites opted for the creation or enhancement of pretrial release programs to 
screen, interview and coordinate the release of pretrial defendants. As a 
condition of the Phase I grant, advisory boards were formed (which consisted of 
key crimAnal justice system officials) to become involved in planning and problem 
analysis as well as implementation. In instances where advisory boards remained 
activE: through Phase II, implementation of pretrial release programs and 
transitions to new release practices were facilitated. Information from selected 
sites suggested both the feasibility of a centralized administration for facilitating 
pretrial release and the desirability, for some jurisdictions, of maintaining active 
advisory boards to monitor criminal justice functions. In addition, the DRI reports 
indicated that j~il overcrowding experienced in the sampled jurisdictions 
frequently was a source of leverage for instituting alternatives to incarceration 
programs. Because intake represented the point at which defendant information 
was being collected, intake processes were found to be critical in establishing not 
only early release eligibility of defendants, but also an information gathering 
procedure that would eliminate duplicate services by agencies involved in 
defendant processing. Emphasis was placed on pretrial decision systems and the 
flow of defendants and information through the criminal justice system, from 
apprehension through adjudication. 

Taken together, the above studies demonstrated that pretrial release 
practices can be facilitated through cooperation and coordination among criminal 
justice agencies. Limited evidence also existed that a centralized administrative 
body or advisory board may be construed as a key component in enhancing 
interagency cooperation not only to improve the pretrial release decision making 
process, but also to increase overall system effectiveness and efficiency by 
providing an information collection and dissemination service. The National 
Institute of Justice (NIJ) funded DRI in 1980 to examine the pretrial decision 
process; in particular, the concept of central intake, and to document its 
existence and development in various crimin::i.l justice contexts. As initially 
conceptualized, a central intake system was one that included a centralized 
administration, prompt defendant screening and determination of release 
eligibility, authority to make pretrial release recommendations and/or decisions, 
provisions for early entry of counsel, availability of release options, potential for 
activities during detention such as jail classification and treatment, offender
based tracking and system monitoring/evaluation capabilities. The central intake 
project was to extend the work previously cited by examining not only how an 
agency such as pretrial services could expedite the r"'~ease decision process, but 
also how it might impact a variety of related criminal justice functions through 
centralized authority and information management functions. In addition, the 
DR! approach to central intake includes the examination of the capacity for a 
systems approach to respond to symptoms and problems that have plagued more 
traditionally organized criminal justice systems. Whereas previous work had 
defined central intake either according to certain functions (such as pretrial 
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screening, supervised release, etc.) or to results (speedy processing reducing 
~nnec~ssa~y detention while minimizing FT A and rearrest, etc.), DRI p;oposed an 
mvestlga~lOn .that was more ~rg~nizationally oriente~. Emphasis was to be placed 
on orga~lzational charactenstlcs such as centrallzed authority interagency 
cooperatIon, and long-range planning activities. ' 

Project Goals and Products 

Tn order to examine the applications of the central intake concept 
several goals were established by the project team in consultation with NIJ. A~ 
appro.ach was selected that would maximize an examination of the range of CI 
functIons studied in various jurisdictions. Sites were chosen that would allow for 
the documentation of alternative central intake models in various jurisdictional 
contexts. 

. . , ,A f!1aj~r product of this project is a workbook designed to assist 
Junsdlc~lon~ m '~mple":lenting a central intake system. Exer'Cises are included to 
determme I~ ~xIstmg mt~ke and pretrial release practices need revision, and if a 
new or mO?lfled sy~tem 15 needed, what changes should be made and how these 
changes mIght be Implemented and evaluated. Appendix A contains the Title 
Page and Table of Contents for this workbook. 

. Anothe: produ~t ~f the project is this final report that blends theoretical 
~deas and cas~ hIstory fIndmgs to produce a state-of-the-art document on central 
mtake~ ~h15 :eport reviews the history of the concept and how it is 
opera.tionallzed In a. variety of county and state criminal justice systems 
des.cnbes .r:presentative CI. systems, and makes recommendations for futur~ 
pollcy ~ecisions • . An executIve summary distilling the major points of the final 
report IS also available for wide dissemination. 

Project Methodology 

.. I~ conjunction with the Pretrial Services Resource Center over 30 sites 
were m~tlal1y screened for participation in the central intake' project. A 
s~b~ta~tl~ ~mount. of data on their release decision systems was collected. The 
SIX JunsdiCtiO~S WhICh were s<:lected for detailed analyses met the initial criteria 
of a c~ntral Intake system-Immediate postarrest processing, limited exclusion 
cat~gones, release of both .misdemeanors and felons and the employment of a 
vanety of, release alternatIves. The following sites were chosen: Arapahoe 
C?unty (~Ittle~on)~ Colorado; the state of Delaware; Jackson County (Kansas 
g~ty», Missoun; PIma County (Tucson), Arizona; Salt Lake County (Salt Lake 

Ity, Utah; and San Mateo County (Redwood City), California. 

These sites were included because of geographic location type of 
govern":lent (county vs. state), degree of program development 'inclusive 
catego.nes of release eligibility, range of release options type 'Of release 
a~th.o~lty (~tatutory. vs •. administl'ative), basis of release' recommendations 
a mInlstratlVe organlZatIon, and degree of interagency cooperat;on achieved: 
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Jurisdictional demographics are contained in Table 1. In addition, jurisdictions 
were selected that had data available for at least some of the following: number 
of clients processed, FT A rates, pretrial criminality figures, Uniform Crime 
Report figures, budget breakdowns dnd jail management characteristics. Of 
primary consideration in determining site selection was the assured cooperation of 
local criminal justice officials. No financial incentives were provided to the 
cooperating jurisdictions. Letters detailing the nature of the study, the type and 
amount of involvement, and requesting cooperation with DRI were sent to each 
site and were returned signed by the appropriate agency officials. Specific 
requests by the project team included access to existing site records for available 
data and to criminal justice personnel for interviews. 

Because of the need to gather in-depth information pertaining to 
concepts that were not readily quantifiable such as interagency cooperation and 
coordination, a case study approach was adopted. The project team determined 
that a series of site visits spaced throughout the duration of the contract would 
allow for extensive examination of the criminal justice and community agencies 
involved in maintaining central intake- systems. Because central intake was 
viewed as a dynamic system, it was important to document how the system 
adapted as new criminal justice problems arose. f)uring each site visit, data were 
collected pertaining to intake and release precesses c:md SUbjective information 
was gathered from interviews with relevant agency personnel. Also, members of 
the media were interviewed about their views of community ~erceptions of 
criminal justice issues relating to central intake. Between the site visits, follow
up contacts were made by telephone to insure collection of timely information. 
This was necessary because of the developing nature of several of the intake 
systems and the problems such as jail overcrowding and limited funds facing 
others. 

Emphasis was placed on an analysis of central intake projects as 
intake/release decision systems. Methods for determining release eligibility, 
including release criteria, objective and SUbjective recommendation schemes, and 
the validation of interview instruments were documented. Of particular interest 
was the source of release authority within each central intake system. Examples 
of both statutory and administrative authority were observed in the sample as 
well as differences between granting authority to pretrial services to release as 
compared to those jurisdictions where recommendations had to be acted on by the 
court prior to release. 

Develoement of a General Model of Central Intake 

Central intake is conceived as a "system" of separate units with distinct 
and often conflicting mandates working together towards the shared goal of more 
efficient and effective criminal justice operation. Intake as a "system" can 
benefit from the work done by engineers who have studied and designed physical 
systems and from the experiences of organizational psychologists who have 
worked with systems made up of groups of people and their organizations. A 
common finding of both engineers and psychologists is that some systems, either 
physical or social, can become unwieldy and either operate extremely 
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Table! 

Characteristics of Sampled Central Intake Systems 

Jurisdiction Arapahoe Jackson Pima County Salt Lake San Mateo 
Demograehics Count~ Count~ Countl:: Countl:: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Population - 1976* 225,900 630,000 449,100 525,187 584,100 
Poeulation - 1980* 293 2621 629 2266 531 !44) 619,066 588,164 

UCR Part 1 3,274 49,275** 8,531 18,381 6,270 
Crimes - 1981 

Professional Bonding 6 6 3 4 
Agencies 

Rated Jail Caeacit~ 55 500*** 450*** 495 250 

Jail Overcrowding yes yes yes no yes 
(existing facilities) 

Release Officials sheriff! courts courts cve! courts PTS, courts sheriff, courts 

Release. Criteria point scale point scale point scale point scale & point scale 
subjective assessment 

Release Options Jail PR OR PBR NBR Jail OR 
OR 1096 OR OR ROR 
SR Work Release SR SR Supervised 

Automatic Bond 
Schedule 

Perc~ntage of 10096 90-95% 9896 9396 100% 
Eligible Defendants 
Interviewed 

1981 Annual $197,000 unknown $563,043 $843,613 $356,911 
Oeerating Costs 

* u.s. Census Data , 
** 49,275 total offenses reported in 1980 Police Department Annual Report for Kansas City metropolitan area 

*** Jail facilities under construction 
**** For 16 hours (daily) of intake center operation 
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581,832 
594,338 

7,533 
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360 
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courts 
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OR 
SR 

100% 

$400,000**** 
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inefficiently or break down completely. The experts in these fields have learned 
that it is possible to avoid extremes of functioning or complete breakdown by 
building into the system a unit with the dual responsibility of monitoring system 
functions and informing other functionally related system units when some change 
in their performance Is necessary. Thermostats are familiar examples in the 
physical systems that surround us; they keep furnaces from overheating our 
houses, they "inform" automatic cooling systems when to circulate water, and 
"order" air conditioning units to turn on or off. In much the same way, economic 
indicators such as projections of the annual inflation rate, also serve to regulate 
the flow of money in the economy, influence interest rates, and affect 
unemployment and business growth. 

In criminal justice, system breakdown frequently occurs when jails 
exceed their capacity, when defendants who are perceived as threats to the 
community are released and when defendants unnecessarily occupy corrections 
space prior to trial. In some jurisdictions, legislation has been passed that 
required resources that the criminal justice system did not have. For example, 
recent drunk driving legislation mandates jail for convicted "drunk drivers but 
often no jail space is available. Fortunately, there is a way of informing 
appropriate components of the system when breakdown or inefficiencies are 
probable so that corrective measures can be taken. Thus, central intake has been 
conceived as a "thermostat" for monitoring selected aspects of intake, 
corrections, and adjudication processes, for anticipating impacts and for 
responding to observations of the entire criminal justice system by changing its 
policies and by informing other decision making units of the system of the need 
for changds within their own spheres of operations. Thus, an important function 
of central intake Is to provide information as well as to act as a forum for both 
discussion and accommodation of ke>' actors and agencies in the crimine! justice 
system. 

However, even the best designed "thermostat" can only function within a 
selected range of conditions and may be overwhelmed when the range is exceeded. 
Thus, CI is no guarantee against such problems as jail overcrowding when 
jurisdictions are faced with a massive increase in arrests, court ordered ceilings 
on capacity, defendant suits, etc. 

The DRI conceptualization of central intake includes many of the same 
concerns of a pretrial release agency in that CI 1$ concerned with timely and 
appropriate release of defendants by nonfin3ncial means during the pretrial 
period. CI, however, assumes a larger realm of responsibillty to the criminal 
justice system by going beyond pretrial intervention strategies by providing 
feedback and facilltating interagency pollcy formation and cooperative decision 
making (Rovner-Reczenlk, 1976). A decision making forum may be created by the 
formation of a criminal justice Advisory Board which serves not only to regulate 
release policies but also to function as a centrallzed authority for formulating 
plans, to avoid recurring problems within the criminal justice system or to prepare 
for those problems anticipated to occur as the result of other nonsystem changes 
(l.e., the economic climate, public attitude toward crime, etc.). Central intake 
provides the structure for constructive interchange among agencies and 
facilitates adaptation to system change. Many excellent pretrial release and 
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pretrial servic~s agencies around the country are currently perform!n or have as 
r~~f t~h~h!i~~~::a~~s~efines as central intake without having ap~ied the CI 

A ~ener~ de~ivative model of CI was created from com onents 
t~oce~e~~m~functlons Judged '!lost relevant to the previously stated gols of CI: 

e 1 e lze model was deSigned to portray the flow of information and 
~~fendtl~!S trough the cd "r?in:u ju~tic: system from apprehension through arrest 

e re.a Ions IpS among crlmmal Justice agencies, and the points in the s ste~ 
~~~fe mt~ralg~ncYkagreeme!lts wer~ nee,ded. The rationale for the construction of 

s cen ra mta e model IS contamed m the foHowing section. 
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II. A GENERAL MODEL OF CENTRAL INTAKE 

This section includes a brief discussion outlining the major decision 
points in the criminal justice process and the rationale for including them in a 
model of central intake. The general form of the model is related to previous 
modelling of criminal justice processes, criminal justice decision making and 
organizational dynamics (Gottfredson de Gottfredson, 1980; Kotter, 1978; Nagel de Neef, 1979). 

Central Intake Release Decision Points 

The decision points in the CI model faU within the jurisdiction of three 
agencies responsible for determining release eligibility. These are law 
enforcement, the pretrial services agency and the courts. Thus, release/detention 
decisions can occur immediately in the apprehension/arrest phase of processing, 
prior to booking; the early pretrial release phase following booking; and the later . 
pretrial release phase whkh takes place during or after arraignment in the courts. 
The following discussion highlights criminal justice, legal, and defendant-based 
issues surrounding these key decision points. 

When an alleged criminal is apprehended, the officer must decide the 
nature of the charge and if the person {low in custody should be released. Jh cases 
of substance abuse, mental illness, public nuisance, or domestic arguments, the 
officer may choose among available alternatives to arrest such as a detoxification 
center, mental health facility, etc. It has long been believed that elimination of 
seriously maladjusted individuals from the genera! jail population would 
drastically reduce overcrowded jails (National Coalition for Jail Reform, 1982). 
In addition, incarceratbn of such populations without necessary treatment or 
counseling has resulted in both individual and class action lawsuits against jails 
which are frequently won by the defendants for violation of Eighth Amendment 
rights (Estelle v. Gamble, 1976; Forer, 1982). 

If such alternatives to arrest are not deemed suitable for the individual, 
a variety of arrest options are available to the officer. Many jurisdictions provide 
for field citation or field release. For minor crimes, the officer issues a citation, 
much like a traffic ticket, if the individual can produce a valid form of 
identification, such as a driver's license. This requires minimal involvement both 
for the criminal justice system and the apprehended individual. In some 
jurisdiction~, policy statements have outlined what types of offenses should be 
cited in the field rather than booked into jails. In other jurisdictions, arrest 
standards guide officers in determining suitable actions (Leahy, 1980). Sometimes 
informal information has revealed that sheriffs' deputies or police are reluctant to 
merely cite abusive or belligerent persons they have apprehended, and change the 
charge to a more serious offense to insure a more lengthy or involved contact 
with the criminal justice system (Slack, 1980). This may take the form of actual 
booking into the jailor stationhouse. Sooking for the latter reason may also 
provide a coollng off period for arrestees. Arrest may also reflect that officer's 
perceptions of whether the pretrial services agency, which will interview the 
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arrestee to later determine release eligiblity, is lenient or stringent. The role of 
at least one law enforcement agency, the police, has been documented by Feeney 
(1982). 

Some jurisdictions employ a release without booking process during the 
pretrial period, requiring a criminal history check for outstanding warrants. This 
procedure can address the problem of officers citing out arrestees who are later 
found to have existing warrants against them. This check can be called in from 
the field or the arrestee can be taken to a designated nonbooking area of the jail. 
If the check is clear, the arrestee can be cited and/or released. If a "hold" has 
been placed, booking can proceed. Also, an automatic bond schedule can be used 
if the offense is a bondable one. Use of an automatic bond schedule eliminates 
the necessity of being detained until an appearance in court for bail setting can be 
arranged. It can be used by those with financial means and/or those, who do not 
wish to be considered for nonmonetary forms of release. For arrestees not 
eligible for release prior to booking or unable to post bond, booking occurs for 
identification, property check, and admission into a holding cell within the jail. 
Booking agents, usually members of the sheriff's department, may also have the 
authority to release via an own recognizance (OR) bond. This is accomplished by 
the signing of a personal recognizance bond. The defendant, by signing, promises 
to appear at all future court dates. 

Once the bl 'Jking process is complete, the pretrial services agency can 
interview the detainee. A delay in processing can arise at this point, however, if 
a large number of arrestees enter booking at the same time, (e.g., following a 
drug raid). In addition, booking agents may be reluctant to immediately turn over 
persons of known criminal history that they believe are likely to be released. The 
detainee also may refuse to be interviewed by pretrial services or may be 
detained before interviewing to allow for a case review by the arresting officer's 
department. In some instances, the detainee will not qualify for an interview 
procedure if the charge appears on the jurisdiction's exclusion list for pretrial 
release. These lists of ineligible charges vary from extensive to minimal and 
range from violent felonies to military holds. Regardless of the length and nature 
of the exclusion list, detainees can be interviewed to determine if any immediate 
mental or physical health problems exist and to procure any other information 
that might be useful during the detention period. The pretrial interviewer 
receives a booking slip containing standard identification information. If a 
criminal history check has not been completed, it is run during the course of the 
interview. 

The form of the interview varies greatly from site to site but can be 
categorized by recommendation schemes-objective, ::;ubjective, or a combination 
of both. Objective point scales assign numerical values for employment history, 
community ties, etc. If an interviewee scores above a certain point total, then he 
or she can be recommended for release or actually released after interview 
information has been verified. Frequently a delay in the release process occurs 
because sources given for verification, such as employers, relatives or friends, 
cannot be reached or cannot verify all of the necessary information. Verification 
is also included in the subjective interview process. Interview questions cover the 
same genet'a! topics, but the interviewers use their own discretion in determining 
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r~lease eligibility. Considerable debate has arisen over the merits of various 
interview formats for determining release eligibility. However, the validation of 
9u~st~on~aires to meet individ~al jurisdiction's needs is based on the ability of the 
JurIsdiction to collect and lnterpret how well its release procedures are 
functioning and to modify them as necessary (Bench &: Baak 1980' Pryor &: Smith 
1982). At the sites where point scales are used, intervi~wers' may also hav~ 
limited authority to us: the!: own discretion and .recommen? for or against 
release regardless of the lntervlewee's total score. ThIS observatIon also points to 
the fact th~t pretrial s:rvice~. intervention may not only result in a 
recommenda~on of who IS elIgIble for release but also may involve 
recommendatIons for who should remain incarcerated. Regardless of the 
release/ detention outcome, an infornl.!d decision based on verified information 
can be made. 

. -:,n. additional considerat~"~ embed~ed in the interview process is the 
confidentiahty of the defendant mformation collected during the pretrial 
interview and the related isStle of privacy. Approaches taken for protecting the 
defendant's rights are discussed in the individual site models and summarized in 
~he p~ogram compa:isons section. The questions that are asked in most pretrial 
lnterVlews can be dIrectly related to the guilt or innocence of the defendant as 
charged (e.g., narcotics use). In some manner, that information which could be 
dama~in& must. not be admissable in the court processing of the charge itself. The 
pret~lal mterv~ewer m~st also be protected from subpoena in order to reassure 
detaInees that lnfOrmatlon exchanged is for release purposes only. 

. Pretrial services agencies typically have the ability to recommend 
~lternatlves other than OR release or detention. Frequently the pretrial 
l,:,terv~ew result.s in inforr'!lation relating to substance abuse, lack of job skills, 
fInanCIal hards.hlp, etc. which m~y be factors contributing to the alleged criminal 
act. . . Dependlng upon the avaIlable resources, pretrial services can suggest 
cond~t~ons for rele~se that can then be acted upon by the court. In some cases, 
~ondltI?nS ma~ be Imposed t~a:t will increase the likelihood of court appearance, 
I.e., dally call In and weekly VISIts to the pretrial services agency maintenance of 
employment and residence, etc. ' 

In some jurisdictions, the operation of the pretrial services agency is 
confined to providing in~ormation to the courts, rather tha'"' recommending 
release 0: actually releasmg defendants. The release decision the judge makes 
may b~ mflue~ced by pretrial services information, but the actual release 
au.th~r~ty re":,ams.in the ~ourts. Delays can occur in the intake/release process if 
a Jud~clal offIcer 15 unavaIlable. Interviewers may be able to talk with potential 
pretrIal releasees, but they must remain incarcerated until the next scheduled 
court session. ~lternatives to this particular problem have been developed 
how7ver. Some SItes rely on the use of closed circuit television to speed up th~ 
~rraignment proces,s.* Others have instituted night court or have provided for a 
Judge to be on call m the off-hours.** 

*Video court has been used by the Superior Court of Maricopa County 
Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department and in Ada County, Boise, Idaho. ' 

**See Delaware and Salt l.ake County case histories. 
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The courts also exercise their influence over the release process at ~irst 
appearance or at arraignment. A t ~his time, ju~g,es may ~v~rturn prevIous 
recommendations for release or detentIon or add ad?itlOnal ?Ond1tlOnS for rel~ase. 
They may also change the bond amount. Pretrial serVIces can use thls or 
subsequent appearances to provide newly ver.ified informatio~ to the co~rt. Most 
pretrial services agencies send a representatlve to court seSSIons. The Judge can 
ask the agency representative for clarifica~i~n or f?r additi?nal information not 
contained in the interview, ask for addItIonal mformation :~lated to ~he 
recommended release program or stipulate other release condItIons to wh~ch 
pretrial services would have to agree. A recommendation from the pr,?secutmg 
and defense attorneys may also be solicited at this time. A ttendmg court 
provides the agency with an opportunity, to check its c:greement rate-the 
percentage of times the court follows ltS recommendatIon., A~though not 
explicitly mandated in some jurisdictions, the court may deCIde m favor of 
detention because of perceived danger to the community or the defendant at 
release. The court may also decide on appointment of a public d:fender ~or 
indigents, often basing this decision on fi~~i1dal or em~loy~ent mforf!l~tlon 
contained in the pretrial interview. Dependmg on the avallabl~ty of addltl~nal 
information or change of circumstances, the court may contmue to consIder 
release throughout the pretrial detention p~riod. The court may ~so rev:rse, 
change, or otherwise disregard reco~mend,atl?~S for release by pretrial serVIces, 
the arresting officers, or other agencIes or mdlvlduals. 

The arresting officer, the pretrial services agency. and the courts, whi~e 
exerting considerable impact on the intake and release deCISIon, do not operate m 
a criminal justice system vacuum. Without major involvement f.rom other key 
criminal justice agencies and support from the local commumty, defendant 
processing could be seriously hampered. 

The arresting officer operates under guidelines or directions from the 
law enforcement department under which he or she 15 employed. In most ?ases, 
this is either the municipal police or county sheriff's department. Wlt~OUt 
departmental support, use of alternatives to arrest or, a~rest options such, as fIeld 
citation or stationhouse type of releases would be dlffJ.cult to f;:~~orce smce the 
traditional role of the police or sheriff has been that of apprehen!;IOn, arr7st, and 
incarceration of alleged criminals. The sheriff also plays a key role m most 
jurisdictions since corrections, i.e., the county jail facilities, are under the 
sheriff's jurisdiction. The jail may provide space for activities prior to booking as 
well as the room needed to accommodate a pretrial services agency c(Jmputer 
terminal (if available) and interview space. Often the degree of jail overcrowding 
regulates the speed with which intake and pretrial release policies are 
implemented or changed. The conflicting values of incarceration traditionally 
held by many law enforcement officers and the rele~se values maintained by most 
pretrial services agencies can re:;ult in system tenSIon. Frequently, ho~ev?r! the 
overall needs of the criminal justke system have taken precedence over mdividual 
agency philosophies. For example, most jail commanders and law enforcement 
officials have recognized the philosophical differences between themselves ~n~ 
the pretrial services divisions but have allowed circumstances such as severe JaIl 
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overcrowding or court-ordered jail population limits to reconcile, at least 
temporarily, their differing views. 

The courts themselves are involved in release determination in a variety 
of ways. First, many jurisdictions have more than one court system operating, 
i.e., District Court, Circuit Court, Municipal Court or Justice of the Peace Court, 
Federal Court, County Court, etc. If new release policies are mandated, 
agreement among the involved courts is necessary. Some of the courts can also 
play an instrumental (ole in the determination of release via bail. If an automatic 
bond schedule is to be utilized, the amounts per offense must be determined. 
Also, if guidelines are to be employed in bail setting, or 10 percent bail is to be 
deposited, the court must follow state statutes applying to their operation 
(Goldkamp 1979; Goldkamp, Gottfredson, & Mitchell-Herzfeld, 1981). The court, 
in states where specific release authority statutes do not exist, must determine 
how much of its authority will be administratively delegated to another criminal 
justice agency such as pretrial services. The relationship of professional bonding 
agencies to the criminal justice system is also determined in part by the court's 
collection of bond forfeiters and views toward nonfinancial forms of release. 
Policies regarding issuance of bench warrants for FTAs may also vary. In some 
jurisdictions, a certain amount of time may be allowed to elapse before a warrant 
is issued or the court demands payment from the bonding agency. 

The rapidity by which a case is processed by the court is also effected by 
the actions of the prosecution and defense attorney. The speed with which 
charges are filed, cases are prepared and counsel is appointed for indigents often 
affects the rate of case disposition. Early entry of counsel can be facilitated by 
provision of screening information from pretrial services. 

The jail also exerts its influence on the intake/release process. The 
degree of jail overcrowding may influence the court release or detention 
decisions. The extent of jail overcrowding may not only playa role in release 
determination, but may also have an impact on the adequacy of pretrial treatment 
and classification. The jail may rely on pretrial services information to make 
recommendations regarding various kinds of treatment for medical disorders or 
for gathering preliminary information needed for pretrial classification decisions. 
The jail's policies regarding incarceration of juveniles, public inebriates, the 
mentally ill, and the mentally retarded may also influence the degree to which 
arrest alternatives and conditional forms of release are utilized. The jail is 
required also to accommodate the rights given to pretrial popUlations (i.e., 
detention without punishment) as opposed to those mandated for sentenced 
populations. 

Another criminal justice agency that can be affected by a central intake 
system is that of probation. During the presentence investigation, probation 
officers may make use of information on defendant compliance with release 
conditions collected by the pretrial services agency to determine client stability. 
Sentencing recommendations may favor release over incarceration because of the 
number of community resources available ana the propensity to utilize community 
service restitution and other alternatives for at least some defendants. 
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Without the assured cooperation of community social services agencies, 
the development of arrest alternatives, conditional forms of release and 
sentencing options will place a heavier burden on nontreatment forms of 
supervision. With budgetary cutbacks for such agencies as community mental 
health, constraints can be placed on their utilization by pretrial services agencies 
or the courts. On the other hand, such agencies oHen justify their existence by 
the number of clients they serve, with pretrial services frequently being a source 
of referrals. The resolution of the often conflicting values and goals of the 
community, criminal justice system, and defendant can often be enhanced by the 
creation of an Advisory Board or other centralized form of central intake 
administration. 

The DRI Model of Central Intake 

In this section, a model created from selected intake components 
observed at the various CI sites is presented. This approach to CI does not view 
CI as being simply a pretrial release agency concerned primarily with timely and 
judicious release of defendants by nonfinancial means during the pretrial period. 
Rather, CI is seen as having the ability to facilitate both interagency cooperation 
and criminal justice system planning and to alert other units of the system to 
potential problems requiring their early attention. In other words, CI acts as both 
a system component attending to its own limited range of functions and at the 
same time as an integrative component servicing selected needs of the broader 
criminal justice system. Central intake provides the structure and the 
information for accommodation with integrity and rationality. It promotes 
principled compromise and the development of creative alternatives based on the 
informed judgments of knowledgeable and responsible officials, working within the 
range of what is constitutionally and legally permissable and locally acceptable. 

The DRI model is presented in three tiers or levels: first, the release 
decision process; second, the relationships among crimjnal justice system 
agencies; and third, interagency cooperative agreements. These levels are 
explained in the following figures and accompanying legends. 

DRI central intake model: The release decision process. The model 
portrayed by the first flow chart (Figure 1) is an amalgamation of processes and 
decision points observed among the jurisdictions sampled in the study. The 
components selected for inclusion were judged to most closely portray CI 
concepts. 

The release decision process begins at the point of apprehension (l)*. 
According to the model, two options are available to the officer. The first, 
alternatives to arrest (2), allows for the detainee to be released with no further 
contact with the criminal justice system. Law enforcement officers may choose 
not to arrest; for example, public intoxicants may be transported to a local 

*Numbers appearing in parentheses refer to processes and decision 
points contained in Figure 1. 
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detoxification center or those suspected of having mental health problems would 
be taken to a community mental health facility. Another. set of options follows an 
arrest (3). The first options involve nonbooking release, including a field citation 
and immediate release (4), and a "station house" type release (5) following 
verification by pretrial seuices (see dotted lines) that there are no outstanding 
warrants or other legal reasons for detaining the arrestee. If a hold has been 
placed on the arrestee, then alternatives to "stationhouse" release apply (6). One 
alternative is to enter the normal booking process (7), usually at the jail. 

A.n additional nonbooking release alternative (8) involves the use of an 
OR release, following the issuance of a personal recognizance (PR) bond. Also 
available at this point is the use of an automatic bond schedule (9), if bond can be 
posted. Field citations, other forms of nonbooking release and release via an 
automatic bond schedule are most commonly used for the release of 
misdemeanant defendants and the less serious felony crimes. 

If warranted by the seriousness of the charge or by the condition of the 
arrestee and the arresting or booking officer decides in favor of formal booking 
and subsequent detention, the arrestee can enter the system by being booked (7). 
It is usually following this process that the pretrial services agency (10) initiates 
contact with the detainee. Ideally, as quickly as possible after the bo~l<ing 
process is completed, a representative from pretrial services screens (11) 
potential intervi~wees, distinguishes defendants that are not releasable from 
those who are, and provides information for the judicial officer. Detention 
continues for those determined to be ineligible for release screenin&, and for 
those who refuse to be interviewed. Following screening, detamees are 
interviewed (12), using a recommendation scheme based on either a questionnaire 
or a point scale or a combination of both.* During screening, information is also 
compiled from local, state and federal criminal history files. 

For arrestees eligible for release, as determmed by a score on a point 
scale, by screener deciSion, or a combination of both, verification (13) of 
interview information is required. Following verification, the pretrial screener 
makes a recommendation (14) regarding release. Ideally, at this point, the 
defendant, with a misdemeanor or minor felony charge, would sign a PR bond 
stating his or her promise to appear at all future court dates. For more serious 
felony charges, such as crimes of considerable violence, most jurisdictions would 
route (1S) their recommendation to a judicial officer (16) for consideration, either 
in a formal court appearance or via telephone, at the same time forwarding to the 
prosecutor and defense attorney (public or private) the information about the 
person collected up to this point. While the defendant is being detained, 
information on his or her needs can be routed to correct nal officers USA). The 
court may then consider three release alternatives, from the least to the most 
restrictive (17), (18)and (19) beginning with OR (17). If permiSSiON for OR release 
is granted, then the defendant follows the same procedure as at (8). At this time, 

*Many jurisdictions do not interview U1egal aliens, those on federal hold, 
military prisoners or those charged with violent crimes. 
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judges may $tipulate additional conditions for release (18) such as daily checks 
with the pretrial services agency, some personal restrictions, or mandatory 
treatment of some kind. In cases where the automatic bond schedule did not 
apply earlier because of violence, seriousness of the charge, etc., the court must 
then set bail (19) or specify conditions prior to release.* If none of these release 
options applies and bond cannot be posted, then detention (20) continues and may 
involve further processing (21) beginning with classification (22). 

For those defendants who remain in custody, central intake information 
from earlier stages (14) in the release decision process can be made available for 
decisions regarding jail classification (22), treatment (23) or additional 
opportunities for release (24), including bond reduction (2S). 

. The n~xt st~p is the first hearing or arraignm~nt (27) at which all those 
prevlous!y detamed (20) or released (26) must appear. This represents another 
release opportunity. New or recently verified information from pretrial services 
(10) may be available to the court. At this time, the judge can reconsider the 
release options (17) (18) (19) rejected earlier. The court may also use information 
(14) collected h\y pretrial services, for inoigency determination. For those 
remai~ing ~n. custl')dy (28), the process optio~s ~21) remain available. Following 
~he dlSp~sltlon of the c<;se (29) and a fmdmg of guilty (30), once again, 
mformatlon collected preVIously at (14) and (27) can be provided to probation 
departments for presentence investigation (31) and recommendations (32). 
Informati:0n ca~ include defendant's f~ilures-~o-appear, additional charges during 
the pretrIal perIod, or degree of complIance With supervised release conditions. 

. DRI centrallntake model: Relationships an long criminal justice agencies. 
The entIre concept of central mtake centers on the ablhty ot crImmiil JustIce 
agencies to subordinate often conflicting goals to the effective and efficient 
functioning of the whole system. Two developments are necessary for this to take 
place. First, a central intake system must be facilitated by assistance from those 
criminal justice agencies that control the flow of defendants from apprehension 
through adjudication. Second, cooperative arrangements must be established with 
community services agencies to provide needed defendant services. Tier two of 
the model (Figure 2) presents several agencies whose cooperation is essential. 

Community referral agencies. They provide needed defendant services 
such as mental health treatment, employment assistance, and detoxification 
prog~a.ms. Defendants can utilize their services as alternatives to arrest (2) as 
condItIons for release (18) and for treatment while incarcerated. 

. *Even though justice is a public concern which theoretically supersedes 
prlya~e ~oncerns suc~ as commercial bonding for profit, bail Is still used in many 
JUflsc;bctlons. Bondmg does not necessarily represent equality In justice by 
definition and ha.~ been the subject of a continual controversy 
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Law enforcement. Alternatives to arrest (2) and arrest op~i0.ns (:3). wo~ld 
not be utilized without a commitment on the part of the crIm10al Justice 
community to the use of the least restrictive alt~~natives. Law enfo~cement 
officials, usually the sheriff, operate th:. local Jad and ar~ responsible for 
overseeing the booking process (7). In addItion, most county JaIls are staffed by 
sheriff's employees and are charged with operating corrections programs (15A, 20, 
28). 

Courts. Courts usually delegate at least part .of their auth.ority to 
pretrial services (10) for OR release (17). They are also responsIble for 
determining conditions to be imposed upon defendants at releas~ (18) and for 
determining bail amounts (9, 19, 25). Release can also be reconsidered by the 
court if circumstances surrounding the case or defendant change (25). 

Corrections. Corrections officers must assume cus!od.y. of d:~e~dants 
from the point in time that they are incarcerated or are held 10 JaIl facIl~tIes for 
booklng U5A). During pretrial detention (20) they may be responSible for 
classification (22), or treatment (23). 

DRI central intake model: Central intake administration. The overlap of 
agency functions at various points duri~g criminal j~sti~e processing neces~itates 
formalized cooperation. The central 10take organIzatIOnal focus oft~n dlcta~es 
where such agreements will be needed (Figure 3). Frequently, ~ pretrial s~r~lce 
agency will administer the central intake system under the !luspices of a crIm10al 
justice advisory board composed of memb:rs C?f key agencies, law ~~forcement, 
corrections, and courts, community organIzations. and con~e~ned .clt~zens. The 
function of the board is to insur«; that all st?ges 10 ~he. cnm~nal JustIce process 
proceed as eff!wiently and effectively as.possible, beg1O~1Og ~Ith .apprehension (1) 
and ending with sentencing recommendatIons (32) or earlIer diSPOSItIon. 
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III. AL TERNA TIVE APPROACHES TO CENTRAL INTAKE 

In this section the major factors that influence the ways in which central 
intake systems can function are examined. These factors vary from jurisdiction 
to jurisdiction but generally fall into three broad categories: the legal or 
administrative authority under which a CI program must operate, the extent of 
and type of community and defendant criminal justice system needs that must be 
met, and the local political climate. 

Following this discussion, the central intake models developed from 
information obtained at the selected program sites are illustrated and described. 

Major Influences on Central Intake Configurations 

Le al and administrative authOrit~. Usually the first step taken by a 
jurisdiction 10 Imp ement10g a centr 10ta e program is the examination of the 
legal environment in which the program must operate. Frequently, statutes that 
must be interpreted and then implemented at the cOlmty level or statewide will be 
passed by the legislature regarding pretrial release, diversion, or prev~ntive 
detention. Chanj'p.s in or additions to state statutes are often reactions to 
problems that have existed in counties for qUite some time, such as jail 
overcrowding. The local community may have already experienced legal sanctions 
as a result of previous law suits. Such actions may have resulted in changes in 
administrative procedures that are now mandated by statute rather than case law. 
For example, in a jurisdiction tha.t has experienced severe overcrOWding, 
defendants may have successfully sued for more humane conditions. If the 
precipitating conditions exist in a jurisdiction that is the state capitol or the most 
densely populated county in the state, legislation may be passed requiring all 
counties to favor a presumption for pretrial release. In the meantime, however, 
local jurisdictions may have already begun a pretrial service program to lessen the 
probability of additional law suits. In other words, administrative procedures 
calling for a change in the criminal justice system may precede or follow 
enactment of state legislation. A county may wish to comply with new laws while 
not having the resources to implement a new program. Instead, they may 
contract with agencies outside of their own jurisdiction to provide needed 
services. For example, the state of Utah has both pretrial release and diversion 
statutes on the books. Summit County, adjacent to Salt Lake County, did not 
have the financial resources to implement s'Jch programs because of the relatively 
small year-round popUlation and large seasonal fluctuations in crime due to the ski 
and energy industries. Summit County contracts annUally with the Salt Lake 
County pretrial services project to provide the necessary screening and related pretrial services. 

Another example of a legal influence is that of preventive detention. 
Great variability exists across states and counties on both the enactment of 
legislation and the local procedures used for enforcement. Both pretrial 
interviewers and judges may have been 'basing release/detention decisions in part 
on perceived dangerousness prior to implementing formal preventive detention 
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hearings. Judicial discretion may also be constrained in the posttrial period by 
the passage of mand~tory and determinate sentencing laws and the number of 
sentencing resources available in the community. 

Criminal justice system, defendant and community needs. Not only must 
jurisdictions accommodate to their legal environments, they must also meet the 
immediate needs of the local criminal justice system defendant and community. 
If jail overcrowding is a primary concern and overcrowding is the result of a large 
pretrial detainee population, intake release programs may be given high priority 
(Neubaum &: West, 1982; West et al., 1980). Similarly, if public inebriates or other' 
less serious classes of offenders are clogging the jail, cultivation of community 
agency resources may be necessary. Usually within any given jurisdiction, most 
criminal justice practitioners will agree on a few basic issues that influence most 
of their policies. Unfortunately, implementation of new administrative 
procedures such as adoption of central intake processes or organization can only 
operate within a given problem range. Using every pretrial release option 
available may not sufficiently reduce jail overcrowding to preclude new jail 
construction. It may, however, keep the problem under control long enough to 
consider the construction options available or influence the design of the 
structure. The same can be said for the implementation of arrest standards, field 
citations, bal! guidelines and sentencing practices. Without a comprehensive 
criminal justice master plan or committee to facilitate long-range planning and 
creative problem solving, criminal justice systems may respond only to the most 
pressing or short-term needs. 

Political climate. With the benefit of long~range planning, community 
government may be able to respond in an efficient and effective manner to 
criminal justice needs and make short-term adjustments that are compatible with 
long-range solutions. Local criminal justice systems are closely tied to 
community government since county commissioners are usually responsible for 
allocating operating funds to agencies within criminal justice systems and 
community services agencies. In terms of government funding, there appears to 
be a trade-off between allocating funds to criminal justice agencies at a 
previously established level and responding to whichever criminal justice problems 
are currently receiving the greatest amount of notoriety. How budgetary 
!'esources are divided carl be determined by the individual program director's 
justification of operating expenses and the actual or perceived need for continued 
or additional funds. Further, county government, because it consists primarily of 
elected officials, is likely to be somewhat responsive to community needs. In an 
era of limited resources, budgeting conflicts often arise between the community's 
desire to reduce violent crime and the decreasing pool of dollars to construct new 
facilities, hire more law enforcement officials, implement new programs, or 
increase existing program functions. Currently, many communities are 
experiencing a reduction in services as a result of the decreasing availability of 
funds. Such cutbacks have forced careful evalua.tion of the community criminal 
justice system in attempts to streamline operations and keep reduction in services 
to a minimum. 
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Case Studies 

, A description o! the five selected central intake sample sites follows. 
Each IS portrayed accordmg to its history and setting, its fit with the DRI model 
and the, flow of defendan~ and inform~tion in the criminal justice process. The 
concluslon of each case hIstory contams a summary of central intake impacts 
documented within each jurisdiction. 
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ARAPAHOE COUNTY 

History and Setting 

Pursuant to a court order issued by Arapahoe County court judges on 
December 12, 1977, steps were taken by criminal justice officials to reduce 
overcrowding in the county jail. At that time, the daily population of the jail 
was projected to range from 53 to 74 in 1975, 63 to 79 In 1980, and 74 to 90 in 
1985 (Arapahoe County Pretrial Release, 1981) and the existing jail had a rated 
capacity of 55. The proposed changes consisted primarily of developing 
alternatives to incarceration for misdemeanant and minor felony detainees. The 
development and implementation of these processes brought with it the inception 
of a central intake system in Arapahoe County--a system designed not only to 
reduce the jail population, but also to serve as a coordinator of intake, 
correctional and adjudicative processes. The various components of the criminal 
justice system, including the sheriff, County Court, District Court, district 
attorney, corrections, public defender and probation are all participants in and 
beneficiaries of the central intake system. 

Arapahoe County is part of the Denver metropolitan area, covering the 
territories directly east and south of Denver County. The jurisdiction is the 
largest county in the state. As a bedroom community in a rapid growth area of 
the country, the population of Arapahoe County has been increasing steadily over 
the past several years, going from 225,900 in 1976 to 293,621 in 1980. 

The county's major popUlation enclaves are concentrated in Littleton, 
the county seat, and the city of Aurora. Aurora accounts for the highest 
percentage of reported Part I crimes (5696 in 1980) and is a likely site for a 
county jail annex currently under consideration. 

As the population of the area has risen, the demands on the criminal 
justice system have intensified. The 1977 court order was the direct result of a 
law suit filed in 1975 by inmates of the Arapahoe County Jail, claiming that 
their constitutional rights were being violated as a consequence of being 
incarcerated in a jail which they claimed was overcrowded. In addition to the 
alternative programs aimed at reducing jail overflow, a new wing of the jail was 
opened in 1980 to provide more room. Nevertheless, population and crime 
figures continued to soar. The county reported 21,563 crimes known to the 
police in 1980. These factors have pushed the expanded facility beyond its limits 
to a point where the county is now trying to acquire land and funds to build a 
new jail. The situation is further exacerbated by the present state of fiscal 
austerity which is placing severe restrictions on criminal justice improvements. 
For example, despite a growing caseload, no new judgeships have been granted by 
the state in the last few years and judicial salaries have been frozen (except for 
cost of living increases), resulting in several resignations from the district and 
county benches. 
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The Arapahoe County Central Intake System 

Central intake in Arapahoe County consists of several programs 
administered by the Arapahoe County government, sheriff, district attorney and 
probation departments. Thes~ programs were initiated primarily to relieve 
overcrowding in the Arapahoe County Jail by providing alternatives to booking 
and pretrial detention for low risk arrestees. These programs include the field 
summons program, stationhouse release, felony summons and pretrial release. 

Field summons programo One alternative process developed to help 
stem the jail overcrowding was the issuance of field summons, or citations for 
misuemeanors and petty offenses, in lieu of booking and detention. These 
procedures are provided for by Colorado state statute. Law enforcement 
officers in the field are required to issue a summons when making an arrest for 
these offenses if the suspected offender has valid proof of identification, has no 
outstanding holds on his or her record, and is willing to sign the summons form. 
Officers in the field may, as part of a summons arrest, . refer people in crisis 
situations to Arapahoe County or Aurora mental health clinics. Funding for this 
program comes from the sheriff's department and the 11 local police agencies 
within the county. 

The number of pretrial detainees arrested and charged with 
misdemeanors has dropped considerably-from 1,300 in 1975 to 268 in 1979. 
Arapahoe County officials attribute most of the decline to the field summons 
program. At the same time, the difference in the PTA rate between those 
booked and bonded and those arrestees issued summons has remained stable. In 
1975, before initiation of the program, the FTA rate stood at 24.4 percent. The 
1977 rate, reflecting the first complete calendar year of the field summons 
program, was 24 percent. Assuming no differences in the nature of the offenses 
and offenders, this indicates no greater risk of nonappearance under the 
summons system. 

. Stationhouse release. Stationhouse release was another option 
ln~roduced as part of the county's Central Intake Program. Under its provisions, 
misdemeanant and petty offense arrestees, who are not issued a field summons 
can be released on recognizance bonds by jail officers without being booked: 
Also, .a bon? schedule was established to facilitate quick release with no 
detentl~n time for persons charged with relatively minor offenses. 
Recogmzance bonds are generally granted over-the-counter for persons charged 
with second or third class misdemeanors, traffic, and petty offenses, if 
defendants can establish local community ties. The program is administered by 
the Jail Division of the Arapahoe County Sheriff's Department. 

Arapahoe County officials report that they have essentially eliminated 
misdemeanant defendant pretrial detention through the station house release and 
field summons programs. Figures for 1977 showed that 12 misdemeanant 
arrestees, out of 270 originally apprehended, remained in custody beyond the 
first advisement of rights hearing, which generally takes place within 24 hours of 
arrest. Some of these remaining detainees included persons arrested for first 
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class misdemeanors who were ineligible for recognizance release, persons who 
refused to sign the field summons, individuals with outstanding holds from other 
jurisdictions, and persons sentenced after pleading guilty at the initial court 
appearance. 

Felony summons and pretrial release. .Two other ~rograms, felony 
summons and pretrial release, serve central 10take functIons for felony 
arrestees. The felony summons process can be initia.ted by the district attor.ney 
for arrestees chal'ged with certain minor offenses classified. as fourth and fIfth 
class felonies, as provided by state statute. Rather than beI~g serve.~ w:arrants, 
booked and jailed, persons charged with these offe~se~ ~re Issued cnations for 
appearance and recognizance bonds. In .1~79, 174 1O.dIviduals, or 18 percent of 
the felony arrestees who could have been JaIled, were Issued felony summons. 

Tha most comprehensive aspect of the Arapah~e County c~ntral intake 
system is the pretrial release program. Felony and .fIrst ;:lass misdemean~nt 
arrestees are eligible for screening and release conSIderatIon through pretrI~1 
release. This includes all such persons booked into the Arapahoe County JaIl 
(Littleton) and the Aurora City Jail. Individuals arrested are interviewed after 
booking and prior to the first advisement hearings. 

Interviewers cover two shifts from 5:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. Coverage starts at the county jail in Littleton at 5:30 a.m. and 
at the city jail in Aurora at 6:30 a.m. Advisem~nts are ~eld. on th?~e days at 
8:30 a.m. Before presentation to the court, the 1Oformation IS VerIfI~d an? a 
written bond recommendation is prepared. The bond inv~stiga~i~n 1Ot«:rview 
probes areas such as community ties, employment status, prior crIm10al hIstory, 
FT As and current charges. If an arrestee scores sufficiently high on the 
inter~iew he or she may be recommended for recognizance release, supervised 
release, ;r reduced bond. Between the program's inception in May 1977 and the 
end of 1979, approximately 4,000 persons were screened and 1,000 released. 
Also, through 1979, the project reported an 8.6 percent felony FT A rate, 18.9 
percent misdemeanor FT A rate, and a 6.6 percent overall pretrial rearrest rate. 
Figures for June 1982 indicate a cumulative 9 percent felony FTA rate and a 6 
percent felony rearrest rate. The misdemeanant FT A figure stands at 18 
percent. This latter figure, although high, must be considered in light of th«: fact 
that the project supervises "high riskil misdemeanant releasee~ preVIously 
rejected for citation and stationhouse release. The average misdemeanant 
rearrest rate since 1977 is 5 percent. 

The pretrial release program serves the central intake role of gat~e:ing 
and disseminating arrestee information to other components of the crIm1O~1 
justice system. Indigency data are collected and presented to t~e publlc 
defender. The district attorney, public defender and court receIve bond 
investigation data to provide information fOl' all bonding arguments. Pr~bation 
staff receive information on defendant status and performance while on 
supervised release for use in the preparation of presentence reports and in 
assessing client treatment needs. As of 1979, t~e project estimat7d that it sav~d 
the county approximately $16,000 per month 10 deferred detention costs. ThIS 
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figure was computed by calculating the cost of housing defendants in the Denver 
County Jail ($26 per day) and counting the number of days the defendant is 
released, from the date of release to case disposition. This yielded a 
displacement figure of $24,000 per month. The $16,000 total was derived by 
subtracting $8,000 in monthly project operating expenses. 

Components of the Arapahoe County central intake system are 
administered by various criminal justice agencies. The field summons program 
comes under the law enforcement purview. Thus, the process is controlled by 
the sheriff's department and local police departments. The stationhouse release 
program is. administered by the jail division of the sheriff's department. As 
noted earlIer, the felony summons program falls under the auspices of the 
district attorney. The pretrial release program is now an independent county
supported agency. In its first three years (1977-1980), pretrial release was an 
LEAA-supported program sponsored by the Arapahoe County government and 
administered by the 18th Judicial District Probation Department. 

Central intake as a "system" operates under the informal leadership of 
the pretrial release program. The director and her staff have taken the 
initiative to monitor and coordinate the activities of their own as well as other 
functions in the network. For instance, the agency conducts periodic audits of 
the jail popUlation to provide the sheriff's department and courts information on 
possible needs to reduce the number of defendants detained in or sentenced to 
that facility. Interview recommendation reports are disseminated to the district 
att~r~ey for bonding ar?uments, as well as for use in making filing and diversion 
deCISIons. Also, pretrial reports and recommendations are forwarded to the 
District Court, once a felony case has been filed, to permit bonding decisions at 
that level. The project makes its information available for bond reduction 
deciSions, at any point, and for use by probation staff in composition of 
presentenc~ reports. The frequent contacts which the program director has with 
repres~ntatlves of most county criminal justice agencies and political power 
ba~es ~l.e., county commis~ioners) allow her to informally provide information 
WhICh 10fluences the operatIon of many central intake functions. 

. ,The .body which h~ ultimate funding and policy making authority over 
the crIm10al JustIce system IS the Board of County Commissioners. A Criminal 
Justice Commission has been empaneled for the last few years but deals almost 
exclusively with planning for a new jail. This committee, made up of heads of 
the c~u~ty's cri~inal justice ~gencies, ~dvises the Board of County 
CommISSIoners on Issues 1Ovolved 10 constructIon of a new jail and its inherent 
pro?lems •. ~echn~cal.ly, it is designed to oversee the interagency workings of the 
entIre crIm10al Justice system, but the overriding importance of the new jail 
issue has consumed virtually all of this body's efforts. 

Impacts 

~he . ir!,pacts centra.l intake has had on redUcing the jail population, 
while mamta10mg stable fallure-to-appear and pretrial rearrest rates, were 
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noted above. To summarize, the field summons and stationhouse release 
components have effectively eliminated the misdemeanant detainee populati?n 
from the Arapahoe County Jail. The felony summons program and pretrI?l 
release program have been very effective in releasing minor felony arrestees in 
lieu of detention. 

DRI interviewed a number of criminal justice and elected officials in 
Arapahoe County to assess "userslll views o~ central intake and its ~f~ectiveness. 
Most of the opinions focused on the pretrial release program, as it is the most 
visible component. 

Overall the concept of central intake and its antecedent release 
alternatives are' accepted as necessary steps to reduce jail overcrowding and 
provide arrestee bonding information. The jail commander .concludes that the 
current jail overcrowding situation would be far worse WIthout the release 
options. All the judges interviewed found the inter,:iew. information to be .hig~ly 
valuable in setting bonds and stimulating commUnICatIon between the diStriCt 
attorney, public defender and courts. 

There was however, some criticism of central intake and pretrial 
release in particula~. Several remarks were made stating reserv,ations about 
providing the opportunity for high risk, "serious" felony arrestees to be rele~s~d. 
These respondents stated that limited jail space make~ such r.eleas: opport~nI~IeS 
a necessary evil. Also, comments were heard regarding the inclUSIOn of criminal 
history information as part of the pretrial report to serve additional needs of the 
central intake system. The absence of FBI criminal history information, as part 
of the pretrial record, was seen as a problem becaus~ such records are needed ~y 
probation to compose presentence reports. Pro.batI~n contacts the FBI .f~r thIS 
information and must wait 2 months to receIve It. Also, the prOVISIon of 
information on defendants who bond out was seen as a necessary aspect of a 
central intake system-one which currently is not part of the present Arapahoe 
County set-up. 

Arapahoe County Central Intake System 

The following diagram presents a schematic flow of defendants and 
processes in the Arapahoe County system (Figure 4)*. 

*Transparent central intake overlays for individual sites are contain:d 
in an envelope located on the back cover of this report. They are to be used in 
conjunction with the DR! central intake model (Figures 1, 2, and 3). 
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LEGEND: ARAPAHOE COUNTY PRETRIAL 
PROCESSING FLOW DIAGRAM 

(See Figure 4, transparent overlay, back cover) 

Apprehension 

Alternatives to Arrest - includes referrals to Arapahoe County or Aurora 
mental health clinics, alcohol treatment centers, personal or family 
counseling 

Arrest Options - booking at Aurora City Jail or Arapahoe County Jail; 
nonbooking rele~e through field summons,ielony summons, stationhouse 
release or automatic bond schedule 

Field Summons - notice to appear to persons charged 'with misdemeanors, 
petty offenses and traffic offenses; defendant must sign summons, prove 
identity and have no outstanding holds from other jurisdictions 

Felony Summons - notice to appear served on behalf of the district attorney 
in lieu of an arrest wal·rant for fourth and fifth class felony charges 

Stationhouse Release - jail officers may release arrestees charged with 
second and third class misdemeanors on bonds; takes place immediately after booking . 

Booking - at the Arapahoe County Jail in Littleton or the Aurora City Jail 

Postbooking Release Alternatives 
sta tionhouse release automatic bond schedule and 

Au'~..)matic Bond Schedule - defendants not released on PR bonds 
immediately after booking may post bond 'according to a schedule based on 
the offense charged 

11.,. . 1~., 13., 14. Pretrial Processing-Screening, InterView, 
Venf~cation/Reco~d Chec.k and Recommendation - defendants charged with 
felOnIes and senous mIsdemeanors, not released through stationhouse 
release or monetary bond, are eligible for interviews through the pretrial 
release program (except for those defendants on writs or retainers from 
other jurisdictions); a point scale is used; recommendations are made to the 
County Court at first advisement 

Routing - pretrial recommendations and reports are routed to the County 
Court, district attorney and defense counsel prior tc first advisement 

17., .18., 19. Court Processing (F!rst Advisement) and Release Options _ 
hearings held Monday through Friday at 8:30 a.m.; judges may release 
defendants on recognizance bond, conditional release or monetary bond 
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20. Pretrial Detention - Arapahoe County Jail 

24. 

25., 

29., 

Release Reconsiderations - conducted prior to fHing of felony c~arge_s in 
District CQurt and presented to that court for bond adjustment 
consideration 

26., 27., 28. District Court Arraignment - after felony char~es. are filed, 
bond may be reduced resulting in release of those defendants stIll In custody 
or detention may continue 

30., 31., 32. Case Disposition - pretrial release .information may be used to 
effect defendant release between a finding of gUIlty and sentencmg 

Central Intake Administration 

The Criminal Justice Council has no real ~nput into the ~p7ration of central 
intake but serves primarily to plan constructIon of a new Jail. Most central 
intake' functions, including all pretrial inform?-tion gathering a~d release 
recommendations at the various levels, are coordmated by the pretrial release 
program. 

Interagency Cooperative Agreements 

Community resources. Includes county mental health ~:ent7rs, 
detoxification centers, community educational and employment agencl:~. 
Referrals are made by law enforcement as alternatives to arrest and by pretrial 
services as conditional release requirements. 

Corrections. Pretrial release monitors jail population by provi~ing peri~dic 
inmate counts to the sheriff's department; defendant background mformatIon, 
collected by pretrial release, is presented to the sheriff's department. 

Public defender and district attorney. 
information for use in bonding arguments. 

Receive pretrial screening 

Courts including County Courts in Aurora and Littleton. Rec~ive pretrial 
screening information to set bond at first adVIsement; pretrial screenmg data are 
also used by the District Court to set bond on cases originally filed there and to 
hear bond reduction arguments for cases bound over from County Court. 
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DELAWARE 

History and Setting 

In response to a directive from the federal District Court, the governor 
of Delaware spearheaded the development of a master plan for corrections in 
1977. Part of the pJan included the construction of a Multipurpose Criminal 
Justice Facility (MPCJF), known also as the Gander HUl processing cer.ter, to 
process arrestees and classify convicted offenders. In November of that year, the 
Hurley Committee was appointed to spec1fy the function of the new facllity and 
initiate planning. The committee recommended that the central arraignment 
concept be implemented on a trial basis prior to the opening of the new facility to 
illuminate problems with the approach and to demonstrate the benefits. The pre
Gander Hill project was known as the Post Arrest Processing Center (PAP C). 
Bath the Hurley Committee and the Program Advisory Committee were staffed 
by members of the Delaware Criminal Justice Planning Commission. Their 
functions included providing relevant information, assisting 1n program 
development and designing procedures and staffing requirements. 

PAPC. was located In New Castle County which Is Delaware's most 
populous county with a 1980 population of 399,002. The receipt of federal funds 
under LEAA IS Jail Overcrowding and Pretrial Detainee Program was a major 
factor in the development of the PAPC project. The county's population was 
relatively stable, but its crime rate was increasing. The 1980-81 figures represent 
an 11.7 percent increase in total adult arrests over 1979, While the number of Part 
I arrests increased by 68.9 percent. While the number of adult arrests increased, 
the number of juvenile arrests declined slightly, and the total number of arrests 
from 1978 to 1980-31 increased only 8.4 percent. Figures from the New Castle 
C"unty Public Safety Department (equivalent to a sherlff's department) also show 
an increase in arrests (Table 2). Total arrests were up 27.7 percent from 1979 to 
1981 and Part I arrests increased by 18.6 percent. 

Table 2 

Arrests in New Castle County 

Arrests Date 

New Castle County 1m 1979 7/80 .. 6/81 -
Adult Part I 2,669 2,934 4,956 Adult Total 12,228 12,261 13,699 Adult and Juvenile Total 16,508 17,889 

New Castl~ County Public 
Safety Department 

1-8/1979 1-8/1980 1 .. 8/1981 

Pert I Arrests 1,907 1,905 2,261 Total Arrests 4,442 4,799 5,674 

Source: Delaware Criminal Justice Statistical Analysis Center. 
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Although arrests increased, the prison population (there are no county 
jails in the state) did not increase. The number of adults under corrections' 
jurisdiction was 6,168 on July 31, 1980 and 6,165 on July 31, 1981. On the same 
dates, the total number incarcerated and the pretrial population was 1,368 and 
175 (1980), 1,317 and 239 (1981). The overall popUlation decreased but the number 
of pretrial detainees increased by 36.6 percent, although the pretrial population 
was only 18 percent of the total. 

When the PAPC project began there were a number of Obstacles to its 
smooth implementation and operation. First, only part (about 70%) of the 
admissions to the state prison system came from New Castle County. Any 
reduction In prison popUlation due to project operations could have been offset by 
increases in the population from the rest of the state. A second prOblem was the 
use of mandatory sentencing practices for offenses such a'S drunk driving that 
were approved by the state legislature in the past decade. Use of mandatory 
sentences reduced the outflow from the prison and increased the proportion of 
convicted criminals who were serving relatively long sentences (1 to .5 years vs. under 1 year). 

PAPC operated In an environment in which not all criminal justice 
agencies were wllllng to cooperate. The Public Defender's Office, the Attorney 
General's Office, and the Governor's Office were all strongly behind the project 
and they fully supported the central arraignment concept; the Governor's Office 
continu~s to be a strong supporter; the Municipal Court judges were opposed to 
the proJect; and the state Supreme Court took a "wait and see" attitude about 
holding preliminary hearings at the central arraignment facility. The Department 
of Corrections (DOC) was a supporter of the project, but caused some delays In 
proje?t i~plementation when it refused to staff PAPC untIl $20,000 worth of 
securlty Improvements were made. However, at a June 1980 meeting the 
dirEctor of corrections reiterated his support for the project took' full 
responsibi11ty for delays in implementation, agreed to staff the' temporary 
arraignment center, and provided funds to improve security at the facility. 

The newly constructed processing center, the Multipurpose Criminal 
Justice F~cll~ty at Gander Hl11, 'partia!ly opened on schedule in September 1982. 
The fa~lhty IS current~y acceptmg prIsoners and conductIng intake procedures. 
Op~rat1ons have begun 111 an Increme~tal fashion of opening one housing module at 
a time and adequate personnel are bemg phased in to eventually work around .. the
clock shifts. This process should be completed by June 30, 1983. 

The Delaware Central Intake System 

. Delaware's central intake services were managed by PAPC Until the 
openmg of Gander H111. It was anticipated that the experience, procedures, 
materials, etc. developed at PAPC would be readily transferrable to Gander HUl. 

In spite ~f. start-up problems when PAPC began operations, it was 
implemented as origmally planned in the original LEAA jail overcrowding grant 
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proposal. Initially, it operated 7 days per v:ee.k from. 6. p.m. to. 2 a.m. but the 
hours were changed from 4 p.m. to 12 mldmght WIthIn the flrst quarter of 
operations in order to be more consistent wit~ other shift .changes. T~e center 
was based on the concept that providing all arralgnf!1ent services at on~ .slte. would 
reduce time spent in detention by offender~ and thIS would ~ay: a positive Impact 
on jail overcrowding. During anyone shift, PAPC was .Imtlally s!affed by a 
magistrate, a court clerk, a deputy attorner genera~, an assistant publIc defender, 
a pretrial services worker and three correctional offIcers. 

Central intake as it was developed through P APC and carried over to 
Gander Hill includes the' following agencies and functions: 

1. Police. Their duties were delineated from the time of a felony arrest 
to the time they relinquish possession of the offender to another agency. At 
Gander Hill the officer drives through a sally port where the arrestee and a copy 
of the arre;t report are turned over to a correctional officer. The pO!ice ~fficer 
can then meet with the deputy attorney g~neral and ?O th~ required Intake 
interview on the arrestee or schedule another t1me for the Interview. 

2. Corrections officers. They accept transfer of the arrestee from the 
police, conduct a body se~rch, o~tain arrestee's perso~al effects" and :turn the 
arrestee over first to pretrial services and then the PublIc Defender s Offlce to be 
interviewed. They also escort arrestees to the Magistrate Court in session at 
Gander Hill. 

3. Pretrial services. The staff interviews the arrestee, runs a computer 
check for priors warrants, etc., and compares the detainees' statements with the 
information fro~ the computer. They call friends, relatives, or employers of the 
arrestee to verify information, present their Informati0!l to t~e P~b1ic De~ender's 
and Attorney General's Office, and then present the InterVlew Informatlon and 
recommendation to the court. They also do preliminary drug/alcohOl and mental 
and physical assessment of everyone who will be incarcerated, and the'y make 
referrals to the Criminal Justice Service Center (CJSC). RecommendatIons for 
release are made to magistrates on a subjective basis-no point scale is use~. 
Pretrial services interviewers consult with both attorney general and publ1c 
defender representatives before making their final recommendations to the court. 

4. Public defender. After the pretrial services interview, the arrestee is 
interviewed by the Public Defender'S Office. The public defen~er tries to 
negotiate the case with the deputy attorney general. Th.e public defen~er 
represents all defendants at arraignment (unless they have a pnvate attorney WIth 
them) and makes arrangements (if the a.rrestee qualifies) for continued public 
defender services. 

The chief public defender ~s also concerned ~bout the us: of 
incarceration for those who may benefIt most from educatIonal or vocational 
training. A pilot testing prog!,am has been initiated to d~termine the, f~asibi1ity 
of classifying inmates accordmg to the types of educational remedlat10n that 
would most benefit the arrestee. 
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The Public Defender's Office is administered by a director, appointed by 
the governor, for a 6-year term. T.he d~rector is very s~pportive of ~he central 
intake concept as it is being operationahzed at Gander HIll •. The publIc defender 
is especially in favor of the diagnostic center. ,!,here. mcr~~e~ defendant 
screening is expected to result in better release decIsIons, I.e., minImIZe FTA and 
pretrial rearrest as well as unnecessary pretrial de~ention. Over.90 percent of the 
detainees in Delaware jails are reported to be publIc defender clIents. 

5. A ttorney general. T~e at~orney ~ener~l's purpose is .to provide pol~ce 
with the opportunity for immedIate mtake mtervlews and tc? diSCUSS cs:ses wIth 
arresting officers. Attorney generals al~o make rec,?mmendatI~ns at arraIgnment, 
evaluate the merits of a case, and negotIate pleas WIth the publIc defender. 

6. Court. The Magistrate Court must review paperwork on e~ch case~ 
follow current initial appearance procedure, hear the. recomTendatlons . ana 
opinions of the attorney general, public defender, and pre~nal serVIces, set bail on 
the case, and seL the preliminary hearing date. The magIstrate can, al.so .ac~e~t a 
plea if the case is plead to an offense in Justice of t~e Peace Court s jUnSdictlon. 
In these cases, sentencing can also occur at Gander HIll. 

Delaware has retained the Justice of the Peace Courts that have been 
retired in many states. Justice of the peace mag~strates are s~lected. for 4:year 
terms on the basis of a test for deductive r~asonmg and a ~erIes of Inter~lews. 
This magistrate screening system was establIshed b.y executIve order. It IS the 
responsibility of the presiding magistrat.e jud&e to wnte the lega1.m.em~randa that 
assist the lay judges to carry out theIr asSIgnments. The preSIding j~dge, who 
favors this system, has indicated that the Gander riill postarrest processmg center 
is the mechanism for bringing the police, public defender, attorney ge~eral, 
pretrial and corrections personnel together ~o fa~ilitate the ~wift ~n~ .eqU1ta~le 
administration of justice. The original PAPC project was deSIgned inItIally WIth 
the intent and expectation that mor~ input at initial appeara~ce would reduce 
reliance on cash bail and decrease ball amounts set. The OppOSIte result appears 
to be occurring. This increase in use of high bail amounts }s attributed to 
dependence upon the attorney general, who i~ generally more artlcul.ate and .mo~e 
respected by the lay magistrates than the polIce had been or than PAPC, WhICh IS 

perceived to be a defendant advocate. It is also possible that the sample is 
biased, that only the more serious cases (deserving of higher ball) are processed at 
Gander Hill. 

7. Criminal Justice Service Center. CJSC!s not located at Gander Hill, 
but it is charged with receiving referrals of people WIth suspected drug or alcohol 
abuse problems from the criminal justice system. CJSC evaluates these. pe~ple 
and sends the results and recommendations to the referral agency. Certam tIme 
slots are reserved each day for clients referred from pretrial services. 

8. Conditional release. Various forms of conditional.release may be 
recommended by pretrhil services and/or ordered by the magIstrates. These 
include referrals for drug counseling, mental health counseling or alcohol 
treatment Also a releasee may be required to contact a pretrial services 
~ounselor periodic'ally by telephone or be placed under family supervision. 
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9. Citation release. Police "in the field" may issue citations to 
individuals charged with minor offenses. Officers obtain thumbprints, as part of 
this process, to insure positive identification of defendants. 

10. Physical and mental treatment. Gander Hill has a diagnostic center 
and a wing devoted to treatIng the short-term physical and mental health needs of 
detainees. 

Gander Hill Physical Layout 

The physical layout of the Gander Hill facility closely resembles the 
ideal facility envisioned by ORI staff when describing a building complex that is 
specifically constructed to facilitate the fair, effective and prompt 
administration of justice at the pretrial stage. On level 1 (Figure 5) intake, 
diagnostic center, booking, classification, public defense, prosecution (attorney 
genera!), health services and court officials are all located in close proximity to 
one another. Arrestees are booked and screened for release eligibility when they 
enter the facility. Space is available in the intake room for staff assigned to 
match community supervised release options with conditions of release imposed 
upon defendants. If health problems requiring immediate attention are detected, 
the infirmary is readily accessibJp.. The attorney general maintains an office 
within the building, and someone will be present around-the-clock to review cases 
as they come in (at the present time there is only one shift operating). The 
attorney general's review speeds up the processing by allowing early negotiations 
of pleas with defense counsel. Also, this review enables the attorney general to 
make a bonding recommendation at arraignment based on his or her impression of 
the case's merits and the defendant's criminal history. 

Public defenders are also to maintain an office-24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week-at Gander Hill. Their immediate access to arrestees hastens the processing 
of defendants through the system and serves to provide higher quality 
representation. Determinations of indigency are made early, thus allowing the 
Public Defender'S Office to begin preparing the defense if they will be 
representing a defendant. By having the defense counsel and prosecutor within 
the same facility, both parties meet to discuss cases and negotiate plea t)argains 
prior to initial arraignment. This facilitates the early disposition of cases which, 
in the combined opinion of the pubilc defender and attorney general do not merit 
further prosecution, or which can be referred to diversionary programs. By having 
firsthand knowledge of each case and copies of pretrial release interviews, the 
public defender also can act as an advocate for defendants at arraignment in 
bonding arguments. 

Magistrate courtrooms are part of the Gander Hill layout. The 
maintenance of full-time Magistrate Courts within the booking facility serves two 
purposes. First, defendants no longer have to be transported from one building to 
another-saving transportation costs and eliminating security problems. Second, 
bonding decisions are made at the earllest time possible-after booking and 
pretrial screening--so that unnecessary pretrial detention is avoided for those 
defendants qualifying for recognizance or conditional release. 
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Finally, the placement of the classification unit adjacent to the 
courtroom and booking areas strongly enhances the effectiveness of processing 
defendants who are detained. Information gathered at intake by pretrial 
screeners is used by classifica tion personnel to determine the personal 
characteristics of arrestelJS and special considerations (e.g., sex, potential for 
violence, suicidal tendencies, etc.) before making unit and individual cell 
assignments. If a defendant is to be detained, classification personnel have the 
necessary information readily available to make an educated decision as to where 
that person should be housed and what precautions or special steps have to be 
taken to insure personnel and jail population safety. . 

Individual magistrate judges initially resisted assignment to Gander Hill 
because of the proximity of the courtrooms to the detention facilities. Some 
indicated that it was not appropriate to hold court "behind bars." This resistance 
appears to have abated now that Gander Hill is operational. 

Strengths and Weaknesses 

The officials with whom oRI staff spoke identified a number of 
strengths, weaknesses, problems and potentials of the multipurpose facility at 
Gander Hill. The major strengths were: 

• it provided judges with better informa.tion and, therefore, 
allowed them to make better bail/detention decisions 

• arrestees were processed more quickly 

• the people who were most likely to return for court 
appearances and least likely to commit crimes were 
released, but Gander Hill also identified and detained those 
who represented a danger to the community 

• it provided a check on the accuracy of arrestees' 
statements that had never existed before 

• attorney generals were better pl'epared for their cases 
because they received information on the case in advance
not on the day before court 

• some cases could be settled at arraignment (30 minutes to 
2 hours after arrest) bElcause of early case screening by the 
attorney general 

• defendants were contacted by the public defender sooner 

• defendants were represented by counsel at arraignment 
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• increased communication, cooperation, and respect among 
the five agencies participating in PAPC was developed and 
should transfer to Gander Hill 

• the prison was notified when people with mental or 
physical problems were being sent to them 

• a system was developed so that bail could be paid 24 hours 
per day 

• police saved a great deal of time 

• Gander Hill will produce a debugged central arraignment 
system 

Weaknesses or problems of Gandei' I·nl! were: 

• no one had central authority over the coordination of 
procedures at Gander Hill. This situation has since been 
corrected with the creation and appointment of a new 
administrative coordinator position. 

• not enough people were being processed through PAPC to 
make it cost effective; not all eligible arrestees were 
brought to PAPC; no data on new Gander Hill operations 
yet 

4t the whole attorney general's staff was not committed to CI 
concept 

• the project created the assumption that there was a need 
for attorney general shift work (the assistant attorney 
general doesn't believe such a need exists) 

• the project was not necessary because the prison 
overcrowding problem was due to the sentenced not the 
pretrial population 

Overall attitudes toward the PAPC and Gander Hill project were mixed. 
Some CJ officials believed in the central arraignment concept and strongly 
supported the project; others viewed it as a threat or as having little value and 
resisted it. 

Impacts 

PAPC proved to be an effectiv: p:etest of the ce~tra,l arraignm~nt 
concept. Project reports and doc~ments ~ndlcate t~at all Ob}ec::tlves regardmg 
organization of PAPC (e.g., staffmg reqUIrements, Job deSCrIptIons, standards, 
methods of service delivery, etc.) were accomplished. 
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PAPC helped to improve cooperation among criminal justice agencies in 
Delaware. The offices of the public defender and attorney general developed a 
good working relationship. Cooperation among a number of agencies (e.g., the 
Bureau of Alcoholism, ~he Division of Mental Health, pretrial services, the 
Criminal Justice Service Center, Municipal Courts, Public Defender's Office, and 
the A ttorney General's Office) was enhanced by project operations, and the new 
administrative coordinator has published a detailed procedures manual. 

An area in which PAPC had significant impact was the processing of 
arrestees. Table 3 compares detainee processing time at PAPC with processing at 
Municipal Courts and County Courts. These data clearly indicated that arrestees 
were processed much more quickly by pretrial services, the Public Defender's 
Office, and the Attorney General's Office if they were processed through PAPC. 
Being processed through PAPC was associated with a longer period of time in 
which arrestees' cases were dismissed, or nolle prosequi (Table 4). The cau::e of 
this is unknown; however, it is hypothesized by project personnel that PAPC 
defendants are charged with more serious crimes. It was, however, associated 
with a shorter period of time to a guilty plea and to a finding of not gUilty. 

The number of arrestees processed through PAPC was relatively small 
(Table 5).. There were 131 pretrial interviews during the first quarter of 
operations and 190, 197, and 217 for the second, third, and fourth quarters, 
r~spectively. The average number of cases per night went from 1.4 during the 
fIrst quarter to 2.4- in the fourth quarter. PAPC's caseload is small but it appears 
to be growing. The Municipal and Justice of the Peace Courts have agreed to a 
modification that will eliminate one court hearing in Municipal Court and increase 
the number of Wilmington arrests processed at Gander Hill. 

To expand its operations and increase efficiency, PAPC accepted into its 
holding cells commitments from other sources; there were 754- such commitments 
in 1981. Parole or probation violators apprehended by police and defendants 
committed to the Delaware Correctional Center (DCC) by other courts were 
delivered to PAPC to be held until morning when they were transported to DCC in 
Smerna. These people were searched and placed in a holding cell by the PAPC 
correctional office, and they received no other services from the PAPC staff. 
The same policies will be followed at Gander Hill. 

The PAPC project met its primary objective of developing a temporary 
central arraignment site to pretest the central arraignment concept. PAPC was 
fuHy operationalized, most of the problems were worked out of the system, and 
procedures and policies were developed that should be applicable at Gander Hill 
once it i:s fully operational. The experiences of PAPC should help to insure the 
smooth transition of the central arraignment system into Gander Hill. 

The PAPC project greatly improved arrestee processing but had not yet 
proven to be cost effective (costn were about $400 per detainee interviewed), nor 
can i~ be, documented that it reduced the pretrial population in the prison system. 
It dId 1mprove interagency cooperation in the Delaware criminal justice 
community, and it provided the prison with more information on detainees than it 
had previously received. Police officers also believed that the CI concept saved a 
great deal of police time. 
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Table 3 

Summary Statistics 

PAPC* Courts 10, 11 and Municipal* 

P retrial Interview 

Public Defender
first contact 

Felony Intake 

Final Disposition 

TOT AL Defendants 

10 minutes 

30 minutes 

7 days 

53 days 

817 

Table 4 

A verage Days to Disposition 

Disposition PAPC* Municipal* 

Nolle Prosequi 48 38 

Dismissed in Superior Court 56 41 

Guilty 39 132 

Pled Guilty to Lesser Charge 69 73 

Pled Guilty to Original Charge 66 73 

Open - No Disposition 50 100 

Not Guilty 71 94 

6 days 

13 days 

10 days 

49 days 

Court 10 

33 

N/A 

N/A 

81 

69 

113 

N/A 

Court 11 

39 

N/A 

109 

55 

70 

13 

96 

*Data for PAPC are from January - December 1981. For Courts 10, 11 
and Municipal data are from January - April 1981. 

Source: Collected from court records by JO/PDP project staff~, 
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Table 5 

Number of Pretrial Services Interviews at PAPC by Month 

Month 

Project 

October 1980 
November 
December 
January 1981 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 

TOTAL 

Average 

Postproject 

July 1981 
August 
September 

TOTAL 

Average 

Source: Pretrial Service Unit's Monthly Records. 
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Number Interviewed 

45 
30 
56 
60 
57 
73 
69 
75 
53 

518 

57.5 

70 
68 
79 

217 

72.3 

-
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LEGEND: STATE OF DELAWARE (GANDER HILL) 

PRETRIAL PROCESSING FLOW DIAGRAM 
(See Figure 6, transparent overlay, back cover) 

1. Apprehension 

2. Arrest Options - booking at Gander Hill; nonbooking release through 
issuance of a field citation 

4. Field Citations - issued to individuals charged with minor offenses; 
thumbprints obtained to insure positive identification 

7. Booking - a.t Gander H.i1~ mostly felony arrests only; misdemeanants are 
generally booked at Mumcipal or local Magistrate Courts 

7a. A t~orney General Intake Interview - attorney general interviews arresting 
offIcer to get an early interpretation of merits of the case 

10., 11., 12., 13., 14. - Pretrial Processing - includes defendant interviews 
computer checks for crimi.nal history, warrants, holds, etc., verification: 
druglalc?hol, mentallphysI~al health screening (by CJSC personnel) 
prep~ration of r7c~mmend8:tIons to court, referrals for treatment within the 
facihty or to Criminal JustIce Service Center 

11. - 16. .P~~lic Defender .Interview - m~y take place between pretrial screening 
and Imtial court arraIgnment; provIdes public defender with information to 
represent case at arraignment and to negotia:e with attorney general 

15. 

16., 

Rout~ng - ~o attorney general, public defender and Magistrate Court; 
pretrIal serVIces' recommendations are subjective 

17., 18., 19. Court .Processi.ng and Release Options - held in Magistrate 
Cour: . at Gander HIll; magIstrates can release on recognizance bond, 
conditiona} release, su~er:,ised release, monetary bond, or order defendants 
to be detaIned; set prelImInary hearing date 

20., 21:, ~2., 23.. Detention and Treatment Options - includes referral to 
C~li1~Inal JustIce Se;vice .~enter or s~o~t-term mental/pi1ysical treatment 
WIthin the Gander Hill facIlIty and prelIminary classification 

24., 25., 26., 27o, 28. Preliminary Hearing - held in Municipal Court for city 
arrests and Court of Common Pleas for COllnty arrests· determination is 
made ~ to whether probable cause exists to bind case dver for trial· bond 
reductIon and release reconsideration motions are heard ' 

25. Release Reconsideration - after preliminary hearing and before trial 
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Central Intake Administration 

The various components of Delaware's central intake system op~rate 
independently within the Gander Hill facility, coordinated ~y recent1~ appOl~ted 
administrative coordinator from the Department of CorrectIons. Pret~lal servI<;=es 
supervises the collection and disse~!nat!on of ~efendant background InfOrmatI~n 
to the Magistrate Court, ClassIfIcatIon Umt, a'1:orney. g~neral and. pu~llc 
defender. The governor has issued an executive ord~r es:abl1shIng a coordinating 
group to oversee the .intake co~c~pt •. The. ~xecutive director of the Delaware 
Criminal Justice Planning CommIssIon IS chaIrmg that group. 

Interagency Cooperative Agreements 

Criminal Justice Service Center. Receives referrals of persons with 
suspected drug or alcohol abuse problems for screening. 

Attorney general, law enforcement, IXJI:'lic defen~er. . Work together to 
evaluate cases for filing and to negotiate pleas prIor to arraIgnment. 

Corrections. Makes classification decisions basP-d largely on pretrial 
screening information. 

Courts. The Magistrate Court in Gander Hill ":ts bond for most. accused 
felons and some misdemeanants based on pretrial ser .. ~ . .::es recommendatIons and 
attorney general and public defender arguments which are also derived from 
pretrial services defendant data. 
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JACKSON COUNTY 

History and Setting 

In their final report to LEAA on the Jail Overcrowding and Pretrial 
Detainee Program, the Jackson County . Department of Corrections made a 
recommendation to establish a central mtake system that would serve two 
primary functions. First, :such a system would assist in monitoring the .flow of 
defendants through the Kansas City criminal justice system; and secon~, It would 
provide a mechanism for early identification of those eligible for pretrIal release 
and those defendants who needed some type of i~tervention s~ch as I!lental or 
physical health assistance (Dobies, 1981). At the tIme central Intake sites were 
being selected for this study, Jackson County voters had recently appr.oved $23 
million for new jail construction by a margin of only 1 pe;centage pO.mt. The 
passage of this issue was not without controversy •. On a. preVIOUS ballot, ~t .h~d not 
passed. However, with the help of a public relatI?~S firm and the publ1clzl.ng of 
criminal justice system needs for a new jail faCIlIty, funds were approprla~ed. 
Because of the new jail construction, the county Department of CorrectIons 
planned to revise existing intake and ~elease po1ic:i~s and procedures. and was 
considering a systemwide computer serVIce. In addlt.I~n! the:e w~ ~ h.lst~r~ of 
commitment and cooperation of criminal justice OIfIC:l~ls 10 thiS J~rlsdlct~on. 
Jackson County had not only participated in the LEAA. Jail ov~rcrowdm& project 
as a Phase I site but also had been involved WIth NatIonal InstItute of 
Corrections' Jail CI~ssification Program (Megerma~ &: Dobies, 1981): J~ckson 
County was chosen as a ':1 site by DRI ~e~8:use of Its plans to oper~t~onahze CI 
concepts prior to the openmg of the new JaIl In la~e 198? It was antlcIP.ated .t~at 
during the development process, facilitators and ImpedIl!lents could b~ Identified 
for CI implementation and the development of cooperatIon between CIty, county 
and state governments could be monitored. 

The Jackson County Department of C~rrections had ~aken :t~e. iniative in 
previous criminal justice system changes. ThIS department IS a CIVIlIan agenc:Y 
charged with all corrections and custody programs in the county. It was forme.d I,n 
1973 when all corrections functions were removed from the county sherIff s 
office. Since 1973, the following programs have been revise~ or imple":lented: 
initiation of a work release program through federal funding In 1974, WIth the 
county assuming program costs in 1977; an ongoing inmate classificati~n project 
(dating from 1974); staff training (1977); and, in 1977, a general educatIon degree 
and substance abuse programs (Dobies, 1981). 

Despite the efforts of the corrections staff, jail overcrowding remained 
a large and apparently unso~vable pro~l~m from an alternati~e~ view~oint. 
Although to date no federally Imposed .ceIlmg has bee~ set on the JaIl capacIty,. a 
class action law suit, filed on behalf of mmates housed 10 the Jackson County Jad, 
has kept litigation open on the overcrowding issue since 1973, for example, in 
GOldsb~ vs. Carnes (United States District Court, 1980). In an effort to comply 
with te consent judgment rendered, the jail population was ordered ~educed by an 
executive order. Five 48 person "tanks" were to be reduced to 30 mmates each 
while an additional tank of 32 was limited to a population of 24. The 45 year old 
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county courthouse jail facilities, located on the 11th through the 15th floors, had 
an average daily popUlation (ADP) of 252 in 1973. By 1979, the number had 
skyrocketed to an ADP of 419 (Memorandum and Order, the United States District 
Court for the Western District of Missouri, filed March 20, 1980). Therefore, 
emphasis was placed on increased use of pretrial release alternatives, and jail 
overcrowdlng funds from LEAA were sought to target the investigation of central 
intake and management information system (MIS) development. A resolution to 
this effect is presented in Figure 7. Although the county Department of 
Corrections assumed most of the responsibility for developing and implementing a 
Central Intake Program; the state was mandated to operate all recognizance 
release programs through the state Department of Probation and Parole. In 
a.ddition, within the metropolitan area, the Kansas City police made most of the 
arrests. The coordination of services among these three agencies and the courts 
was the main goal of the Department of Corrections staff at the time of the DRI 
central intake project. 

Jackson County includes the Kansas City, Missouri metropolitan area. 
Although the inner city has been losing population for years, the surrounding 
suburbs are gaining in numbers. Urban redevelopment projects are attempting to 
reverse this trend. Population in the overall area is expected to increase as 
manufacturing and agricultural business continues to expand. Accompanying the 
popUlation change has been a steady increase in crime. In 1980, 49,275 Part 1 
offenses were reported to the Kansas City Pollcy Department (KCPD); 45,150 
were offenses against property (Annual Report, 1980). This represents an 8 
percent increase in 1 year in property crimes and approximately an 8 percent 
increase in Part 1 offenses overall (Annual Report, 1979). As a result of the 
con.tinued escalation in property crimes, recent news reports have documented 
theIr low clearance rates and the heavy caseload of police detectives in assisting 
in burglary cases ("Burglary: Crime Without Punishment," 1981). 

The perceived threat of a court ordered jail capacity (rumored to be 250 
when the ADP has consistently been over 400 for many months) existed and crime 
rates continued to rise. Several key criminal justice officials expressed a personal 
commitment to establishing a viable central intake system. The remainder of this 
site report will be devoted to describing the progress made toward reaching CI 
goals. 

)'i;1ckson County Central Intake System 

The development of the county central intake system was spearheaded 
by the Department of Corrections and supported by the local division of the state 
Probation and Parole Department. In addition, two advisory committees were 
formed to facilitate intra-agency cooperation, particularly with the courts and 
the KCPD. 

County Deeartment of Corrections. A t this time, the director of this 
department also serves as the county admInistrator who is responsible for the 
coordination of all county operations and the implementation of county policies. 
These positions provide a direct link between the criminal justice system and the 
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Health & Justice Committee 
Amendment of 9/14179 

IN THE COUNTY LEGISLATURE OF JACKSON COUNTY, MISSOURI 

A RESOLUTION authorizing the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council to receive 
and evaluate central intake data on persons entering the criminal justice 
system in Jackson County at no cost to the County. 

Resolution D3524, September 10, 1979 

Introduced by Albert A. Riederer, County Legislator 

WHEREAS, the National Institute of Corrections has provided an evaluation team 
to examine the pre-trial population in the Jackson County Jail, and has indicated 
a great need to monitor and track defendants and cases within the criminal justice 

system in Jackson County; and, 
WHEREAS, the analysis of int~ce data would be a necessary prerequisite for our 
criminal justice system to provide faster and fai~er treatment of defendants, 

victims, and witnesses; and, 
WHEREAS, an improved court system would reduce the number of prisoners and the 
length of their stays in the Jackson County Jail, and thus, alleviate the over-

crowding in that facility; and, 
WHEREAS, the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council consists of repreBentatives 

of all elements of the Jackson County criminal justice system, including the 
Director of Corrections, the Prosecutor, the Kansas City Police Chief, the Pub
l~c Defender, and the administrators of the Cirouit and Municipal Court systems, 

and, 
WHEREAS, the sponsoring agency of the Coordinating Council, the Missouri Council 
of Criminal Justice _ Region 1, is the central comprehensive planning agency for 

the criminal justice community in the metropolitan area; therefore, 
BE IT RESOLVED by the County Legislature of Jackson County, Missouri that the 
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council be asked to receive and evaluate central 
intake data on persons entering the criminal justice sy'stem in Jackson County, 
as a first step toward establishing the vehiole for maximizing the management 

of the crimi.nal justice system. 

Figure 7. Jackson County resolution regarding Central Intake. 
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15 member county legislature (Jackson County League of Women Voters, n.d.). 
The Department of Corrections has three divisions: support, detention, and inmate 
services. Reporting directly to the director is the research and development 
specialist who has been perceived by several criminal justice agency officials as 
the driving force behind some of the organization's move toward developing a 
systemwide CI concept. The division of inmate services is responsible for inmate 
classification, in-house volunteer programs, program services to inmates and the 
work release program. 

Research and development specialist. The R&D position grew out of the 
need to find federal funding to investigate new jall classification systems, 
remedies to jail overcrowding and to assess the feasibility of central intake. 
Responsibilities include data collection, report publication, and planning. The 
efforts of this staff person have been perceived as a contributing factor to the 
credibility of the concept of central intake. She has also set·ved as a liaison 
between the county and the state Department of Probation and Parole. 

She has also been involved in the Department of Correction's plan for a 
systemwide computerized offender-based tracking system. Through the manager 
of support services, IBM was contacted to do a 3-5 year needs assessment. This 
recommendation was to use the existing hardware from the courts, county 
processing f and KCPD. A tie in with the Prosecutor's Office and court computer 
system has been approved but a tie to the police department is still needed. 
Approval for similar arrangements is pending for corrections. A decision has been 
made by the court to allow the Corrections Department to use the court's 
computer as a host. In the spring of 1982, the Corrections Department also made 
a decision to purchase the jail information system version of PROMIS (from 
INSLA W). The department plans to tallor lIJAIL TRAC" to its own information 
needs using in-house personnel with the assistance of the data processing staff 
from both the Circuit Court and county staff. The system should be operational 
by 1984. This is an essential component to the planned central intake system 
since, at present, there are no means for accurately calculating FT A and rearrest 
rates. The criminal justice system is currently planning on using an appearance
based definition of FTA to accommodate court computing although they initally 
wanted to make a distinction between w111ful and nonwillful FT As. 

Mana~er of inmate services. This p"sition entails the directing of 
casework/classification/screening, program services, and pre-, posttrial work 
~ele~~ pr,ograms. !he role of this division program in CI is the early 
ldentIf1cat1on of spec1al cases. Under the present administration, efforts have 
been accelerated to enhance treatment and programs for special defendant needs. 
If conditions of pretrial release cannot be met as specified by the court, the 
defend~t may be booked into the county jail. At this point, the jail intake 
screenmg takes place. A detailed procedural statement has been published on 
Inmate Intake and classification outllning definitions of special inmates (acute 
chemical dependency withdrawal, mentally 111, suicide risks, etc.) and th(~ 
procedures to be followed for administrative segregation (Jackson Count) 
Oepartmerlt of Corrections, 1980b). 
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Information collected at intake provides the basis for additional 
classification decisions, one of which includes pretrial work release., The release 
on own recognizance (ROR) screener can make a recommendatIon for work 
release which is forward"d to the jail. Frequent changes 1~ the P?int. scale used 
for release eligibility det(~rmination as a result ~f an on~omg valldatl?n ~rocess 
has resulted in the eli nination of the prevIous pomt scale cntena for 
consideration of work release at least temporarily. Currently work release is 
underutilized by the court. There also exists a need for improved communication 
between the ROR staff and the work release staff. Two options are available in 
assignment to the program: work release alone or with residency in the 
Community Correctons Center. Those employed are .housed on t~e fourth floor of 
the center while those in the pre-employment stage llye on the fIfth floor. The~e 
is an ongoing employment education cycle. One pretnal work release developer. IS 
employed to maintain contact with potential employers and two posttn~l 
developers perform the same function. The success of these plac:me~ts IS 
dependent upon community involvem?nt and is lim!ted by lack of c.entral1zatlon of 
services and the physical constramts of housmg, transportatIon, etc: The 
Department of Corrections initially established a rate of $5.00 a workmg day 
charged to residents in the work release residential program in order to make the 
project more cost effective. This rate has been changed to 25 percent of the 
resident's salary. 

Improvements in both the intake/classification and work release 
programs are slated for operation in the new facility (Megerman &: Dobies, 1981). 
The new jail will contain 32 beds in a mental health clinic for psychiatric care and 
space for high quality inmate housing arrangements is slated to be available. 

State Department of Probation and Parole. In 1972, two state probation 
and parole officers were responsible for all pretrial scre<:ning. In 1975, t~e 
department received two more screeners for the county and m 1980, a total of SIX 
screeners or bond investigators were employed. Technically, these bond 
investigators are responsible for screening all pretrial detainees. 

Screeners undergo 4 weeks of formal training~ as do probation and parole 
officers. They undergo 1 week of training for each of the following: reality 
therapy (including 1 day on family counseling), law, community resources and 
interviewer and presentence investigation techniques (interviews and report 
writing). Training is scheduled for 1 week each month along with supervised on
the-jOb training. There is a very low staff turnover rate. Usually bond 
investigators move to become probation and parole officers. The ROR; unit 
screeners conduct interviews in the city lock-up prior to arraignment and m the 
county jail following arraignment. They also do some screening gt the probation 
and parole office to check charges on those arraigned without arrest. In a 
previous report (Bennett, 1981), it was noted that of those eligible for screening, a 
low 20 percent were recommended for ROR and were approved by the judiciary. 

Release eligibility is determined by use of a point scale for all those 
admitted to the Department of Corrections on state misdemeanor and felony 
charges. The point scale includes questions on social, employment, residenti~l, 
and criminal background, as well as substance abuse and mental health. The pomt 
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scale was constructed in conjunction with the Pretrial Services Resource Center 
to reflect the individual's stability in the community. Positive and negative 
scores are assigned to specific factors. Those scoring above a certain level (O 
points) are recommended for ROR. Those not meeting the release criteria 
because of a lack of employment or residential factors are recommended to the 
pretrial wo:k release program or for 10 percent court deposit bail. Surety bond is 
not recommended by pretrial screeners. However, the judge hearing the case may 
accept or reject such referrals or may order the defendant on ROR (Jackson 
County Department of Corrections, 1980a). The point scale has currently 
u:-tdergone several revisions in an attempt to improve it. The intent is to 
determine statistically which scale is best before making any additional changes. 

The Missouri Department of Probation and Parole also administers the 
diversion program which is responsive to special needs of defendants. In order to 
be eligible, a defendant must give a verbal confession. If a year in the program is 
successfully completed, the record is destroyed. Referrals come from both the 
pollce department and the county Prosecutor's Office. 

Two impediments have existed to efficient and effective screening--the 
Kansas City police arrest rule and the courts. The pollce maintain their own city 
lock-up where they can hold defendants for up to 20 hours following arrest. 
During this 20-hour period, the police case review unit, consisting of detectives, 
reviews cases ~or prosecution. This is legally proper and was intended to lead to 
case improvement. Until November of 1980, the screening interview could not 
take place until after the 20-hour case review period. Since the DR! study began, 
procedural changes have occurred. When the case review unit was finished with a 
given defendant, a talk slip was issued initially, allowing the screener access to 
that individual. In September of 1981, the talk slip was eliminated. Effective 
almost immediately, 90 to 95 percent of all defendants processed through the city 
jail on state charges were screened by the program. This was an increase from 
abollt 60 percent before. Once the interview was completed, the evaluation was 
brought to the court records units. Recently the police have withdrawn from 
plans to move aU lock-ups into the new jail facility. The official reason for the 
withdrawal given was the lack of access to compl~te arrest records containing 
photographs, fingerprints, etc. Reasons for withdrawal were perceived by some 
members of the criminal justice community as being the reluctance by police and 
Municipal Courts to release control over defendants to the county immediately 
following arrest. A potential problem may be that teams of two screeners will 
have to be maintained-one for the city and one for the county. To date, the 
police have used field citations (general ordinance summons) solely in traffic 
cases rather than expanding their usage to other classes of crimes. 

The courts have also played a key role in the determination of pretrial 
release practices. The Associate Circuit, or lower court, has jurisdiction over all 
county and state misdemeanors and holds preliminary hearings on felonies. The 
higher or Circuit Court conducts all felony trials and hears misdemeanor appeals 
from the lower court. While viewed as generally supportive of the OR concept, 
Circuit Court judges usually do not see defendants until 2 to 3 weeks foHowing 
arrest. One judge is assigned to the criminal bench to hear first appearance and 
preliminary hearings at the associate level. This assignment rotates every 6 
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months. Part of the reason that ROR has not gained credibility at the rate 
evidenced in other jurisdictions appears to be the reluctance of at least some 
members of the judiciary to utilize pretrial release extensively. At least one 
attitude expressed from the Associate Court level was that ROR or 10 percent 
bond seemed overly lenient and that sitting in jail awaiting hearings for a few 
weeks may be the only sanction some arrestees receive. Changes in the point 
scale by probation and parole may also have affected the credibility of ROR 
l·ecommendations. In a recent month, 200 cases were recommended by probation 
and parole for ROR; 62 were granted. For sponsored ROR (conditional), 32 were 
referred and none were accepted by the court. Figures for 10 percent court 
deposit were 82 recommended, lj.3 granted (Jackson County Pretrial Services Bond 
Unit, 1982). About one-half of the 10 percent bond recommendations are granted 
month after month. 

Another factor likely to have influenced reluctance to release 0'0 OR by 
the judiciary may be that no action has been taken recently on the jail 
overcrowding consent judgment. Apparently, the consensus among the judiciary is 
that the new jail will alleviate much of the need for pretrial alternatives to 
incarceration. With the average daily population now over lj.50 and a rated 
capacity of 520 for the new jail, overcrowding problems may be only temporarily 
stayed. The DRI site visit team viewed the judge's occasional attendance at 
planning meetings as bringing into question their commitment to early pretrial 
release. 

Another potential delay in defendant processing is that Jackson County 
does not utilize an automatic bond schedule. Bond can be set only by judges at 
initial appearances. At this same appearance, indigency determination is made by 
asking if the defendant can afford private counsel. If means appear unavailable, 
the defendant is sworn to a statement of indigency. The lack of any verification 
of indigency status and the perceived amount of additional time needed for 
verification by the judiciary of any financial statement have probably been 
contributing factors to the public defender'S staggering case load (approximately 
50 percent of the Circuit Court caseload and a slightly higher percentage in 
Associate Court). 

The county Prosecutor's Office currently dismisses approximately one
third of its cases but is under increasing pressure due to a spiraling case load. 
This office is concerned, presently with updating the previously manual case 
tracking system and achieving central intake systemwide. 

Advisory committees. Two existing committees had been meeting on a 
regular basis in an attempt to design policy and to plan for system changes 
brought about by the construction of the new jail. The Executive Committee, 
consisting of the county prosecutor; presiding judge, Circuit Court; criminal A 
judge, Associate Court; chief, KCPD; public defender; regional director, Missouri 
Board of Probation and Parole; and the director, county Department of 
Corrections. The committee was formed specifically to meet the " ••• need for 
policy makers to confer and plan for the future." It would provide a forum for 
problems to be discussed face to face rather than aired in the newspaper 
(Criminal Justice Coordinating Council, 1981). 
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A staff-~evel working gro~p, known as the Systems Operation Team, was 
fo~m~~ . to prOVide the Executive Committee with recommendations for 
pno~ltlz1Og system p~oblems, analyzing system deficiencies, and suggesting 
fe~lble s~ste!l1 remedies •.. Members include ofiice administrator, Prosecutor's 
Office! Clrc~t Co~rt baillff to the presiding judge; public defender; district 
s~pervlsor, MISSOUrI Board of Probation and Parole; KCPD captain; and the 
director of the court computer systems. The first success of these committees 
came when the policy was changed in the police department to allow for early 
ROR screening foll~wing .case review and prior to the 20-hour limit. Issues 
scheduled for conSideration by the committees were information needs 
ass7s.sme.nt of the OR interview process, pretrial intervention, and informatio~ 
venflcatl~n. .However, the Systems Operations Team has been temporarily 
render:d 1Oactlv~ because no requests for information have been made by the 
Executive Committee. 

impacts 

. Even tho~g~ a new jail is slated for opening in 1981j., the site visit team 
percel~e~ som.e e~lst1Og problems that will necessitate continued attention within 
th: cnm10al Jus~lce system. At the time of the site visits, various steps were 
be10g ta~en to Implement a central intake system: plans for a computerized 
systemWide offender-based tracking and management information system
research r7gar:ding jail in~a~e/classification for early identification of defendant 
needs; ~alldatlon and revIsIon of the ROR point scale- consideration of use of 
altern~tlves such as conditional release; and the' formation of advisory 
committees_ All the necessary key el:ments appear to have been put in place. 
~ackson County Department of CorreCtions, because of its extensive involvement 
10 past research projects~ seems particularly weJl suited to carry out systemwide 
data management functions and program evaluation. Yet the anticipated 
progress toward developing central intake was slower than DRI anticipated and 
appear~d hampe.red by mem?e~sl intermittent attendance at scheduled planning 
~nd polIcy ~~etmgs. Th~ eXlst10g state ROR project is having a less than desired 
Impact on Jail overcrowd1Og because of the approximately 20 percent agreement 
rate between screener recommendations and judicial actions. Likewise because 
Of. ~he extreme overcrowding, jail intake and classification are redu~ed to a 
mU~lI:nal level of efficiency, functioning far below the planned levels for the new 
!a~lhty. B:caus~ KCPD does not want to move part of its operation to the new 
Jad, screen10g w1l1 have to be conducted at two sites, destroying the effectiveness 
of the planned unified booking/interviewing process. At this time it appears that 
some form of ~n MIS that will include the courts, police ~orrections and 
Prose.cutor's Off.lce will. offer computerized access to defend~nt records. ' The 
planmng and pollc~ makmg functions of the two advisory boards had met a need 
for a problem solv1Og forum. However, their early success has been undermined 
by what may be a temporary cessation of their meetings. 
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LEGEND: JACKSON COUNTY CENTRAL INTAKE SYSTEM 
(See Figure 8, transparent overlay, back cover) 

Pretrial Release Decision System 

Pretrial intervention usually begins at ~ookin& whe~ KCPD issues a talk 
7. slip allowing probation and parole to begm the 10tervlew process. 

1O.-15a. State probation and parole interviews, verifies, then recommends to the 
court OR, supervised release or bond. 

15a. Once admitted, the jail intake unit begins screenin9 ,f~r, immediate 
defendant services and possible classification (22), or el1g1blllty for work 
release (24). 

The court receives screening information on most defendan~s and acts by 
16.-19. ordering release, either OR, supervised or secured or detentlon. 

Central Intake Administration 

count De artment of Corrections oversees most of the CI 
,The Yd wi~h 'ail activities and coordination while the st::-te 

operati:0ns c~nc:~~fe De art~ent is in charge of screening activities. Plann10g 
i~~~~~o~e:jair facility is facilitated by the Executive ~om;lttee ~~:Sfs~~~: ~i 
key system department heads and the Systems Operation ealn, 
department staff members. 

Interagency Cooperative Agreements 

Community resources. Relied on mainly to provide employment 
opportunities for those defendants eligible for work release. 

KCPD. Plays a pivotal role since they can hold defendan~s for up to 20 
hours before allowing them to be interviewed by the state probation and parole 
screeners. 

County corrections. Controls all jail activities related to inmate 
services including release. 

Courts Rely on limited use of release alternatives, instead pre~erring 
secured release: Both the public defender and prosecutor play a role 10 how 
rapidly the courts can process criminal cases. 

C rrections Inmate Services runs a work release program for 
residential 

0 
and nonr~sidential pretria~ defendants and coordinates employment 

opportunities and other defendant serVices. 
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PIMA COUNTY 

History and Setting 

The Court Volunteer Center (eVC), until 1981 known as the Correctional 
Volunteer Center, serves as the central intake and pretrial release agency of the 
Pima County Superior Court. Since its inception in 1972, following a grant fl'om 
LEAA, CVC has steadily grown in size and function. When it was originally 
established in order to "carry out its humanitarian purpose/'* a single hqlf-time, 
paid staff person was hired to coordinate volunteer:; who interviewed indigent 
persons detained in jail to assist them in obtaining nonfinancial pretrial release 
conditions. The volunteer center kept a fairly low profile at the jail and never 
went into court. In September 1973, after Arizona adopted new rules of criminal 
procedure (rule 7.2) and became an own recognizance state (presumptive 
recognizance release), CVC began to develop. By July 1974, it was functioning as 
a pretrial agency with the backing and support of the presiding judge of the 
Superior Court. There was initial resistance from prosecutors who perceived CVC 
as being a defender-oriented agency. When CVC became a department of the 
court in 1974, it tried to shed its client advocate "social worker" image, and it 
was during this period that the presiding judge encouraged the introduction of 
supervised release alternatives for high risk felony defendants. 

The program remained fairly stable from 1974 to 1977 during which 
period it interviewed and recommended release fer misdemeanant defendants and 
provided follow-up contact and supervision for released felony defendants. For 
short periods (in the form of 6-month intermittent agreements), cve also 
provided contact with released misdemeanant defendants. Misdemeanant contact 
was not sustained because it appeared to be too costly in light of the already high 
appearance race for misdemeanant defendants. Until 1978, CVC still had no 
release authority. However, it was at about this time that the pressure of jail 
overcrowding started to grow and Pima County applied for a grant from LEAA's 
Jail Overcrowding and Pretrial Detainee Program. CVC had been developing 
significant amounts of jail data with their manual tracking system so they had 
already accomplished the e:o;sence of the planning study, LEANs normal Phase I 
grant activity. In 1979 Pima County was one of four jurisdictions to receive a 
Phase II implementation grant to pursue judicial (as distinct from legislative) 
remedies to reduce jail overcrowding and to give pretrial units the authority to 
release misdemeanor defendants without a prior planning grant. In August of 1980 
(and amended in October 1980), a ruling from the U.s. District Court capped the 
jail population in Pima County at 300, prohibited double-celJing and mandated 
mental illness screening so that mentally ill persons would not be housed in the 
jail. The average daily population prior to this ruling was 521 with a 77 pecent 
pretrial population (116 of the 521 were federal prisoners who were no longer 
being held in 'Tucson). 

* An 2..Y.::!:.view of the cve, an internai document. 
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In September 1980, a memo from Superior Court provided for more 
release discretion on the part of CVC, revised the point scale release criteria 
downward, and reduced criteria for direct CVC release of misdemeanants. By the 
end of 1980, with receipt of the LEAA jail overcrowding grant, CVC had grown to 
26 full-time equivalents plus seven CET A positions and 60 volunteers (Lindauer & 
Cooper, 1982). 

Pima County, Arizona includes the entire city of Tucson and 
unincorporated areas to the west of the city several times the size of Tucson. 
However, over 75 percent of the population of Pima County resides within the 
metropolitan Tucson area. In 1979 the population of Pima County was 542,100 
including approximately 16,000 winter visitors. There has been a steady 
population growth during the past few years, and the population is projected to be 
950,000 be the end of this century. About 25 percent or 49,000 of the households 
in Tucson consist of retired persons, and approximately 10 percent of the 
population has lived in Pima County less than 1 year. The economic growth of the 
city has slowed somewhat in the last year, but in the past several years, Tucson's 
economy' has flourished with new light industry because of its climate, la.bor 
supply and location.* 

The incidence of reported crime has risen slowly but steadily with a 25 
percent growth in both charges filed and cases disposed of over the 6-year period 
ending December 1980. 

A new 450-bed jail is expected to be completed in 1983 at which time 
the present facillty will probably be converted to administration. 

CVC was influential in having a facility built which reduced the 
advertised housing for maximum security by 150 beds. The reduction occurred in 
part because of the successful use of release alternatives by CVC. The new jail 
initially was budgeted at $26 million; however, because of reduced construction 
costs tied to a slow economy, the actual cost was only $16 million which included 
a minimum security facility for work furlough. The remaining $10 million is being 
slated for the construction of a 288 bed facility at the end of 1984. The state 
prison is also experiencing severe overcrowding causing delays in the transfer of 
sentenced prisoners from jail to the state facility. 

The Pima County Central Intake System 

Pima County's central intake services are managec; and largely 
performed by the Court Volunteer Center. As the programs have evolved over' the 
last 4 years and as they are presently constituted, central intake includes the 
following six functions or units: Jail Intake Unit, Daily Felony Program, Case 
Unit, Volunteer Unit and the Administrative Unit. The responsibilities and 
activities of each are described briefly in the following pages. 

*Material for this paragraph has been taken largely from Tucson Trends, 
1980, a publication of the Valley National Bank of Arizona ar.d Tucson 
Newspapers, Inc., 1980. 
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1. Jail Intake Unit. The goal of this unit is to provide comprehensive 
pretrial screening for all misdemeanor and felony defendants who qualify for 
release under established criteria. It performs the following functions. 

Field citation and prebooking release. Motivated by concerns about jail 
overcrowding, the Tucson Police Department has encouraged the use of field 
citations. Except for misdemeanor domestic violence offenses involving married 
persons (for which a special program exists in Pima County), the police have the 
authority to write field citations for almost all misdemeanor charges including 
DUls. However, there are numerous barriers to the widespread use of field 
citations in all but traffic and shoplifting charges. These barriers, which include 
missed opportunities to locate wanted persons and a frequent need to remove 
combatants or potential combatants from a tense situation ~r to provide a period 
for persons who may be intoxicated to recover, led to the prebooking release 
program. As it operates in Pima County, officers may take the persons they 
arrest on misdemeanor charges to an office located in a trailer adjacent to the 
Pima County Jail. Belligerent arrestees or persons who are more theJl marginally 
intoJdcated or disturbed are brought directly to the booking room in the jail. At 
this point the arresting officer is relieved of responsibility and the CVC staff take 
over. One of the administrative benefits of having the CVC staff interact with 
the arrestee is that a third, more neutral party has been introduced, which in 
many instances relieves a tense situation. In addition, the police, in the past, 
have been the subjects of vicarious liability suits brought on by defendants and are 
content to pass their liability on to another agency. CVC, as an agency of the 
court, is immune from llability and the police regard evc as a good place to calm 
down arrestees. Further, the time and expense of booking, printing, and 
photographing is eliminated. Since the Tucson Police Department has no lock-up, 
the city contracts with the Pima County Jail which charges Tucson $19 per day 
for processing/detaining city ordinance violators, so prebooking reduces direct 
costs as well as reducing police waiting time and booking resources. From the 
arrestee's point of view, he or she is spared the anxiety of the booking process and 
can be released very quickly. Unlocked individual holding rooms are used to 
separate arrestees who are detained only until information is verified or, when 
necessary, a friend or relative arrives to drive them home. 

The Domestic Violence Unit and PARE (Pima Alcohol Rehabilitation 
Program) function outside of CVC. The pretrial diversion program operates out of 
the County Attorney's Office. Agreement of the arresting officer, the victim, the 
prosecutor and the program are all required for entry into the diversion program, 
which excludes from eligibility persons charged with drug-related offenses or an 
offense that includes violence of any kind. As a result of these restrictions, the 
program faces local charges of "widening the net," i.e., bringing people into the 
criminal justice system with an admission of guilt who would probably have had all 
charges against them dismissed if the program did not exist. 

Felony interviews. CVC program staff and volunteers are on duty 24 
hours a day at the jail to conduct initial interviews with felony defendants after 
receiving limited booking information on all felony arrestees. Investigation and 
court presentation is provided by the Felony Release Unit. The interviews consist 
of a release questionnaire, a health services form for the purpose of initial health 
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screening for the jail, and a financial statement for the purpose of indigency 
determination. Felony defendants are released only with concurrence of the 
court, although agreement rates between judges and CVC run consistently high 
(i.e., in excpss of 9096). 

2. Daily Felony Program. The Daily Felony Program runs 7 days a week 
for the purpose of investigating and verifying information from defendants prior 
to an initial appearance. The program also provides written recommendations to 
the court, specifying a defendant's community ties and criminal history. The typ~ 
of release the program should recommend which will secure defendant's 
appearance at all future court dates is indicated. Bail recommendations are alsCl 
provided. Copies of all paperwork on felony defendants are sent to both the 
county attorney and defense attorney. 

3. Case Review and Supervised Release Unit. The purpose of this unit is 
to provide a systematic screening and referral process for all felony cases that 
involve detention beyond initial appearance and to provide information for bail 
determination and bond reductron for release hearings scheduled after initial 
appearance. The Supervised Release Unit provides extensive evaluations on those 
defendants remaining in pretrial custody. Release alternatives are developed 
through contractual agreements between defendants~ relevant social services 
agencies and the CVC Program. 

Substance abuse and family counseling programs are generally avaiJable 
for immediate placements, which are handled in the absence of nationally 
standardized testing and diagnostic procedures. Persons who are unemployed 
and/or have no place to stay are the most difficult to place. The program staff 
are responsible for developing release program workups, investigations, 
verifications, placement, and supervision of felony defendants who are not eligible 
for unsecured recognizance release. 

4. Data Collection Unit. The Data Collection Unit systematically 
records and tracks all pending cases for the purpose of providing a management 
information system for case monitoring. This system also provides the data base 
for developing progam statistics for evaluation and accountability reports. Its 
other function is to maintain communication with felony defendants released cln a 
nonfinancial basis. In addi tidn to establishing and maintaining contact, the 
information system provides accurate information to defendants regarding future 
court dates. A misdemeanor defendant contact system was discontinued in 1981 
after an outside evaluation determined the program was unnecessary. However, 
the case tracking system that monitot"s court appearances and pretrial rearrest. 
continues to track all defendants. Another function of the information system is 
to maintain statistics on agreement rates between CVC and the court. 

5. Volunteer Unit. In order to maintain all of its s~~rvices, CVC recruits, 
screens, trains, and supervises qualified volunteers to supplelment staff activities 
and provides additional services that would otherwise be umlvailable to the court 
and to the public. Another benefit of this activity is to increase the amount and 
quality of communication between the community and the criminal justice system 
(Lindauer & Cooper, 1982). 
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. 6. Adm~nistntive Unit. The Administrative Unit consists of the 
director, deputy dlrect~r, pr.etriaI prop~a.m coordinator, and a clerk typist-all 
cou~ty employe~s. It IS th~lr responsibilIty to coordinate and maintain pretrial 
s~rvlces, estal;>l1sh and mOnitor departmental policies, reduce jail overcrowding 
t ~ou.gh pl.annmg and progr';lf'!l development, and coordinate planning with the 
pr~nC:lpal ~Ity. and co~nty decIsIon makers. They do this by formal participation on 
cnf!1mal Justice Advisory Boards and working committt~es, e.g., Justice Systems 
~ol1cy Board. for. ~he aut~mated ':flanagement information system, and by 
mform~lr . mamta.m~ng workmg relatIonships with key officials. It is also their 
responsibIlity to review and evaluate the impact of the department's services on 
the community and on the criminal justice syst/cm. 

. The Advisory Board has not met formally in over 2 years It's main 
Impac.t was .fel~ at the inception of the release program. Advisory Bo~rd members 
are stIll actIve m smaller criminal justice committees. 

Impacts 

. In a study recently completed by CVC, the felony popUlation released in 
four different months (February, May, August, and November 1981) was examined 
A total of 1,117 defendants were released, including 834 ROR releases. Thirty~ 
o~e~FTA warrants were issued for those released ROR for an FTA rate (as defined 
by I,.;ourt appearances) o~ 3.7 percent. An additional 152 defendants were released 
on ROR. to ~VC (supervIsed release). Eleven FT A warrants were issued for this 
group, ~Ieldl~g a 7.2 percent FT A rate. A total of 976 defendants were released 
by non~manclal means with a combined FTA rate of 4.2 percent. This compares 
to the 7.2 percent FT A rate of those released on financial bond. 

Recent figures o~ 686 defenda!'1ts released to CVC indicated that there 
were 3~ rearrests (allegatIons for pretrIal crime) for a 5.5 perC\lmt rearrest rate 
Appro~lmately 4 percer..t were actually convicted. In 78 cases (I 1.3796)· 
superVised ~eleased was revoked for technical violations of rel~ase conditions at 
the sU&gestlon of CVC. . About 13. percent of the entire supervised release 
populatIon had warrants Issued durmg pretrial release CVC views itself 
"Successful" about 81.5 !Jercent of the time and "unsucce~sful" about 18 5 ~ 
tOh

f 
the htime• These rates compare favorably with the pretrial perfo;m~~~~e~f ose W 0 post bond. 

. Interestin~ly, a~out 4 percent of the alleged felons who are detained are 
C~1vlc~ed of pretrIal. cr.lme (rap~, destruction of property, setting fires, etc.) 
w hem custody. ThIS IS approxImately the same rate of conviction for felons 
w 0 are released on supervision to CVC from the county jail. 

For October of 1.982 the agreement rate between CVC and the judiciary 
o~ a total of 407 felony case recommendations was as follows. On those cases 
were CVC recommended ROR release, 9 percent had money bond set 3 percent 
were released to CVC and 88 percent were released by the Court or' to a third 
party. When CVC recommended supervised release, 20 percent were released 
ROR, 72 percent were released to CVC and 8 percent had money bail set. In the 
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few cases where no recommendation for release was made (9896 of all eligible 
felony defendants are interviewed), the judges granted ROR releases to 17 
per,cent and 83 percent had bond set. If eve recommended against nonfinancial 
release, 9 percent were ROR'd, 4 percent received supervised release and 87 
percent had bond set. 

From January to November 1982, 2,700 misdemeanants were seen at the 
prebooking trailer at the county jail and 5,358 were pl'ocessed at City Court. 
A cross aU misdemeanant cases, 38 percent of the defendants were released out of 
the total number of cases presented. This represented 51.8 percent who were 
eligible for release. Fifty-five percent were eligible but did not post bond. Some 
defendants bail out within 5 to 15 minutes before eve can interview them. 
Composite figures showed a slight increase for the month of November--43, 59, 
and 62 percent, respectively. 

In response to alleged fe-Ionies committed by a person 24 hours after 
being released pretrial, data were kept on all armed robbers passing through the 
system. This demonstrates eve's willingness to examine its own release practices 
as weH as being responsive to community information needs. 

In addition to an examination of the program statistics, the impacts of 
central intake in Pima County can also be inferred by the conclusions of criminal 
justice officials during interviews in which the focus of discussion was on central 
intake as it is managed and conducted by eve. The following list is merely a 
summary of individual perceptions as they were expressed to the research site 
visit team in the summer of 1981. It does not represent a consensus opinion. 

Perceived strengths of evc" 

• Value of eve is in its ability to consolidate information 
and services. 

• eve attempts to make an objective and valid 
determination of probability of reappearance if ROR'd. 

• eve has been the most instrumental agency in assisting 
judges in determining release eligibility and in making 
release decisions. 

• Over time eve has established its integrity with the 
criminal justice system and has positively impacted the jail 
overcrowding situation. 

• Central intake (eVe) is increasingly cost effective 
especially in light of recent law suits. 

• eve is good for providing a place to calm arrestees before 
releasing them. 
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• cve has become a buffer for police in terms of avoiding 
vicarious liability suits because it is immune as an arm of 
the court. 

• evc provides a much needed supervised release program. 

• CVC initiates, and maintains interagency cooperation 
among Tucson criminal justice agencies and the 
community. 

• CVC demonstrates great professionalism and credibility 
with court and defendants. evc stays with cases even 
after initial screening. 

Perceived weaknesses of CVC. 

• evc does act, on occasion, as attorneys on behalf of its 
clIents. Staff members are not suppc;sed to go to court on 
its motion--not licensed to practice law. 

• Inadequate checking of priors before recommendations are 
made. This is not always CVC's fault since the information 
it sometimes receives is incomplete. 

• It is too easy to acquire thr"!e points necessary for release 
on eve's point scale. 

• City is opposed to evc's misdemeanor release program. 
Field citations should eliminate need for expensive 
prebooking release. 

• cve releases defendants who return to the community and 
commit serious crimes. 

• If sufficient jail space existed, there would be no need for 
cve. 

• eve may be a low funding priority because it is behind in 
improving and updating its procedures. May be hurt rather 
than helped by being part of the court rather than an 
independent agency. 

• Volunteers interview felons; staff do misdemeanantsu evc 
does not have a professional image and is viewed as an 
unrealistic, empire building effort. 

• CVC should become involved with diagnostics and direct 
placements of defendants. 
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The site visit team saw evidence of most of the positive contributions 
attributed to CVC by criminal justice officials. Although a comprehensive 
automated management information system was being developed by the 
Prosecutor's Office, the manual case tracking system maintained by cve still 
appears to provide the most complete and reliable data on individual dispositions. 
We base this observation on our attempted use of police and court data, which 
were not consistent with one another or entirely consistent within its own files. 
Spot checks of CVC's system showed virtuaJ1y 100 percent accuracy, the only 
error detected being one of omission. We agree with the observation expressed, 
however, that in the long-term, an automated system should provide a more 
efficient and higher quality data resource. The other functions of central intake 
appear to be functioning well and, except for individual concerns, are generally 
well accepted. One of the biggest psychological problems facing the central 
intake unit was to change its image from a defendant-advocate to a community
advocate function and it has largely accomplished this image change. The unit is 
particularly diligent about notifying the court when defendants do not comply 
with the conditions of their release, evidence of their effective tracking 
capabilities as well as monitoring functions. A random selection of 34 instances 
of disagreement between cve recommendations and judicial action over a 2-year 
period showed that exactly one-half of them resulted in unrecommended release 
(and one-half in unrecommended detention). There is no way to determine how 
successful these detainees may have been (although subsequent release was 
secured through cash bail or dismissal of charges for 11 of the 17), but the FT A 
rate for the 17 released was unusually high at 65 per .:-:ent. The study team 
concurred with the official who recommended additional diagnostics and a more 
active role in the placement of defendants. The diagnostics would also be helpful 
in making jail classification recommendations, a function that is now entirely 
outside of central intake's responsibility. Given the ruling on an inmate suit vis-a
vis sepnration of the mentally ill, increased diagnostic capability and wider use of 
intake information seems advisable. 

The Pima County Central Intake Program is an example of a program 
that grew out of a small LEAA grant that put volunteers in the jails to assist 
detainees in securing nonfinancial release to one that functions as a valuable 
agency of the court throughout all ac;pects of the postarrest/pretrial process. 
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LEGEND: PIMA COUNTY CENTRAL INTAKE SYSTEM 
(See Figure 9, transparent overlay, back cover) 

3. Arrest options available to Pima County sheriff's officers and the Tucson 
Police include a special program for domestic violence and alcohol 
rehabilitation. 

4. Field citation-police have authority to cite almost all misdemeanor 
offenses. 

6. Prebooking Release--at a trailer adjacent to the jail, CVC takes over 
misdemeanant arrestees not cited to determine release eligibility. 

7. After receiving limited booking information on felony arrestees, the 
CVC staff interview all felony defendants in the jail. 

10.-15. The Felony Release Unit interviews felons detained pretrial using a 
release questionnaire, health services form, and a financial statement 
for indigency. All information is verified. Copies of felony information 
are sent tn the county and defense attorneys. 

16.-19. CVC makes recommendations to the court,.. .cerning OR, supervised 
release and bail amounts. 

20.,24.,25. The CVC Case Review Unit reviews all felony cases remaining in 
pretrial detention beyond initial appearance. It continues to provide 
information for subsequent bond reduction and release hearings. 

26. The Case Review Unit is also responsible for placements and supervision 
for those not eligible for unsecured recognizance release. 

Central Intake Administration 

CVC coordinates and administers CI activities under the direction of the 
Pima County Superior Court. Periodic review was conducted by an Advisory 
C"mmittee when release policies were first implemented. 

Interagency Cooperative Agreements 

Community resources. Includes substance abuse counseling, family 
counseling and employment assistance. Most importantly, the community 
provides volunteers to augment CVC staff. 

Law enforcement. Tucson police rely on CVC to assume responsibility 
for misdemeanor arrestees at the prebooking trailer. CVC also tracks felony 
defendants following booking for the sheriff's department. 
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Courts. CVC is most closely aligned with the Superior Court who has 
given CVC release au~hority for rnisde.m~~~ants and relies on CVC f?r ~elony 
information concermng release ehglblhty, placements, and mdlgency 
determina tion. 

Corrections. CVC monitors jail populations and provides initial health 
screening information on those detained after first appearance. 
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SALT LAKE COUNTY 

History and Setting 

The origins of the central int.:!.ke system in Salt Lai<e County date to 
1972 when the local judges instituted an information gathering unit to provide 
information to the court at bond hearing'i and later, about release. This program 
was established as a pretrial own recognizance program and was funded as a 
nonprofit corporation by the state and the Salt Lake City Corporation. In 
September of 1974, the county was designated by LEA A as a Des Moines 
Community Correction Program replication site. By accepting this grant, the 
county was charged with developing pretrial and posttrial alternatives to 
incarceration. The previous OR program was integrated into the new, LEAA
sponsored project. As a result of the replication grant, a new department, the 
Salt Lake County Department of Court Services, was created and charged with 
running several community corrections programs. These included the absorption 
of the city OR release program, supervised release program (pretrial services), 
and the creation of a halfway house for residential rehabilitation. When federal 
funding for the Des Moines project ran out, the halfway house was closed. In 
1976, the County Attorney's Office began an LEAA TASC (Treatment 
Alternatives to Street Crime) program which was later transferred to the Pre
trial Services (PTS) Division until the grant expired. 

Prior to the termination of the LEAA grants, the chair of the county 
commission invited representatives from the National Association of Counties to 
review corrections in Salt Lake County. Recommendations were made to 
consolidate the OR and supervised release programs to establish a screening 
agency which would be responsive to criminal justice and social services agencies. 
This merger was accomplished in 1976, and in 1978 became known as PTS which 
was located administratively in the Human Services Department ("3alt Lake 
County Atlditor's Report," 1978). In 1977, a Judicial Advisory Board for Pretrial 
Services was established that later (1979) formalized pretrial information 
collection, release, supervision, and referral authorization by administrative order 
(Salt Lake County PTS Division, 1982). PTS continues to be an active force in the 
criminal justice system and has been the impetus for many large-scale changes 
that have resulted in a model central intake system. The context in which these 
changes have occurred is discussed below. 

Salt Lake County is the center of Utah's go"ernment, industry, 
education, and religion and is the most densely populated area of the state. 
Census figures indicate that the county has grown fro,!Jl .52.5,187 in 1976 to 619,066 
in 1980. Much of this rapid growth can be attributed to popUlation increases in 
suburban areas such as Sandy City and Murray. Factors leading to increases in 
population are the relative stability of the community, the proposed large-scale 
energy and military projects for the region and the abundant vacation and tourist 
areas. A small portion of the increase can be attributed to an influx of 
immigrants sponsored by the Mormon Church. 
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As a result of both the rapid population growth and. the chan~ing 
economic climate the crime rate in Salt Lake County has contmued to rIse. 
Between 1979 and 1980, there was an overall increase in Part 1 offenses of 4.5 
percent. In the same time period, jail bookings d~cfeased by. 12.6 percent. 
However, current bookings continued .to ,approach the ~lgn reached m 197.9. There 
was a 1.6 percent increase in 1981, brmgmg total bookmgs to 1?,042. Th.IS change 
occurred despite the increased use of alternatives and a perceIved levelmg off of 
the crime rate toward the end of 1981. 

In response to the increased demands on the Salt Lake. County crimin~ 
justice system a master plan for county corrections was .funded m 1979. In their 
final report, the consultants (Facility Sciences CorporatIon) ~?t.ed that the most 
pressing problem facing the county was the overcr~wded facll1t~es at the county 
jail. The jail had, at that time, a capacity of 311. l~mates •. Durmg the 12-month 
period of the study (May 1979 to April 1980), the JaIl capac~ty was exceeded 82.5 
percent of the time (301 days). Furthermore, the population had gone ov:r 420 
inmates on certain days. The problem was viewed as 7v.en worse than the figures 
indicated since the recently adopted standards for Jail space would lower the 
actual capacity. Staff tenure, health care facilities, lighting, etc •. were also 
considered inadequate ("Corrections System Master Plan," 1980). The fmal r.ep?rt 
recommended construction of new correctional faci1itie~, maintena!'ce of eXIst~ng 
pretrial alt~rnatives to incarceration, and the exploratIon of pos~lble sent~~cmg 
alternatives other than jail. As a result of the~e recommendatIons,. ~ddltlonal 
changes in the Salt Lake system were implemented and addltlOnal CI 
characteristics became apparent. 

Salt Lake County Central Intake System 

Central intake, as implemented in Salt Lake Co~ntr, consis~s of se~eral 
key groups-PTS Division, Judicial Advisory Board, and CrImmal JustIce A?Vlsory 
Council. These groups and their functions .have :v~lved ~ve: a 10-year perIod and 
have had significant impacts on the entire crImmal JustlC~ system. The CI 
processes undertaken by each group are described below. 

PTS. Pretrial services functions regarding release an? provision of 
verified information on misdemeanor charged defendants are dl~ected a~ t~e 
Justice of the Peace and Circuit Courts; fe.lony charged defendant infOrmatIon IS 
provided primarily to the Circuit and finally to the District Courts. In 
cooperation with the jail and sheriff's department personnel, PTS screens the 
majority of defendants who enter the criminal justice. system th~ou&h the arrest 
process. Records on PTS clients have been computer!zed t~ aSSIst 10 de~endant 
tracking and to establish, in the case of a l'earre~t, 1£ prevlou~ coop~ratlon had 
been received. Individuals who have not preViously comphed w~th r:lease 
conditions are not generally recommended for release. In 1981, PTS 1Otervle~ed 
14 744 or 91.6 percent of all defendants eligible for interviewing. Information 
gathered by PTS can be lIsed in the following ways. 

Nonbooking release. In April. of 1980, a .new pro&ram was introduced in 
an attempt to reduce jail overcrowd1Og by routmg certam arrestees through a 
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nonbooking release (NBR) procedure implemented at the jail. Those arrested for 
circuit and county traffic offenses (except DUI and hit-and-run) circuit traffic 
warrants, and qualifying circuit and county misdemeanors are sc~eened for NBR 
eligi~i1ity. If ·he arrested indivldu~l can post cash bail or if the eligibility 
r7qUlrements for release as determmed by a point scale including a criminal 
history check are met, an own recognizance release can be obtained without 
entering the normal jail booking process. When the arrestee is released the PTS 
screeners assign a court date, time and location according to a prearranged court 
schedule. Those who do not qualify for NBR, effectively a stationh(;'lse release 
from the county jail, then enter the normal booking process. In its first 7 months 
of operation, the NBR program was responsible for 605 releases-for 1981 the 
number was 1,063, a 2.5 percent increase in rate from 1980-198t. ' 

Those released by NBR successfully completed 91.9 percent of all their 
scheduled court appearances for an 8.1 percent failure-to-appear rate.oj(· No data 
were available for calculations of recidivism or rearrest rate. 

A t t~e same time the. NBR . pr~cess was implemented, emphasis was 
placed on the 10creased use of fIeld CitatIons by arresting officers from both the 
sheriff's and police departments for traffic and certain kinds of misdemeanor 
off7~ses (Salt Lake County PTS Division, 1981, 1982). Other changes such as the 
reVISIon of. t.he ~tate statute regarding pubJic intoxication and the opening of a 
new. detOXIfIcatIon center were also responsible for an overall decrease in 
bookmgs from 1979 to 1980. Despite the continued use of these arrest and 
booking alternatives, the booking rate continued to rise through the end of 1981. 

OR release. For those ineligible for NBR or other forms of release 
booking into the jail is the next step. Arrestees can volunteer to be interviewed 
by a pretrial screener as part of the booking process in one of two offices in the 
jail •. ~ret.rial screeners (2) are on duty 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Defendant 
9uahfiCations for release are determined by a point scale. After interview 
Inf?rmation is verified, points are assigned in the categories of legal involvement 
re~ldence, phone, employment/education, and local ties. The total number of 
POints that can be. accumu!ate~ is l~. A score of 1 does not qualify the defendant 
fo~ rele~se; 2-3 pOints merIts dIscretIonary release by the screeners and 4 or more 
pOI~tS Insures ~andatory release except in cases where screener discretion 
IndIcates otherWIse (see Bench & Baak, 1980). The reason for such exceptions 
must be recorded on the interview form. According to a recent report issued by PTS ••• 

*PTS defines an FTA as a pretrial services action of closing ~ case 
because the appearance of an individual in court regardless of the reason has not 
been secured. By calculating FTA rates in this manner, a comparison is made 
between the total number of cases closed and the number of cases closed because 
of "willful ~TA." This. method of calculation produces a relatively higher 
p.ercenta&e fIgure than USing a comparison based on all releases during a given 
tI~~. perIod regardless of their open or closed status (Salt Lake County PTS DIVISIon, 1982). 
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While the point scale is constructed with a built-in 
"presumption for release," the screeners are delegated 
significant responsibility and discretion to make exceptions 
to the general rule, and thus to deny release for those who 
present appearance or safety risks beyond Pre-Trial Service's 
supervision ability. (Salt Lake County PTS Division, 1982, pp. 
5-6) 

Those defendants who qualify are then released by the judicial authority 
of the Third District Court, the Fifth Circuit Court" and Salt Lake County 
Precinct Courts. The pretrial services agency then becomes responsible for 
insuring their appearance at future court dates -and for compliance with release 
conditions. 

Misdemeanor offenders are eligible for own recognizance release 
following the screening interview, verification of information, assessment of 
points and assignment of court dates. In 1981, out of a total of 4,356 closed 
cases, 394 or 9.04 percent were classified as willful FTAs (Salt Lake County PTS 
Division, 1982). 

Supervised release. For more serious misdemeanor and all felony 
offenses, a slightly different procedure is followed by the PTS screener. For 
misdemeanants with treatment needs or those probation cases with a new 
misdemeanor arrest, the screening, interview information, verification and point 
assessment is followed by contact with a judge fOi release authorization. This is 
usually conducted by telephone with the judge that is on call duri>lg times when 
the court is closed. For some cases, a follow-up interview is conducted by a PTS 
screener to obtain more detailed information and additional verifiCation. At this 
time, the screener may also recommend some form of treatment and the 
Prosecutor's (County Attorney's) Office may be contacted if appropriate. The 
screening supervisor takes the original interview and screener recommendation 
into court. For supervised releases, the release authority remains with the court. 
PTS's duties include supervising the defendant, making sure the conditions of 
release are met, informing the court of any changes of circumstances about the 
case and providing updated information. 

Individuals released on supervised conditions must report immediately or 
as soon as the office opens to the PTS agency. There a counselor meets with the 
client and reviews the conditions of release. These conditions vary depending on 
the counselor's determination, via a social history and problem assessment, of the 
amount of structure needed by the client. Referrals to community agencies for 
alcohol, drug, mental health treatment or employment assistance can be made if 
necessary. PTS counselors monitor scheduled court appearance!} for their clients, 
often accompanying them through the criminal justice processing stages to final 
adjudication and tracking their treatment referrals. Part of the success of the 
supervised release program can be attributed to the working relationships 
developed by PTS with the community services agencies. PTS provides them with 
numerous clients, usually making placements within a day for both misdemeanants 
and felons. This arrangement was fostered in part by the previous T ASC program. 
In 1981, around 1,320 referrals were made for 1,000 clients to about 30 different 
community services agencies. 
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In 1981, for felony supervised release, 755 cases were closed with a 6.3 
percent willful FTA rate. PTS closed 877 misdemeanant supervised release cases 
(primarily FTA bench warrants) with an FTA rate of 17.8 percent, prompting 
elimination of this release category. Supervised releases accounted for 4.4 
percent of those interviewed and had a combined rearrest rate of 3.3 percent. 

System information interviews. PTS also provides information to the 
courts and other criminal justice agencies as well as to defendants for setting or 
reduction of bond, indigency determination, and for provision of general 
information. The courts requested such information from PTS interviews on 
17,408 defendants in 1981 (Salt Lake County PTS Division, 1982). Defendants 
included those with county warrants for arrest for FTA, bench warrants for 
traffic and misdemeanor offenses, new felony arrests on probation cases, District 
Court bench warrants, warrant for arrest and holds, and probation and parole 
violations. 

Nonre1ease activities. In these instances, the defendant is assisted as 
necessary and no paperwork is completed. These defendants include the following 
offenses: federal (military and immigration), in transit, Salt Lake City Circuit 
Public Intoxification and Commitment. 

Currently, the Jail Mental Health Unit, the Legal Defender's Association 
social worker, the jail correctional staff, and PTS staff have been working 
together on matters relating to emotionally distressed inmates. Many public 
health system referrals are now taking place in the jail prior to release, through 
the mental health unit. All the involved criminal justice agencies prac~ice "early 
warning" identification and mutual referral. 

Judicial Advisory Board. This board, created in 1977, serves as a forum 
for policy discussion and as a basis for developing change in PTS services to the 
criminal justice system. Members of the board represent key criminal justice 
agencies: the presiding and criminal judges from the Third Judicial District, the 
presiding and a representative judge from the Fifth Judicial Circuit, the presiding 
and a representative justice from the County Precinct Courts, the Salt Lake 
County at.torney and the chief deputy from the Justice Division, the Salt Lake 
County sheriff and jail commander and the chief legal defender. This committee 
also serves as a liaison between PTS and county government. This relationship 
seems particularly valuable at budget time. In a recent round of budg-t hearings, 
members of the Judicial Advisory Board approached the county commissioners* 
for additional appropriations for PTS so that services to the courts would not have 
to be cut back or reduced. Although the PTS budget allocation was still less than 
requested, the impact was limited to the reduction of the research specialist 
position, a counselor (misdemeanant warrants), and a secretary, rather than 
major service cutbacks. 

*Salt Lake County Commissioners (3) are elected in staggered 2- and 4-
year terms. The 1981 budget process was hampered by the fact that this was the 
first budget process for all three--two elected in 1980 and one recently appointed 
because of a resignation. 
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The board has also been involved in implementing plans to reduce jail 
overcrowding and has become a forum for discussing policies/procedures relating 
to the implementation and cessation of a pretrial diversion program. Following 
the passage of a state diversion statute, a program was begun by the C?unty 
A ttorney's Office. This office screened eligible arrestees and then sent a l1s~ of 
proposed candidates to PTS for additional scr~e~ing. PTS m~de recom~~ndations 
for treatment, counseling, or service and admInIstered the clIent superVIsIon. The 
program was discontinued officially after 1 year because of the expense of 
maintaining additional diversion counselors at PTS. 

Although the Advisory Board meets formally on a .monthly basis, 
communication remains open between board members and the dIrector of PTS. 
Contact is maintained with individual members and information is shared without 
regard to individual territories. 

Criminal Justice Advisory Council. As a result of the jail overcrowding 
problem and the need for long-term. criminal justice. planning, ~he Salt. L~ke 
County commissioners approved fundIng for the prevlOusly mentIoned crimInal 
justice master plan. One of the recommendations contained in that report 
emphasized the need for committees to be formed to inve~tigate current p.robl~ms 
and policy issues within the jurisdiction. As a result of thIS recommendatIon, two 
committees were formed: the Jail Implementation Committee and the Advocacy 
for Alternatives to Incarceration Committee. 

The Jail Implementation Committee was composed of the chairperson of 
the Salt Lake County Commission, the presiding judge of the Fifth Circuit Court, 
mayor, Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County attorney, Salt Lake County sheriff, Utah 
state representative, three business persons, an attorney, the commissioner of 
West Valley City and a representative from South Valley Association of 
Community Counsels. Members of the committee were charged with developing 
plans for determining the size, budget, funding mechanisms, site, staffing, 
structure, and feasibility for both a new minimum/medium security facility and 
for remodeling the existing county jail. This committee approved a plan to 
remodel the existing facility to increase jail capacity by 110. The new addition, 
planned by a private firm, was designed to house all women, both maximum and 
minimum security, and all minimum security men. At the time the contract was 
let, the County Engineering Department estimated cost at $800,000; however, 
cost midway through construction had escalated to $1,.599,623 • .50 and time to 
completion had doubled. In order to lessen flJrther costs, security hardware had 
been downgraded, and changes were made on which jail personnel were not 
consul ted. * 

*This committee was also involved in the consideration of building a new 
maximum security facility on the property known as Decker Lake. This plan was 
abandoned and the property was sold to help defray the cost of the new jail 
addition. Various estimates from criminal justice personnel i"dicate that the new 
addition will only be a temporary "bandaid" for the jail overc:. !:!' .. ding problem. 
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The Alternatives Committee also contained members from the judiciary 
(i!1cluding a judge that served as a liaison between the two committees), the 
dIrector of PTS, staff from Human Services, a representative from a community 
services agency, and business persons. The primary objectives of this committee 
were to relieve overcrowding in the jail and find alternatives to incarceration. 
Initially, the following alternatives were investigated: field citations, station house 
citations, 10 percent public bail bond, county halfway houses for work release 
alternatives to booking for DUIs, eliminating state prison inmates from the jaii 
popula:tion, community ser~ice resti~ution and sentencing, judicial sentencing 
gUIdel1nes and house detentIon commItments. In its final report to the county 
commission, the following recommendations were made: implementation of a 
community service restitution program, implementation of a citation release 
program, and the review of class "A" misdemeanor jail commitments for parole. 
!he Crimina! Justice Advisory Council (see below) was charged with monitoring 
~~plementa~Ion . of th~ programs, and t~ further develop strategies to reduce the 
JaIl population IncludIng Grand Jury, nIght court, 10 percent bail, and halfway 
house programs. 

These alternatives were aimed at the targeted popUlations of sentenced 
felons, sentenced misdemeanants, holds, and part-timers. A variety of other 
alternatives including house arrest were also considered. The committee 
forwarded their I'ecommendations to the commissioners. 

!30th comm~ttees were active f~r appro~imately 6 months, meeting on a 
weekly/bIweekly basIs. Because of the InfOrmatIon generated and the questions 
raised, a standing committee, requested by the chief commissioner was formed 
by mer:gi~g th,.e tV:'0 previ~us commit~ees. This new committee was designated as 
the CrImInal JustIce AdVIsory CouncIl (CJAC). CJAC will continue to investigate 
both the jail situation and alternatives to incarceration. 

Impacts 

De~p~t.e the already extensive use of pretrial release, the consideration 
of the fl~~asIblhty of such programs as community service restitution and 10 
percen.t bail, the Salt ~c:ke County criminal justice system is still facing problems 
centerIng around the Jall. In the 1981 PTS report, the director notes that the 
system's response to increased volume~ brought about by popUlation growth is to 
id~ntify more difficult types of offenders. Even though more defendants are 
beIng released from jail prior to trial, the jail popUlation continues to increase to 
well over 400 a day. Given the old jail capacity of 311 plus the addition of 110 
spaces in the new addition, overcrowding will continue to be a systemwide 
problem. 

Two decreases were also noted: in those eligible for OR and felony 
d~fendants for supervised release. Recent data indicate that more defendants 
WIth FT As or wlthout stable residence or community ties C.re being booked and 
that s~me felo~y offend.ers are considered too risky for release even by 
profess!onal bondIng agencIes. The PTS program director speculated: 
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• • • that there are more emotional problems, more violent 
behavior, more desperation, less money, more unemployment, 
and less familial support among this population than ever 
before. That is further compounded by inadequate jail 
capacity and a constantly shrinking social services 
availability in our community. (Salt Lake County PTS 
Division, 1982) 

Other program impacts can be related to technology transfer. For 2 
years PTS has retained a subcontract with Summit County (Park City) to 
facilitate release and supervise defendants who fall under the jurisdiction of the 
Fifth Circuit Court and the Summit County Justices of the Peace. Through 
telephone contact and case supervision, the county experienced a net savings due 
to the number of jail days saved. Although the number of cases handled remains 
small but is gradually increasing, Salt Lake County PTS will be in an excellent 
position to provide technical assistance to other Utah counties if a statewide 
pretrial services system is implemented. In addition, under the auspices of an 
LEAA grant, a researcli study aimed at an a.~sessment of failure-to-appear rates 
and factors affecting them was launched. Data on approximately 6,600 
defendants processed through the system were collected over a 6-month period. 
Extensive demographic data on the defendant, time spent in the system, charges, 
etc. were collected. Unfortunately, because of a lack of funds, data analysis had 
to be discontinued. However, continued analysis may provide an in-depth picture 
of defendants, FT A and rearrest rates that impact entire criminal justice systems. 

PTS maintains records on the jail population and its own clients. 
Monthly and quarteriy reports are disseminated by the assistant director. In 
addition, a manual cost accounting system for program, pretrial crime, alld court 
appearance costs has been implemented. The system is based upon employee's 
time spent in various function areas. While the shortcomings of this approach 
have been recognized, the relative savings to the jail, courts, and community 
cannot be disputed. The widespread dissemination of defendant and cost-related 
information facilitate the activities of the Criminal Justice Advisory Council by 
providing a data base for policy decision and new program implementation. 

During the course of the DRI site visits, various opinions were expressed 
toward PTS and its rote in the Salt Lake County central intake system. While 
these opinions do not form a consensus, they do reflect the perceived strengths 
and weaknesses of PTS. In general, the strengths of the agency were seen as the 
ability of PTS to respond to criminal justice system needs and the professionalism 
of the agency. PerceiVl'~d weaknesses were the agency's dependency on the 
judiciary's discontinuation of pretrial diversion and the relativ(" cost of PTS to the 
county for some of the same services as offered by professional bonding agencies. 

The site visit team was able to gather firsthand evidence of the 
successes of the PTS agency, the Judicial Advisory Board and the Crimina! Justice 
Advisory Council. The personal commitment of the PTS Director, David Baak, 
and his administrative and professional staff and their professionalism brought 
praise from all who were interviewed. The one opponent to the centralization of 
criminal justice services under PTS appears to be the local bondspersons. 
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Originally they brought a law suit against PTS because of the amount of business 
~hey expec~ed to lose. !hough unsuccesfJfu! in th.eir suit, they continue to appear 
In the medIa to complam about PTS'S release pol1cies. With the formation of the 
CJAC, it appears that the cooperation of and coordination among criminal justice 
agencies, the community and county government will continue. However even 
with the implementation of additional alternatives to incarceration~ ~t is expected 
that a new jail facility will have to be constructed within a few years. 
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LEGEND: SALT LAKi! COUNTY CENTRAL INTAKE SYSTEM 
(See Figure 10, transparent overlay, back cover) 

Pretrial Release Decision System 

2. Alternatives to arrest-transportation to the local 
detoxification center. 

3. Arrest options-limited use of field citations and •••• 

community 

5. Nonbooking release-criminal history check at window in jail; if no hold, 
then release OR. 

6.,7. Booking-at the main jail in Salt Lake City. 

8. Release Alternatives--precourt OR release process begins. 

9. Automatic Bond Schedule-used for misdemeanor offenses and some 
lower classes of felonies. 

1O.-15a. Pretrial Processing-by PTS can release OR qualifying misdemeanants; 
must contact judge prior to releasing felons. An objective point scale 
with screener discretion is employed. An additional interview is 
conducted sometimes for felons. 

16.-18. Court Processing--usually recommen-::' supervision for felons and can 
impose a variety of ot.her release conditions. 

20., 23., 24. Pretrial Detention-mental health services, including a suicide watch 
are available to def~ndants. A t any time during pretrial detention, the 
court can reconsider new information or review cases in light of 
overcrowded conditions. 

26. Releasees--a tracking unit h'-S responsibility for locating those that have 
missed a court appearance. 

Central Intake Administration 

CI activities are administered by PTS anc the planning and system 
problem solving functions are coordinated by the Judicial Advisory Board (for 
pretrial operations) and the Criminal Justice Advisory Council. 

Interagency Cooperative Agreements 

Community referral agencies. Provide alternatives to incarceration at 
arrest, for supervl . .:.d releasees and for treatment options during detention. 
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Law enforcement. Officers have arrest options, utilize field citati?~s 
and nonbooking release options. The sheriff's department also operates the Jail 
and controls the flow of defendants through the jail. 

Courts. All courts cooperate in the early ~elease of defendants and are 
open to release reconsideration throughout the pretrIal process. 

Correctiuns. The jail commander coordinates services for all thos~ 
incarcerated in the jail and develops plans in conjunction with the courts and PTS 
for overcrowded conditions. 
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SAN MATEO COUNTY 

History and Setting 

The selecdon of the San Mateo RC?R proj.ect. ~ a CI. ~ite . was ma.de 
. itiaily because of the project's involvement m pretrIal jall classlflcation and ltS 1~nCJ-term operation. However, fUrther investigations revealed that San Mateo 
rep~esented a!" exemplary site in many aspects. 

Begun in 1969-70 as a Vista volunteer project under the direction of the 
local bar association release on recognizance was viewed as part of the e~rly 
criminal justice refo;m movement. The bar association noted that. th~ ~redentlals 
of the prolect were not up to the standards expected by the local Judiclary and so 
took char~e of the volunteer program. The chair of the bar's OR com'!li~tee 
organized a Steering Committee of representatives of all brar~ches of the crlmmal 
justice system including members from the Superior Court, ~orthern, and 
Southern Municipal Courts, sheriff's department, and representatIves fr?m the 
private sector. This board set the criteria for the project a~d. -..vas responsible for 
overseeing its operations. Its major concern was the credlbIhty of the release 
recommendations. There were two primary issues invol,,:ed-the .ret~rn to court of 
those not placed on bail and the development ~f relIable cr~teria for relec:se 
determination. Initially, obtaining county fundmg and. battlIng local bondmg 
agencies were the biggest problems. Both were overcome m about 2 years. 

When the OR project was designed, it contained a built-in feedback loop. 
The planners and policy makers were those who actual!>, used the syst.em. In 
1971-72, a director and full-time staff members we~e .hIred and the project was 
run as a private, nonprofit division of the bar. assoClat.Ion .unde.r contract to. the 
county. The project was selected as a Des Momes replIcatIon sIte and superv~sed 
release was incorporated into the county OR program. .In. 1978, ~he projec:t 
participated in a classification program s~ons?r.ed by ~he Cnmmal Just~ce Councll 
and became the first such project to provIde jall housmg recommendatl0ns for all 
persons booked into the county jail. 

The main county jail, located in Redwood City, was co.n.~truc;:ted in 1958, 
expanded in 1972 and remodeled in 1981 to accommodate claSsIfIcatIon, OR, and 
booking procedur~s. The recommEmded capacity is 250; however, ADP has b~en ~ 
high as 380 in 1982. A women's facility, opened in 1980, has a rated ca~acl':y of. 
71 and its ADP has been running between 40 and 70. T~e county also n:amtams.a 
work camp facility in the country, about an hour's dnve from .t~e CIty. ~hIS 
converted Boy Scout camp can accommodate about 112 r~llmmum/~ed1Um 
security prisoners. Classes and thp.rapy are offered: Work a~sIgnm~~ts mc;:lude 
road maintenance and running fire crews. A medIum secunty facllity wlth a 
capacity of 93 was opened in May 1981. The ADP for this facility has been on the 
increase averaging 42 for 1981; for the first th~'ee quarters of 1982. 66; and a 
high of 83 in September 1982. An additional work furlough program is used for 
minimum security prisoners and can accommodate 96-60 from the county and 20 
from the state (by contract). By order of the Superior Court, all prisoners 
sentenced to 15 days or less, can participate in a work furlough program on 
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weekends. They report to the jail Saturday morning and do commlJnity work such 
as maintain city parks. Previous efforts at using the main jail for weekend 
sentences have been discontinued because of security problems and the amounts 
of contraband brought into the jail. 

Jails throughout the state are expected to be affected by recent 
legtslative changes requiring mandatory sentences for certain offenses, such as a 
48-hour jail term for a second drunk driving charge. Also, on June 8, 1982, 
California voters approved three propositions aimed at reducing criminal violence. 
Proposition 1 included a $495 million bond issue for new prison construction. 
Proposition 4, passing by the widest margin, amends the previous bail provisions of 
the state constitution, permitting judges to deny bail to felony defendants who 
pose a threat to public safety where there was "clear and convincing" evidence. 
Proposition 8, also known as the "Crime Victim's Bill of Rights" requires offenders 
to pay restitution to their victims; allows use of all relevant evidence in trial 
re~~rdless of how it. was obtained; restricts thG use of plea bargaining for drunk 
dnvmg and oth~r senous offenses; makes pUblJ ~ safety the chief criteria for bail 
determination and requires a judicial reason for the granting of bail; aliows 
victims to testify at sentencing and parole hearings; requires judges who grant 
probation to state if the offender is a risk to public safety; and adds 5 years 
additional imprisonment time for for each previous felony offense on a 
defendant's record ("California voters," 1982; "Californians vote," 1982). 

Since Proposition '+ was approved by the largest percentage of voters 
(83~ .as opposed ~o. 56% for Propositioi' 8), most courts are following the 
prOVlSlons of Proposltlon 4 where the amendments conflict. According to the July 1982 Pretrial Reporter: 

The viability of Proposition 8 has been further questioned by 
wide speculation that it will be held unconstitutional on the 
grounds that it violates the "single-subject" requirement 
which mandates that all the parts of an initiative "are 
reasonably germane to each other," according to a recent 
California State Supreme Court decision. Opponents have 
argued that, for example, the "right to safe schools" 
contained in one provision of Proposition 8 is not "reasonably 
germane" to a change in the insanity defense, which is 
another part of the initiative. 

A cas.e hc:s al~eady been filed with the California Supreme Court to challenge the 
constItutIonality of the amendment. However, the court declined to stay the 
order and the initiative is being implemented in some jurisdictions. 

The county government is located in Redwood City, a predominately 
urban area about 30 miles south of San Francisco. The county itself is split into 
two judicial districts-the northern and southern. The northern district is viewed 
as being very conservative While the southern district is seen as being more 
liberal. The county criminal justice system has been in the local and national 
spotlight ~,everal times as the jail in which Patty Hearst was held and also as the 
place of the first tridl of a defendant accused of murdering a California state 
police officer and receiving the death penalty. 
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One of the problems recogni~ed as on the ~ncrease in the criminal j~stice 
s stem Vias the number of violent incidents occurrmg ,ar:nong th<;s~ h~used m the 
c~unty jail. In an attempt to eliminate the problem, a Jomt class~fIcatlon prog~am 
b the sheriff's department and the ROR project was begun. ThIS represents J~st 
o~e example of the adaptability of the local systef!1 and ~he ,degree of cooperation 
existing among criminal justice agencies. Further mvestigation reve~ed th~t p~st 

roblems had been resolved in a similar manner. As the DR! mvestl~a~.\On 
~ontinued, evidence of a CI system became apparent throughout the cnmmal 
justice community. 

San Mateo County Central Intake System 

The central intake system in this jurisdiction is the ,result of the 
continued collaboration and cooperation of several key agenCIes-the ROR 
project, the sheriff's department, the Policy Committee, and the l~cal bar 
association. Over a 12-year period, these ~roups have been responsIble for 
implementing and maintaining a model central mtak~ system ,that has successfully 
overcome many of the criminal justice problems WhICh contmue to plague other 
less adaptable jurisdictions. 

Release on Own Reco~nizance Project. The project serves as a central 
information gathering agency or two crim,inal jU,sti,ce syst~m consuf!1ers-~he 
criminal defendants themselves and the vanous cnmmal Justice age.ncies which 
must make decisions regarding the defendants. These groups mclude the 
Municipal and Superior Courts, the Sheriff's Office, the District Attorney's 
Office, Private Defender Program and the Probation Department (Newman, 1980). 

For nonviolent misdemeanor cases being booked into t~e jail, t~e ROR 
project is responsible for interviewing and verifying defenda~t m,formation and 
determining release eligibility prior to arraignment. The sherIff vlr~ual1y always 
issues a jail OR release on the pretrial staff member's reco,mmendatlon. In or~er 
to override the ROR recommendation, the sheriff has to fll1 ou~ a form showlr'!g 
why the defendant is being detained. A point scale is used WIth the emphaSIS 
placed on fugitivity, the only factor that can be considered i~ dc:nying, release by 
law. Use of a point scale is justified because it ke~ps a pretn~ll~terviewer from 
exercising discretionary "contempt of me"--allowmg any objectionable or rude 
behavior on the part of the defendant to influence to a large extent the r~lease 
recommendation. The only qualificatk for the ~elea;;e of nonViolent 
misdemeanants is that the defendants be residents of Cahforma: If a, defendant 
does not have sufficient community ties for OR release, the project Will callout 
of state. Its commitment to accurate verification is ~videnced by i,ts purchase of 
a flat, long distance telephone rate system. The pr<;Ject also prOVIdes defef'!d~nt 
services by recommending release for those who quallfy at, a~rai~nment, prov~d~ng 
an appropriate housing classification for defe.nd~nts remammg, m ~ustody, gl'dng 
financial information to the courts regarding md~gency de~ermmatlon a!ld, where 
appropriate, brokers services through commumty ag~nCles: The pnvacy and 
confidentiality of defendant responses is protected by mtentlonall>: forgettmg to 
read the Miranda rights to the defendant so that the information cannot be 
subpoenaed. 
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A computer terminal, a gift from the sheriff, has been installed in the 
ROR office that reports the booking records from the Sheriff's Office. The 
project staff still keep manual records on booking, court appearances, etc., 
because of errors on the computerized lists. One problem is that the computer 
maintains separate records for every event booked. A recently reported 30 
percent increase in bookings is the result of countmg events rather than people. 
The number of persons actually booked has increased slightly and the number in 
custody has risen. The project uses the computer to check 10 numbers, reason in 
custody, and time of booking, in order to prepare its list of clients for court. It 
serves as a check for new names that may need to be interviewed before that 
day's court calendar begins. 

If a defendant is conditionally OR'd, the supervised release case worker 
checks in the jail after lunch each day and gives out his card with his phone 
number and defendant's court date on it. He emphasizes that defendants must 
call in betwen 9 a.m. and 12 noon the next day and he then explains the conditions 
of the release. If they are working, address and phone nUmbE!r are verified, and 
contact once a week by phone and making all court appearance~~ are required. If a 
defendant is not working, he or she may be required to come into the office and 
put more effort into their OR. They must make an appointment to come into the 
office the first week of release. Judges can also add conditions such as calling in 
every day. The OR person checks on additional conditions. They vary-staying on 
medication, staying ,'lway from victims, avoiding witnesses, etc. Those released 
?n supervised OR have been referred to 41 different community services agencies 
In SIX general categories: mental health, alcohol rehabilitation, drug 
rehabilitation, family counseling, emergency/survival, and general health. Every 
Friday, the case worker calls everyone who has a court date for Monday or 
Tuesday. He uses discretion on those who are called and those who need a second 
reminder. He also spends a day in the field by meeting clients in neighborhood 
coffee shops, etc. Lots of personal contact with those who are not working is 
maintained. 

,Courts. In relationship to the courts, the OR project helps in 
dete!,minmg if a defendant can be rele~ed OR and if conditions should be placed 
on his or her release, the amount of ball to be set, and whether court appointed 
counsel should be provided. In general, the project's recommendations are 
followed by the Municipal Courts 78.4 percent of the time in regard to release. 
This rate dropped slightly during the first three quarters of 1982 to 76 percent. 
The Northern Court is less likely to foJlow release recommendations. The total 
number recommended for OR release in 1981 In this district was 484 with a total 
of 275 defendants released (56.8%). The comparative statistics for the Southern 
District were 694 released out of 767 recommendations (90.5%). Failure-to
appear is calculated on a case rather than appearance basis. Missing a scheduled 
court appearance is not classified as an FT A if the defendant is in custody or caJls 
in shortly afterwards, and arranges to self-surrender to the court. For supervised 
release, both courts combined released 81.7 percent of those positively 
recomme!1ded (Southern, 292 out of 336 or 86.9%; Northern, 87 out of 129 or 
6? .4%) WIth an FTA rate of 7.9 percent and 9.2 percent, respectively. A slightly 
higher FT A rate was observed for those releases made by the judiciary against or 
without project recommendations. Interestingly, of the 129 FT A cases, 61 were 
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on misdemeanor charges and 68 were for felony offenses; 70 were released OR 
and 59 were released under supervision. The response to the project on the part 
of the municipal judges was generaUy very favorable in terms of project cost 
effectiveness, in guaranteeing the least restrictive alternative to incarceration 
and the credibility of the release recommendations. It was noted that this 
acceptance by the judiciary was a gradual process. Initially, the people associated 
with the project were viewed by some members of the judiciary as too young and 
ideallstic and interested only in the number of releases they could effect. One 
complaint was that the project did not consider violence, which was a key issue 
with some of the judiciary, in regard to public safety, Judges in Municipal Court 
are also concerned with the rapidity in which defendants come to trial. If the 
defendant is in custody, case disposition is in 30 days-not in custody, 45 days. 
The average length of time between arrest to trial is about 75 days. Most cases 
are disposed of at a disposition hearing 16 days before the jury trial date. 

In Superior Court, a total of 39 recommendations were made for OR 
release, with 26 or 66.7 percent granted. The FT A rate was 7.7 percent. For 
supervised release, 33 were recommended with 28 -releases being made (84.8%) 
with a 10.7 percent FTA rate. Relatively llttle information is received from the 
OR project because relatively few felons are released OR at this level. Most 
felons are released OR b:' the Municipal Courts. The 28 Superior Court felony 
releases were initially denied release at the municipal level. However, the 
proj~ct i'i viewed as saving the local criminal justice system from collapse, as 
provIdi~g exc711ent summary data and client information, and not 
overrecommending release. If felony FTAs from Superior Court are caught, 
approximately 1 year is added to their sentence; otherwise, bail is forfeited. A 
problem currently facing the Superior Court has been the increase in criminal 
filings. Ninety-five appearances were recently scheduled in one 2-day period, the 
largest number in county history. There also has been a subsequent increase in 
the number of scheduled jury trials. Out of 36 defendants recently sentenced, 25 
were sent to the state prison system and the remainder were sentenced to a full 
year in the county jail. On the day of arraignment in Sllperior Court, a trial date 
is set for within 60 days, and a pretrial conference in 3 weeks. Forty-four percent 
of the cases are decided at this point, reducing the total number of court 
appearances. 

District Attorney's Office. The project has limited interaction with the 
district attorney, which usually takes place at arraignment. A verified criminal 
history of each defendant is provided when available. 

Probation department. The ROR project assists probation in two ways. 
First, the project advises them when a defendant is booked into jail who is 
~urre~t1y ,on probation. Second~ they help probation officers write presentence 
InVestIgatIon reports for those clIents who have been on supervised releases. 

, The most extensive interactions occur between the ROR project, the 
sherIff's department and the local bar association. These relaticmships and their 
impacts on central intake are discussed below. 
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Sheriff's department. Because of the increase in criminal offenses and 
the continued threats of jail overcrowding, a strong liaison has been formed 
between the jail and the ROR project. Initially, ROR assists sheriff's officers in 
determining which defendants can be released by jail OR. In the course of their 
interview, they also make referrals and provide medical and mental health 
information to the jail medical staff. A nurse is retained around the clock and 
mental health professionals are on call. The local county hospital also maintains a 
jail section for criminal defendants. The remaining ROR functions deal with 
housing classification. In addition to determining OR release qualifications, the 
ROR interviewer will also make a classification recommendation based on a 
profile established in conjunction with the sheriff's department jail classification 
staff. In 1978 it was noted that a level of inmate vs. inmate violence had been 
steii\dily increasing to the point where one serious assault was taking pla.ce every 
week and one sexual assault took place every 65 days. Once the 
pretrial/sentenced jail classification program was begun, the most significant drop 
was in sexual assaults. There have only been three assaults in the 2-year period 
following classification implementation. 

Following questions regarding defendants personal residence, 
employment, and criminal history, 15 jail classification questions are asked. They 
are: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

13. 

14. 

Are you a civil prisoner? 
Are you a juvenile? 
Have you ever been incarcerated in a state prison or at 
CYA?* 
Have you ever cooperated with any law enforcement 
agency? If yes, do you feel it would cause you any 
trouble in this jail? 
Have you ever been involved in any homosexual activity: 
(a) bisexual and/or (b) homos(:xual? . 
Have you ever been arrestF.d for a crime of violence? 
Have you ever been char'ged with a gun allegation or any 
other weapons charge? 
Have you ever been charged with assault on a police 
officer? 
Have you ever been in custody? If yes, while in custody, 
were you charged with disruptive beha'iior' (a) with jail 
staff and/or (b) with other inmates? 
Have you ever been charged with escape? 
Have you ever attempted suicide? 
Are you suffering from any medical or mental problems? 
If so, what are they? 
Have you ever been or are you now addicted to heroin? 
Any other drug? 
If current charge is 261 PC (rape), 288 PC (crimes 
against children) 6lf.7a PC (soliciting a lewd act), 273d 
PC (wife or child beating), what is the age of the alleged 
victim? 

15. Wh,:!t is your height? 

*California Youth Authority 
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The pretrial investigator is also asked to determine on the basis of his or 
her observations whether the defendant was cooperative or not (Newman, 1980). 

The first decision in housing recommendations centers on identification 
of those prone to violence. An in-house study done by the jail classification staff 
revealed that 80 percent of those commiting an assault had a history of being in 
the state penal system. Fifty-three percent of those assaulted had no state prison 
history. Sexual assaults were viewed as more common by those with time in the 
state system because of the longer lengths of stay. Also, they needed a system 
that would classify the "exotics," either by virtue of their sexual preferences or 
because of being known as "snitches." Other classification criteria are race, 
ethnic group and size. On the basis of this information, defendants are 
recommended for one of eight classification categories: 

1. Assaultive 
a. to inmates 
b. to staff 
c. serious past history of assaults 

2. Protective custody 
a. by nature of the offense 
b. dealings with law enforcement 
c. dealings with jail staff 
d. past history (e.g., ex-police officer) 

3. Unsentenced, state or CVA history (blue) 
a. served time in a state prison 
b. served a sentence in the California Youth Authority 

4. Unsentenced, all others (White) v 

a. probation violation (until sentenced) 
5. Sentenced to the county jail with state prison or CYA 

history (red) 
a. sentenced, en route to state prison 
b. served sentence in state prison 
c. served sentence in the CY A 

6. Sentenced with county jail history only (orange) 
7. Juveniles (green) 
8. Civil prisoners (yellow) 

The colors in parentheses refer not only to the numerical classification 
but also to a corresponding plastic wrist 10 band. When defendants are placed 
into a tank or group cell, all the colors on their wriSj bands should be identical. 
During any of the three daily jail counts, classification errors can be readily 
caught. Because there is no inherent value to any particular color, defendants 
have not attempted to alter their IDs. Information on the arm band is coded as 
the following: 

• "B" (black) 
• "W" (white) 
• "M" (Mexican-American) 
• "1" (per::ons up to j'j" tall) 
o "2" (persr.ms j'5" to j'8") 
• "3" (persons 5'9" and above) 
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The last digit will be the numerical jail classification colored arm band 
code. Using the example from the Operations Manual (1980), former President 
Carter would have an armband bearing the following information: 

carterfi J. W (white) 2 (medium size)/4 unsentenced (county history only) and 
would ave a white armband. 

The ROR project also provides the Sheriff's Office (jail classification 
officers) with a psychological profile of sentenced detainees remaining in custody 
for more tr.an 4 days to assist in housing in the appropriate facility. Initia!ly, 
pretrial detainees were going to be tested also and then sent to the minimum or 
medium security facilities. However, the sentenced population has risen to such 
an extent that these facilities are filled with sent~nced prisoners. Their joint goal 
has been to refine the whole jail classification process by changing the forms used 
in federal prisons and by developing an inmate profile where simple scores could 
be used for determining housing assignments. Tests are administered to 
defendants in tw·o sessions and the scores are then combined with prior record of 
j.ail behavior to determine housing. The ROR project meets with the jail 
classification staff twice a week where psychological testing scores and 
performance are reviewed prior to making a final classification. The 
computerized test scoring included: Test of "ef' Culture Fair Intelligence Test; 
the ACQ, LMA T, and L VIM personality and attitude tests; and the Wide Range 
Achievement Test. A profile on each defendant is printed out containing the 
following topics: security, counseling, motivational patterns, factors relating to 
recidivism, vocational competence, remedial education needs, vocational 
interests, barriers (if any) to vocational functioning, and other management 
considerations. In particular, it notes potential suicide and escape risks. 

The success of the project has been measured in fewer escapes and 
reduced numbers of suicide attempts. Since the inception of the project, there 
have been no suicides or major law suits. In 1981, it was estimated that the 
addi tional psychological testing cost around $ 31,000 per year. The continued 
support of the current jail cClmmander insures future collaborative efforts on the 
jail classification project. 

San Mateo County Bar Association. Under the direction of the local bar 
association, four programs are administered--the ROR project, lawyer referral 
services, private bar, and the bar offices. Both the ROR and private bar make the 
county a unique jurisdiction. In 1968, the private bar was conceived in response to 
problems associated with the use of direct counsel appointment by judges. The 
judges were accused of patronage and the credibility of vouchers submitted for 
legal cost reimbursement wac; questionable. The Board of Supervisors (county 
government) scheduled meetings regarding appointment of counsel for indigents. 
The private defender program was proposed by the local bar association. In 
review, the county believed such a program would be more cost effective than a 
PubAic Defender'S Office. The program went into gear in February 1969. Since 
then it has \V.i,m. awards from the American Bar Association, has remained popular 
with lawyers and judges alike, and has served as a model for private defender 
programs in other states. 
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Since the cost of defender services has risen incrementally about every 
3-4 years, periodically the county will investigate the feasibllity of establishing a 
public defender. However, the private program always comes out as more cost 
effective. The county contracts with the bar association for its services and 
makes several large payments early in the fiscal year. By investing the money in 
certificates of deposit, overall cost to the county is reduced. Last year ~1.8 
million was appropriated and the county paid out $1.3 million in the first 6 
months. The bl!dget for the ROR project (from September 1, 1981 to August 31, 
1982) was $356,911. For the 1982-8.3 fiscal year, the budget was approved at 
$383,579, a 7.5 percent increase. 

There are about 700 members in the county bar of which 110 do criminal 
work in the private defender program. Lawyers apply to a bar panel to be 
selected and can remain a member for as long as they desire~ Legal experience 
ranges from novice to experienced trial lawyers. Every day one attorney is 
assigned to each of the three misdemeanor cour~s and the Superior Court to cover 
first appea:rances. At this time, the court receives a copy of the OR interview 
sheet to assist in making a private defender a.ppointment. Following court, the 
attorney calls in to the bar association with all of the cases for that day. He or 
she is entitled to keep five cases for his or her own practice. The remainder are 
assigned to the panel. There is a published fee schedule for reimbursement. For 
example, the bar receives $1/~9 from the county for handli.ng misdemeanors. The 
attorney, pa\d by the bar, recei'Jes slightly less. There are also procedures to be 
followed if a case does not fall under the existing fee schedule. 

Judges generally seem pleased with representation by the private bar, 
except variability is often a problem. However, some judges report that the 
private defender program often provides superior services to that of private 
counsel. Many of the present judges were previous members of the private bar 
panel. Although no formal means of monitoring panel attorney's performance 
exists, the panel receives informal evaluative information from clients, otl1~r 
attorneys, and judges. The panel matches attorneys and cases in an attempt to 
equate for experience and case demands. The judges are reluctant to utilize a 
provision ordering clients to pay the county back for private defender services. 
The consensus is generally that most clients are simply too poor to be forced to 
pay. 

Advisory panels. The San Mateo County Criminal Justice Council, 
initially created to supervise and serve as a policy board for the ROR project, still 
meets on a monthly basis and maintai1ls the project's credibility throughout the 
criminal justice system. Some issues currently under consideration are the county 
narcotics problem and the problem of mentally ill defendants in the criminal 
justice system, especially those who are incarcerated for mina offenses. In 
addition, the Community Service League, a predominantly civilian volunteer 
organization, works closely with both defendants and criminal justice officials. 
The Service League runs a rehabilitation program in the jail and serves as a liaison 
between the defendant and his or her family, the community, and the criminal 
justice system. It assists defendants in getting through the bureaucracy of social 
services in the county and can help pay essential bills such as utili ties for a 
defendant's family. The Service League is c::onsidered in an advisory capacity 
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because it serves as a community watchdog over conditions in the jail. Recently, 
the president of this organization (who is also the ROn. project director) has been 
working with the judges to ascertain the causes of recent increases in the jail 
population. Both the advisory panel and Service League keep the system open to 
periodic evaluation both internally by other criminal justice agencies, and 
externally by allowing community volunteers within the system. 

Impacts. The San Mateo central intake system is a prime example of a 
mature eI site. Cooperation established through the local bar association, the 
courts, sheriff's department, advisory council, and community involvement groups 
has assured its continued efficient and cost effective functioning. San Mateo also 
represents a site where central intake is operating at its maximum capacity and 
where at least one critical problem stUl exists. 

Despite the rapid release of misdemeanor and felony defendants on OR 
or supervised release and that the overall FT A rate is well within the acceptable 
range, the jail still remains overcrowded. In a one day sample of the jail 
population taken to analyze sentt:ncing patterns and length of stay, the ROR 
project director observed that 70 percent of the jail population was sentenced on 
a1cohol-re!ated charges. No rehabilitation is being offered while inmates are in 
jail and they take up considerable jail space. This analysis also revealed that all 
those who were eligible had already been released, except for one misdemeanant 
who refused to be interviewed. Refusal to be interviewed is not a common 
problem. Usually a defendant either wants to stay out of contact with probation 
and parole or, in the case of burglary or drug-related charges, does not want to 
give out any information that might lead to others involved. 

A number of officials expressed interest in the opening of a 40-person 
medium security facility to alleviate overcrowding in the main jail. In order to 
circumvent the direct costs of operating yet another facility, the current jail 
commander offered the estimated daily cost of operation to the department of 
probation and parole to hire a new case supervisor for approximately 40 cases. In 
this way, a medium security facility could be avoided. Beca.use of the 
conservative nature of probation and parole and the unusual deal offered, it is 
expected to take some time before a suitable compromise can be worked out. 

It is also unclear at this time what effect continued enforcement of 
mandatory sentencing for drunk driving and burglaries will have on the local 
criminal justice system, particularly in terms of the jail popUlation. Although 
both the jail and OR project staff have expressed a continued commitment to 
their classification schemes, they can only operate in a jail that does not greatly 
exceed capacity. To date, the effects of the June 1982 referendum on bail denial 
and pretrial release are not known. 

Despite the jail overcrowding issue, key actors in the system believe that 
reasonable answers for both defendants and the criminal justice system can bt. 
found. Given the past track record of this jurisdiction and the unique answers 
found to previous system problems, this is not viewed as an unreasonable 
expectationw 
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LEGEND: SAN MATEO CENTRAL INTAKE SYSTEM 
(See Figure 11, transparent overlay, back cover) 

Pretrial Release Decision System 

4. Field citation-emphasis on citing in the field for minor offenses. 

7. Booking-begins the pretrial process in an open area of the jail. 

1O.-15a. Pretrial Processing--requirement is California residency for jailOR and 
citation release. Interview is a point scale plus 15 questions pertaining 
to jail classification. Misdemeanors qualifying can be OR'd by sheriff. 
Felons must appear in court. Mental and physical health care available 
24 hours a day. Pretrial jail housing recommendations are made. 

16.-18. Release options available at court appearance include OR and supervised 
release. 

20.,22. 

26. 

31. 

For all sentenced detainees remaining in custody for 4 days, 
psychological testing is administered to determine an appropriate 
housing classification. 

Supervised releasees are notified of all future court appearances by ROR 
supervised release counselor. 

ROR records regarding compliance with supervised release conditions 
are available to probation and parole for presentence investigations. 

Central Intake Administration 

The main administrative groups involved in CI are the Rul'\. project 
overseeing release activities and the private bar administering the ROR and 
private defender programs. The whole system is designed to be responsive to all 
it services and feedback is provided through the San Mateo County Criminal 
Justice Council. 

Interagency Cooperative Agreements 

Community services. The Service League and 41 other community 
agencies provide defendant services and keep jail/ciiminal justice processing open 
to public scrutiny. 

Law enforcement. Sheriff's department, who also operates the jail, can 
release on ROR project recommendations at the jail and is also involved in the jail 
classification project. 
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. Courts. Maintain the importance of the rapid flow of defendants and 
keepmg delays In court calendars to.a minimum. 

. Correc:ti0ns• The jail maintains pretrial classification and a more 
exhaustl~e housmg system for those housed over 4 days in conjunction with the 
ROR proJect. 
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IV. COMPARISONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Because of the diversity of the CI sites, this section has been included to 
facilitate comparison of the DRI observations made among jurisdictions on major 
CI components. The comparisons are based on the site visits which included 
extensive process observations as well as interviews and a review of documents 
provided by criminal justice agency officials, and media reports. Of particular 
utility were minutes from advisory committee meetings, quarterly and annual 
reports of criminal justice agencies, in-house agency evaluations, newspaper 
articles and program summary statistics. The team also had the opportunity to 
visit various facilities at each site and was able to interview administrators and 
staff of key criminal justice agencies, community referral organizations, county 
government officials and representatives from the media. 

The eI projects differed widely in terms of their own data collection and 
evaluation efforts, the degree of record computerization, means of calculating 
cost effectiveness, the definition of key terms such as FTA, and the availability 
of baseline data for measuring program changes over extended periods of time. 
Because of the differences in quality, quantity, and availabHlty of data, 
information available, including interview data from sourceJ on-site, achieved 
significant importance. The design, implementation, and maintenance of such CI 
concepts as interagency cooperation among criminal justice offices, the role of 
advisory boards, coordination of services, community responsiveness to criminal 
justice needs, and the brokering of services to meet defendant needs were 
documented qualitatively. 

The foUowing sections explore the importance of various issues affecting 
the processes, functions and overall operations of central intake. From all the 
possibilities, the list was narrowed to those issues believed to be critical to the 
success or failure of central intake. Portrayal of these key issues attempted to 
capture central intake systems as they developed rather than viewing them in a 
static state. Because the sites differed in number of years in existence and 
operationalization of centra! intake concepts, the differences among systems 
may, in part, be attributable to the developmental process. In addition

1 information was sought from as many dIfferent perspectives as possible
defendant, law enforcement, counsel, courts, corrections, pretrial services, 
communIty service groups, media, and local government--in order to present the 
most accurate description of individual central intake systems and their resolution 
of common problems. 

Presentation of the general observations of the CI sites follows closely 
the introduction of the DRI central intake model. Observations relating to the 
release decision process, relationships among criminal justice agencies and central 
intake administration are presented fIrst, followed by information pertaining to 
the use of tretrial information, program evaluation, and related programmatic 

, factors. 
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Program Components Relating to the Release Decision Process 

The DRI central intake model (presented in Chapter II of this report) and 
the subsequent case histories provide documentation for the importance of such 
key program characteristics as arrest options, automatic bond scheduling, pretrial 
services processing, pretrial court hearings, detention processing optior.s and 
presentence investigations. Whereas no one jurisdiction totally illustrated the 
DRI central intake model framework, each release decision element was present 
in at least one central intake site. The DRI site visit team noted that those 
programs that had earlier established a credible OR release project had branched 
out to fill other central intake functions. Own recognizance release, if 
development was to occur in a stepwise fashion, was usually established first, 
followed by supervised release (Pima, Salt Lake, and San Mateo Counties). The 
addition of a field citation program was often concurrent with the development of 
alternatives to incarceration and often was the result of jail overcrowding. In 
cases where citation, OR release, or automatic bond schedules were used, the 
court needed to relinqUish some of its authority. In most instances, information 
was initially provided to the court for release decisions. However, as projects· 
gained a general criminal justice acceptance, more release authority was granted 
to pretrial services. Interestingly, two projects (San Mateo and Delaware) view 
their primary functions as' providing only recommendations and information, 
respectively, to the court. Neither desires actual release authority, particularly 
over felony defendants. In another jurisdiction, Salt Lake, felony offenders (who 
have met release criteria) can be released on a telephone call to a judge. The 
older the system and the more threatened by law suits or jail overcrowding, the 
more likely additional functions, such as alternatives to arrest, presentence 
reports and jail classification, were added. Analogous to the development of mOl"e 
sophisticated criminal justice processing was the implementation of a 
management information system that allowed for offender-based tracking. 

Observations across sites indicated that the degree of sophistication of 
defendant processing adopted by a jurisdiction and the order in which CI 
components were added was dependent upon the problems each criminal iustice 
system was facing. Use of pretrial services information for presentence reports 
was facilitated in two sites by burgeoning probation case loads. Jail classification 
was added to the San Mateo ROR project because of inmate to inmate violence. 
It is predicted that as the CI sites mature, additional functions will be added to 
help the criminal justice system respond to its own changing needs, community 
expectations and defendant popUlations. 

Advisory Boards and Centralization of Authorit.x: 

Regardless of the current developmental state of the sample sites, 
almost all could trace their origins to the development of release alternatives and 
the need to establish a policy or advisory board to oversee system changes 
resulting from implementation of pretrial release practices. In some cases, such 
as in Salt Lake County, the initial OR project grew out of need of the judiciary to 
have available more information about defendants at bond hearings. In others, 
such as San Mateo and Pima Counties, a concern for hUman rights and jail reform 
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provided the motiv~t~on for change and the .necessity of a steering or advisory 
panel. In the remammg cases, however, adVIsory councils were formed to help 
solve serious jail overcrowding problems (Arapahoe County, Jackson County 
Oelawa~e?. In almost ~l instances, a single individual or agency took initiai 
responsIbIh~y for conveymg the need for system change and for instilling a spirit 
of cooperatIon among agencies with differing organizational goals. 

Over time, it appears that one of two things happened to the advisory 
boards. In systems such as Pima County where CVC has been active for over 10 
years, its advisory panel meets relatively infrequently and mainly to review the 
performance. of ~VC in the current, criminal justice system. The primary central 
~nt~ke orgamzatlon has become an mtegral part of the overall justice picture and 
IS~ ItS:1f, co.nsulted on long-range planning issues. In a similar vein, the advisory 
comm~tt7e I~ A~apahoe County h~ focused its efforts for several years on only 
one cn~l~al JustIce p~oblem-the Jail overcrowdmg situation and the related issue 
of new JaIl constructIon. The overall coordination of other planning and policy 
efforts has been left to the director of the pretrial services program. 

The use of an advisory panel to spearhead an effort to eliminate or 
red~ce one probl~m at a time is similar to the modular approach to central intake 
outlined, by GalVIn (1978). Rather than implement a systemwide change to create 
central mtake, one problem or component related to central intake is addressed at 
a time. In this type ?f developmenta! scheme, the policy and planning functions 
wc:re. exe~ut~d by a smgl~ person actmg on behalf of the interest of the entire 
crImmal, JustIce comn:umty (I.e., Arapahoe County). In other configurations of 
central Intake, an adVIsory panel representing all criminal justice agency factions 
was found ~o be the more common approach (i.e., Delaware, Jackson and Salt 
Lake CountIes). 

The second pattern .advisory coun«7i!s seem to follow is that early 
succ7sses, such ~ t~e operat~on o! a pretrIal release program, insured their 
;,ontmued operatlon In addreSSIng dIfferent or more long-range planning efforts. 
l~or example, the advisory council for the criminal justice system in Salt Lake 
started ,out as t.wo comm~ttees dealing with two separate issues--jail space and 
a1tern~tlves ~o, ~ncarceratlon. However, even after the completion of planned 
det~~tlon ~acllltles, the new consolidated committee continued to meet to address 
addltlonallssues s~ch as 10 perc~n~ bail. As a whole, it is less concerned with the 
day-to-da~ operatl~n~ of, the eXls~mg central inta~e agencies, such as the pretrial 
release ~mt, than It IS WIth plannIng for future CrIminal justice needs of both the 
commumty and the defendant. 

, , . ,Long-range planning and pollcy change becomes more complex for those 
~un~dlctlons where more than one type of government plays a role in the criminal 
JustIce process. The two sites where advisory committees seemed to take a less 
active role in crimi~al justice planning and decision making initially were Jackson 
County where the Interests of state, county, and city officials were at odds and 
the state of Delaware. Only recently a new advisory committee has been 
conven,ed to oversee long-range planning. This committee was formed by an 
executIve order from the governor. Also, an administrator has been appointed 
recently to coordinate criminal justice activities at the new facility. Without 
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"ome form of centralized authority, criminal justice functions, such as planning, 
seemed split between various government and criminal agency groups. One of the 
advantages of an advisory committee for some sites was that it provided a forum 
for establishing contl"ol over jurisdiction's intake and release processes. 
Individually, some members of the advisory committees interviewed expressed 
reluctance over relinquishing some of their agency's power or authority cmd 
mentioned differences in philosophy regarding detention and release. When 
confronted by a group whose function was to centralize authority and instill 
cooperation, individual interests were more easily sublimated to the greater 
effectiveness of the whole system. 

Given the variety of criminal justice agencies involved in the various 
central intake systems, the composition of the advisory boards appeared relatively 
uniform. Typically they consisted of members of the jucilciary; law enforcement; 
corrections; counsel, both the defender and prosecutor; and the pretrial services 
agency. A pcint of variation usually was the inclusion of representatives from 
community referral agencies or private citizens. The effectiveness of such boards 
seemed to depend upon the regular participation of its members and the board's 
overall commitment to cooperation and coordination. 

Central Intake Organizational Location Among Criminal Justice Agencies 

As mentioned previously, the majority of central intake systems can 
trace its origins to the development of pretrial release programs. Therefore, 
most of the agencies responsible for implementing and maintaining central intake 
processes were those also involved in pretrial release. However, within the 
individual criminal justice systems observed, the pretrial services agencies were 
located administratively in a variety of places. In Arapahoe County, the pretrial 
program was administered initially through the county Probation and Parole 
Department. The Court Volunteer Center, as its name implies, is under the 
jurisdiction Qf the Pima County Superior Court. Whereas Salt Lake County PTS is 
responsive to a judicial advisory board, it is administered through the county 
Department of Human Services. In San Mateo County, the ROR project reports 
directly to the local bar association which, in turn, reports on contracted services 
to the county Board of Supervisors. The release program and intake services are 
split between the Jackson County Department of Corrections and the State Board 
of Probation and Parole. Administratively, the state of Delaware is dependent 
upon the state pretrial release program which previously functioned in the 
postarrest processing center, the state Department of Corrections and the input 
of the public defender and prosecutor. Recently, a central administrator has been 
appointed to coordinate release efforts in Delaware among county and city 
interests. 

The organizational configurations of the intake/release system for each 
jurisdiction initially had an impact on the image that was acquired throughout the 
rest of the criminal justice system. In instances where they were associated with 
defendant services, programs were often viewed, particularly by the court and 
Prosecutor's Office, as being too liberal and concerned solely with release rather 
than accurate decision making regarding defendant release/detention status. 
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Over time, however, the more mature systems have bec;ome vi,e,;"ed ~s primarily 
neutral making only release recommendations or detention deCISIons 10 10stances 
where they are clearly warranted. This position o~ neutrality was ,,:iewed, as 
essential by most pretrial services directors to 10sure accurate 10tervlew 
information from defendants and to maintain thei~ ,credibility with the courts, 
defense and prosecution. The image of a neutral POSI~l?n appea~ed to be enhanced 
when agencies charged with intake/rele~e ?eCI,Slon mak10g ,were located 
organizationally outside of the normal crimmal JustIce system. SItes that have 
maintained such an image throughout the system include Salt Lake and Arapahoe 
County In San Mateo the project is administered by members of the local bar, 
many ~f whom have 'served as members of the judic:iary as well, and it has 
maintained an image of credibility because o~ i~s St~lct. adherence ~o. r~lea~e 
policies. Subjective opinions expressed by cnm10al JustIce .agency o .. flclals 10 
other jurisdictions frequently characterized programs as be10g too defendant
oriented, too pro-court, opposed to law enforcement, etc;., because of, w~at 
appeared to be their ?d~~nis~rative lo~a::ion rather t~~ .t~elr actual functIon1Og 
or their perceived van abIlIty 10 determ1010g release ellglblhty. 

Multiple Uses and Confidentiality of Central Intake Information 

Because one of the initial premises in the inve:;tigation of CI was that an 
efficient intake/release decision system would eliminate unnecessa~y ~upli.ca~~on 
of defendant information, the flow of information throughout the ~nm1Oa1 Just:ce 
system was examined. Again, in the more mature systems such as San Mateo, ~a1t 
Lake and Pima Counties, offender-based tracking. systems, that allo~e~ varIOUS 
system members access to criminal records were 10 operatlOn. Surpns1O~ly, not 
all of the systems were computerized, yet e~ficient manual ~ecord keep1O? was 
still maintained. Such management information systems provIded .for track10g of 
defendants from arrest through adjudication. and allowed ~ultlple access by 
various criminal justice users. A systemwIde record keep10g approach was 
deemed necessary in those jurisdictions because it r:~flected the ~ost accurate 
data on defendant status if rearrest occurred .wmle on pretnal releas~ or 
probation and parole and if changes occurred regard10g the status of the case (I.e., 
dismissal of charges, changes of court dates, etc.). 

One of the first steps taken by several ~y~~ems w~ th~ cre~tion of 
multiple copy intake interview forms. Once the lmtla~ pretrial 10terview was 
completed color or office coded forms were automatIcally forwarded to the 
appropriat~ agencies such as the courts, corrections, defense attorney, prosec~tor 
and in cases where immediate defendant needs were apparent, to the appropnate 
medical or mental health authorities. Such rapid dissemination of information 
increased defendant processing speed and may have had .an impact on the number 
of potential lawsuits filed fo~ inadeql!ate pretrial de!enaant c~re. ,When the co~rt 
reviews the intake release 1Oformation, not only ~s an actIon te!:ken, regardl!1g 
release or detention, but conditions can also be Imposed to ma~ntal!1 pre~nal 
release status. Frequently during the course of the pretnal .1Otervlew, 
information will be obtained regarding substance abuse, men~al or phys~cal heal~h 
circumstances that mitigate assignment Of. straight OR. The Judg~, .relY1Og on thIS 
information, can then make a determinatIon of the type of condItionS or amount 
of supervision needed by an individual defendant. 
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An agency that seemed particularly sensitive to the use of pretrial 
se:vices intake information was that of the public (or private) defender. 
Conflicting views were expressed. On the one hand, collection and verification of 
financial information by the intake services unit was viewed as useful by most 
courts since it assisted in the determination of indigency status at first 
appearances. However, defense attorney organizations were often opposed to the 
brevity of the intake interview questions, usually restricted to employment 
information, ra.ther than inclusion of a more detailed financial statement. In 
some jurisdictions, such as Arapahoe County and Jackson County, Public Defender 
Offices are already working well over capacity and do not have the time or 
staffing to engage in any additional collecting of information regarding a client's 
ability to afford private counsel. Frequently, the attitude of the courts is 
expressed as it is better to have some form of representation than none at all. 

An additional side of this dilemma is also posed by the court-appointed 
defense attorney. Frequently clients view their previous contacts with the system 
after they are arrested as pro-incarceration and are sometimes suspicious of the 
intentions of the representation that they have been assigned. Therefore, as in 
Arapahoe County, the defender vlews the initial interview as a time to "break the 
ice" with clients even though similar types of information may have already been 
requested. 

As mentioned before, one of the unique aspects of mUltiple information 
use was for pretrial housing classification in San Mateo. Also in that jurisdiction, 
information regarding compliance with supervised release conditions is made 
availa~le to probation and parole at the time presentence investigation reports 
are bemg compiled. At the new Gander Hill facility, efforts are being made to 
make available information from both pretrial and probation and parole not only 
for initial releas~ eligibility determination, but also for sentencing 
recommendations. 

Intake information was also used in some jurisdictions as a basis for 
recommending ~articipation in pretrial diversion programs. Although in most 
cases, prosecuting attorneys received whatever information was available at 
booking, they expressed relatively little interest in any information other than the 
current charges and the past criminal history information. In relatively new 
systems, prosecutors sometimes expressed concern about noninterview-related 
information that might be discussed with the pretrial interviewer. Usually such 
concern dissipated when the brevity and nature of interview questions became 
apparent. 

The mUltiple use of defendant informatIon and the presence of 
automated or .manu.al management information systems presents an opportunity 
for the ~ot~nt!al. mIsuse of aJ.l or part of the defendant's criminal history record. 
In some JUrISdIctIons, attempts have been made to limit the type of information 
:eceived by each agen~y to the d~ta that are most useful to them. For example, 
In San Mateo, a mul~Iple copy Interview form is used. However, the copy 
forwarded to the medIcal staff contains only that information pertaining to the 
defendant's medical background. In jurisdictions where consideration of past 
criminal history is prohibited, this information is deleted from the report sent to 
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the court (Aralpahoe County). In other locations, additional forms are required in 
some types of cases and not in others. Sometimes more detailed employment and 
residency dat:a are compiled for felony defendants in Salt Lake County and are 
forwarded to the court. 

Evem though the amount and type of intake information available to each 
criminal justice agency is controlled to some extent when an MIS is employed a 
potential. hitch in the system exists in protecting the confidentiality' of 
infOrmatIon told by the defendant to the pretrial interviewer. Because the 
c:edi~i1ity of a pretrial services program with defendants could be destroyed by 
yIolatlO~s of privacy and c~nfidentiality, several jurisdictions have taken steps to 
Insure tnose ~efenda~t's rights. In Salt Lake County, an informal agreement 
be~ween pretrIal servIces. and the courts (through the Judicial Advisory Board) 
e~Ists . that does. not permit the co~rt to subpoena pretrial interviewers regarding 
clIent/screener mterchanges. In PIma and Arapahoe Counties, similar informal 
~rran&ements exist. In San Mateo, advisement of rights follows the pretrial 
~ntervlev:. ~ecause d~fendants. were ~ot advised of their rights, interview 
infOrmatIon IS not admissable eVIdence In court. Although several jurisdictions 
have had cases where important case-related information was revealed and a 
motio~ was m~de to :u~poena the pretrial interviewer, the courts have granted 
such infOrmatIon prIvIleged status, thus protecting the client/interviewer 
relationship. 

. . The protectio~ of d.efendant-related information and the early 
intervIeWing by a pretrIal serVIces screener prior to counsel availability can 
present a serious dilemma to jurisdictions implementing CI systems. In at least 
one. case:, the problem was viewed as serious enough for public defenders to advise 
th~Ir cl1ents no~ to ~p~ak to anyone but their attorney. Only after sufficient 
prIvac~ and confIdentIalIty safeguards were insured, were pretrial screeners given 
ImmedIate access to defendants. 

. Although no~e o.f the sampled jurisdictions have totally automated 
tracking systems at thIS pOint, all have considered safeguards to the protection of 
privacy for criminal history records. One of the reasons stated for the continued 
use of a '!lanual s'ystem by one pretrial agency was the knowledge of who 
requested Informatlon and for what purpose. With a large number of clients 
however, such a system may become too cumbersome for efficient use: 
Safeguards to erro~eous information usage or unapproved access to computerized 
records were bemg developed along with most expanded computerized 
management information systems. ' 

Program Evaluation 

One of the most interesting observations recorded by the site visit teams 
con~ernE~d the need for well integrated CI system organizations to justify annually 
theIr ~xIstence to local government funding sources. Regardless of the level of 
maturIty, degree of system institutionalization, number of services provided or 
the strength of the~r advis?ry boards, most funding requests, usually located in'the 
budget of the pretrIal serVIces agency, were reviewed on an annual basis. For this 
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reason alone, ongoing program evaluation was viewed by most projed directors as 
an essential task. Project evaluation was usual1y based on the following factors: 
the performance of the pretrial services agency in predicting court appearance 
and the noncommission of pretrial crime; the degree to which the courts, 
prosecutors, and defense attorneys followed recommendations regarding forms of 
release, bail or indigency determination, and pretrial diversion; the impact of 
central intake on jail management issues; and the cost per defendant for central 
intake processing. 

FT A and recidivism. Each jurisdiction developed and subsequently 
validated its release criteria using either a subjective or objective process, or a 
combination of both. Content of the interview' form was usually dictated by 
requirements for consideration of fugitivity in release decisions. Emphasis in all 
cases was placed on community ties as measured by employment, residency and 
support of other community members. Approval of the form was usually a result 
of review by the advisory board. Also such a board frequently determined the 
acceptable ranges for a given system's failure-to-appear and recidivism rates. 
Although various judges, law enforcement and corrections officers expressed a 
philosophical commitment to a zero rate on both parameters, the realities of their 
si tuations required them to live with some degree of FT A and pretrial rearrests. 
Observation of the site data indicates a varying range of acceptable pretrial 
crime and fugitivity levels. Part of the vnriation can be traced to differences in 
FTA calculation--whether fugitivity was calculated on a defendant or appearance 
basis and whether or not a distinction was made between willful and nonwillful 
FT As. Recidivism rates were calculated less frequently and were dependent upon 
the presence of an up-to-date offender-based tracking system. Recent pretrial 
status information had to be available at the time of arrest to determine if a 
pretrial crime had, in fact, occurred. 

Another factor determining the level of reported pretrial fugitivity rates 
was the presence of a tracking unit that took responsibility for locating FT As. A 
common practice witnessed across jurisdictions was a I to 2 day delay of the 
issuance of bench warrants by the courts if the pretrial services representatives 
thought the fugitives could be located. As long as the defendant was returned to 
court in an acceptable time period, an FT A was not recorded. This was 
particularly true in cases of nonwillful FT A when a defendant appeared at the 
wrong courtroom, or the wrong day, was delayed by circumstance or did not 
receive proper notification. In those jurisdktions where a tracking unit was not 
present, .and, in cases where no ~ol1ow-up contact was established for scheduling 
a~d mak10g court appearances, hIgher FTA rates were tolerated, particularly for 
mIsde!meanant arrestees. 

with retrial services recommendations and release 
authority. Usua y t e courts receIve recommendations from the pretrial 
services unit~ regarding release e!ig~bi1ity, conditons to be imposed, and the 
amount of ball to be set. Some VariatIons were apparent in the release authority 
granted by the courts to the intake unit. The greate .. t release powers were 
delegated to those civilian agencies with the longest history of operations--Salt 
Lake and Pima County. In both instances, misdemeanants can be released pretrial 
by the interviewer, providing release criteria are met. In Salt Lake, after an 
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additional interview by a felony caseworker, felons can be released with verbal 
approval from a judge on call 24 hours a day. In both Arapahoe and San Mateo 
Counties, misdemeanants can be released through the jail on a personal 
recognizance bond or jail OR. Only in the state of Delaware is a personal 
appe,arance in front of a magistrate necessary to secure release. 

Generally, mature pretrial services agencies enjoyed a higher percentage 
of agr~ement with the court on their recommendationr; than younger, still 
develop1Og systnms. Whereas agreement rates on release recommendations 
betwe~" the judiciary and pretrial services hovers about 90 percent for the older 
sampled sites, the cur·rent agreement rate in Jackson County is about 30 percent 
and has been recorded as low as 20 percent. Part of the reason for this difference 
may be the need for systems to develop credibility for their recommendations 
over time and for a validated release decision instrument to be established. The 
lac~ of continuity from one judge to the next on rotating criminal bench 
asSIgnments and the need for each judge to personally determine the reliability of 
release or bail recommendations may be contributing factors to depressed or 
fluctuating agreement rates. In the systems that have agreement rates over 90 
percent, the usual source of disagreement is not having a recommendation for 
release denied by the court, rather the court orders release over no 
recommendation or a negative recommendation by the project. Although only San 
Mateo m.oni:ored t~e number ~f j~d.icial releases, the other jurisdictions reported 
on a sUbjectIve basIs that the JudIcIal releasees frequently had higher FT A rates 
for both misdemeanors and felons. 

A variety of perspectives were taken by the central intake sites 
regarding the delegation of release authority. Some focused on strict 
int7rpretations of state statutes regarding the release of felons by judicial 
offIcers. Others expressed concern for the amount of responsibility entailed and 
the possible liabilities associated with assuming release authority. Another more 
favorable view toward release authority was advanced by pretrial services which 
had already dealt efficiently and effectively with release' of misdemeanors and 
felons alike. In part, the degree of release authority granted to a pretrial services 
agency may be the result of the proven credibility of the release agency that had 
developed over the years and may be a developmental phenomenon. As Neubaum 
and West .(1982) observed in their study of sites participating in the LEAA jail 
ove;crowd1Og pr?gram, release authority contributed to the efficiency and cost 
sav10gs of prt:;trial release.. In most of the sampled jurisdictions, a high rate of 
agreement eXIsted between the judiciary and pretrial services. A similar result 
has already been noted for the central intake sites. The determining factors in 
expanded release powers for an agency other than the court center around the 
am?unt of risk agencies ar,e willing to assume in the release process, judicial 
attItudes toward .delegation (Jf release authority, the efficiency and effectiveness 
of release practIces, proven competence on the part of the pretrial services 
agency, and jail overcrowding. 

. . Prosecutors, in .the case ~f the now discontinued Salt Lake County 
DIverSIon Program and 10 the antIcipated Jackson County and Gander Hill 
systems, will be given the opportunity to utilize intake-related information to 
assist in making pretrial diversf.on decisions. Because its information at intake is 
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the most complete and most readily available, pretrial services is often consulted 
in making diversion program suggestions for placement. In the one known case, 
prosecutors were reluctant to delegate diversion supervision to an outside agency 
and frequently went against project recommendations for termination of active 
clients. Because of the lack of cooperaticn, the project was discontinued. 
However, even if viewed as an unsuccessful attempt, prosecutor/pretrial services 
joint selection of diversion clients did illustrate the use of a larger data base on 
which to ba'5e diversion recommendations rather than on charges filed. 

As discussed previously, little disagreement exists between court 
recommendations regarciing appointment of counsel based on intake information 
and acceptance of cases by the public defender. However? this apparent 
agreement is not on the basis of cooperation but rather on the lack of resources 
available to provide additional verification for determination of indigency status 
or the recovery of defense costs from those who can afford to pay. 

J ail management. Because central intake was designed to track the flow 
of Information and defendants through the criminal justice system, a variety of 
jail impacts were documented. In those jurisdictions where pretrial screening and 
release options were available to the majority of misdemeanor and at least a 
portion of felony defendants, jail populations CC;lIiJv~i'!!on changed to reflect the 
more serious nature of charges of the detained defendants (cf. Salt Lake County). 
In addition, most corrections officials, while admitting their philosophical 
differences with the concept of pretrial release, indicated that CI, including 
defendant needs assessment and release practices, was saving their jails from 
even more severe overcrowding and inmate law suits (Pima and Arapahoe 
Counties). In most instances, all available releases had been made and no 
immediate alternatives for release were being considered for those detained. 

Whereas central intake did not offer a "cure" for jail overcrowding 
experienced by the CI sites, it did provide a management tool whereby the portion 
of pretrial defendants incarcerated was reduced, those charged with violent or 
otherwise serious crimes were detained, and few if any defendants became lost in 
the system. Despite increased use of central intake concepts, three sites engaged 
in new jail facility construction during the course of the project (Salt Lake, 
Delaware, <lnd Pima) and another is engaged in feasibility studies for new 
correctional building efforts (Arapahoe County). 

Cost effectiveness. The most frequent means used to justify 
intake/release decision system costs was to calculate the number of jail days 
saved both in terms of those defendants who were released initially and those who 
had reduced length of stay as the result of more efficient case processing. Some 
projects further analyzed cost savings by estimating not only jail costs but also 
staff allocations for the interview and supervision processes. Although this level 
of specificity was often hampered by the means used to calculate jail costs 
(variable vs. fixed costs) and the division of each staff member'S time (screening, 
administrative, etc.), an amount for individual case processing was estimated. 
Most program bottom-line justifications were based on dollar amounts, even 
though many of the benefits of such systems remained qualitative rather than 
quantitative (improved interagency cooperation and coordination, meeting of 
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defendant needs, reduction in u ,,,.. . 
observe(~ jurisdictions were cau h~nec_~sary IncarCer,atlOn, etc.). Many of the 
presentfhg evidence of cost effegc . up In a con$ervatlVe fiscal climate. Despite 
budgets (Salt Lake and Pima tlyeness, t~ey were forced to operate on reduced 
their existence for a number ~fU~~~ss)(tr~O~lca.lly, the capabi1it~es used to justify 
were those that were eliminaled first c~~~~, pr~~ram edvalu~tlon, and re,searc!1) 
defendants and other /"'riminal J'UStl'C '. er an re uctlon of serVIces to .. e agenCIes. 

Whereas most of this discussion has f d 
justify expenditures, staffin-g etc evaluat' ocuse on program evaluation to 
external criteria. Freque~t1y" evaluati~on a~on~ programs was n~t li~ited to 
development of CI system 'f n e or s at some penod In the 
Baak, 1980). in those juri~dfce~~nsO~ufe? on esta?1ishing releas~ criteria (Bench & 
changing criminal needs sometimese lm~ 0t" POInt s~c;ues, vahdation studies and 
interview instrument (Jackson County ;~t LO ka ~evlslon of the point scale or 
discussion of the merits of ob'ecti '( . a e ounty, San Mateo Cpunty). A 
discretion) recommendation sc~eme;eis P~Int ~ca~) and subjective (interviewer 
interested reader is referred to . ey~m t e scope of this report. The 
companion volume (Central Intak~ waore~~~~~l~~ of ~elease criteri?- in the DRI 
Release Decision Systems an to • la nOSIn c.nd 1m rOVIn Intake and 
S . R - re ease cnterIa pub IS he by th P erVlces esource Center (Pryor & Smith, 1982). e retna 

In summary, if various perfor 
establish the effectiveness of central' t mance measures are determined to 
can be used to recognize chan es in s In ake Co~po~ents, these same measures 
jail po~ulation, court processfng tim~st:~ ~unc~onIngd (change in, arrest trends, 
adaptatlQn. ' • an use as a baSIS for system 

Other Critical Central Intake Programmatic Factors 

, Program staffins. This report has d d ' 
issues without highlighting key roles la ed o~umen~e a va~l~ty of qualitative . 
county government and criminal 'usti p Y y varIOUS a~mlmstrators at both 
successes of the various central Jinta~: :i1:~c~ l~~els. WIthout excepti~n, the 
perse~erence of one group of individuals--the OUt ,~e tra~ed t~ the dnve and 
commItment to the ~ uitable 1 pre r1 serVIces dIrectors. Their 
safety, the provision of ~ystemwi~: ~:~: ~f d d~~e!1dants, the in~urance of public 
both within their own s stems ,n ~lr opennoss to Investigation from 
numerous criminal justicl roces~~d t-rom outSIde evaluators has made possible 
a rece~t change of directgr took pfa~~Pg~~~e~tsi In those jurisdictions where 
responSIble for overall system mainten a e or where no one person was 
often with dissension. In three jUriSdic~7~~~ (~ang\ occur~ed at a slower rate and 
long-term tenure of the retrial . rapa oe, PIma, and San Mateo) the 
functioning including the p additionser~lces dlrect?r. has facilitated system 
:nanagement information s stems 0 n~~ poliCies, ~omputerization of 
Instrument reVision, research etc' n~~ Ja~, constructIon, release/intake 
supported by county governme~t official ese lrectors ~a~e frequently been 
legIslators who recognized the need f s, S~Ch ~ commIssIoners, mayors, and 
staff turnover rate was observed in o~hsyS em Improvement., In addition, low 

e more mature proJects. This also 
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facilitated credibility with other system members, such as the judiciary who saw 
the same agency representatives year after year. 

External community factors. Two other key factors are e:xt~rnal ,to ~he 
program itself but call influence the functj 'ning of any cnmInal JustIce 
intake/release system. They are the community and the media. F!"equently, 
community safety has been mentioned in regard to pro~osed c~anges I~ release 
determination. This very same community, however, IS ~elc~.tI,:el¥ unInfo~~ed 
about the entire release decision process. In almost every JunsdictIon, publIc!ty 
regarding the criminal justice system was focused on sensatIonal events Includ~ng 
felony pretrial crime, editorial ~omplaint~ b~, local bondspersons concerning 
"wholesale" pretrial release practIces, and Inabillty of law, enforcement to stem 
increasing crime. In several jurisdictions, however, community ~wareness ~as not 
limited to media reports. In Pima County, volunteers are actI,:e!y recrUIted to 
participate in CVC programs. In Salt ~ak,e and San Mat~o, CItIzens se!"ve on 
criminal justice advisory panels so their mterests are vOIced from theIr own 
rather than a third party p~rspective. 

Conclusions 

The DRI central intake project resulted in thr.e: maj?r finding~. ~ir5t, 
when central intake is defined as a c~'1tralized admIn~stratlve orga~lza.tlonal 
structure charged with facilitating interagency cooperatlOn and ~oordmatlon of 
intake and release functions in a criminal justice system, community, defenda~t, 
and system need~ in the sampled jurisdictions were viewed as be~ng met wlth 
greater efficiency and effectiveness. The goals of more rapId defendant 
processing, provision of defendant services, r~liance on, nonmonetar~ ,forms of 
release and increased use of alternatives to IncarceratlOn were fac1l1tated by 
management information systems which assisted in the tracking of de~endants and 
the flow of information concerning their cases, from apprehenSion through 
adjudication. Planning efforts, system c~ange and problem re~ol,ution, w7re 
primary motivators in adopting a cen~r~, Intake approach to c~lmInal JustIce 
processing. The success of these actIV!tl7s w~s f,requently attrIbutable t? an 
active advisory board composed of CrImInal JustIce agency r7~resentatlves, 
members from community referral groups and concerned CItIzens. The 
administrative location of the agency charged with the majority of central intake 
functions was associated with perceptions of neutrality by judges" p:ose~ut~rs, 
defense attorneys, and defendants, if it was located outSIde of the Criminal JustIce 
system itself. Frequently however, a criminal justice agency such as the ~ourt 
became an advocate of the pretrial services/CI unit. Despite the pre<;ence In at 
least four sites of management inform,ation systems, qua~tative or baselin7 data 
relating to system changes for extenSIve pre-postcompansons ~er~ unavaI,la~le. 
Although evaluation was generally recognIzed as necessary to Justdy continuing 
financial support from funding sources, additional evaluation or r«:se~rch ,eff?rts 
were given lower priority than providing defendant or other. Criminal J~StIce
related services. With continued budget cutbacks, the preVIOUS, e~pc:ns~on of 
services to the criminal justice system may be halted, a~rj, In some jUrIS,dIctions, a 
reduction of services may take place. A t only one SIte was extenSIve use of 
volunteers made to supplement paid professional staff. 
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, The second m~jor finding was that of the six jurisdictions studied, of 
~hI~h three were considered mature central intake sites, all had followed a 
sIm!lar development se,9uence. Most systems began as either an OR program, 
desIgned as part of a ball refo~m/human rights movement in late 60s or early 705 
or as a, release prog~a!ll deSIgned to reduce jail overcrowding. Implementing 
changes J~ re~ease polICies required a concurrent change in intake procedures and 
the coordination of law enforcement, pretrial services corrections courts legal 
~ounsel ,a~~ the communitr. Once the OR release project had firrr:ly established 
ItS credibIlIty and had vahda'~ed its release/detention criteria, additional services 
to both the de~endant and the rest of the criminal justice system were added and 
rel~a~e author~ty was expanded in some instances. The quantity and quality of 
additional services a~d release respons!bi1i,t~es was dependent upon the perceived 
needs of all groups Involved, the avallabll1ty of community resources and the 
means to keep trac~ of the additional information flow generated by i~creasing 
the nu~be~ of serVIces., When well developed systems were faced with financial 
h~rd~hlps, In.ternal serVices, usually informational or evaluative in nature, were 
elIminated fJrst rather than services to other agencies or to defendants. These 
~am.e, older systems, perhaps because of their past history at adapting to criminal 
justJce problems, spent more time, effort and resources on planning for future 
needs rather than reacting to immediate problems. 

~ast, as discussed in the introduction, a central intake system was not a 
panacea for all. th~ pr?~lem.s that plagued the sampled jurisdictions. For example, 
t~ree of the SItes utllization ?f alternatives to incarceration pre- and posttrial 
dId not preclude t~e ~~nstructl?n of new jail facilities. In another jurisdiction, 
the lack of n~w JUdiCial appoIntments has hampered court processing. Even 
though central Intake was not able to eliminate these types of system problems in 
most cases, they, were kept below a crisis level requiring immediate system 
~hange by CI untIl more effective remediation could be instituted. Central 
Intake, as DRI has examined it, is not a singularly defined action program with 
n:teasura~l~ ,ou~comes. Th~ adoption of CI, however, appears to facilitate the 
tImely inItiation, appropriate modification and supportive maintenance of 
progra.ms that can have a direct impact on the fairness, efficiency and 
effectiveness of postarrest-pretrial processes. 

. Based on the qualitative information collected from all the sites sampled 
In t~e CI surv~y, I?R~ re~ommends that other jurisdictions that are interested in 
modIfYIng their eXisting Intake/release systems or wish to institute a new system 
based on, central i~take.concepts, consider several key implementation and policy
related Jssues. Tnese Issues are summarized in Table 6. In addition a separate 
volu,~e, Central Intake Workbook: Dia nosin and 1m rovin Intake ~nd Release 
qeclslop Syst~"'!s, has been prepare In wor 00 as Ion to aSSIst JurIS Ictl0ns In 
~lagnOSlng e~lstIng system problems related to central intake and in the selection 
Implementation and evaluation of new CI system remedies. ' 
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Issue 

A. Advisory Boards 

B. Program Components 

C. Cl Organizational Focus 

.. 

Table 6 

Issues Facing Intake/Release Systems and 
DRI Central Intake Recommendations 

Recommendation 

The success or failure of Implementing central Intake, regardless of Whether changes occur 
In a modular or systemwide fashion, depends on the centralization of authority In the form 
of a representative criminal justice advisory council charged with policy formation and long
range planning. Although one participant In the criminal justice process can facilitate 
progress toward central intake In a step-wise fashion, DRI recommends that the formation 
of an advisory councll precede system changes and that such a board remain active in 
planning for future criminal justice system needs by schedUling regular sessions. 

Although no one developmental sequence seems appropriate for all criminal justice systems, 
central intake systems shouid consist of the following char~_leristics, arrest options, 
including arrest alternatives (transportation to community detoxifl.t;:ation or mental health 
centers); nonbookIng release (stationhouse type or utilization of an automatic bond 
scheduie); pretrial services processing (provision of verified defendant Information to key 
criminal justice agencies involved in release decision making); establishment of weJJ defined 
release criteria; consideration by the courts of delegation of release authority, pretrial 
release options, and the hearing of pretrial motions; detention services (treatment_ 
classification, reconsideration for release); and the Use of available Information by probation 
in the preparation of presentence investigations. If not already present, steps should be 
taken to gear a management information system to the needs of these CI components. 

If possible, the organizational focus of a central intake system should be located outside of 
the jurisdiction of any single criminal justice agency and preferably placed in what is viewed 
by the rest of the system as a neutral position. Such a neutral image assists in both 
defendant processing and In the maintenance of the role cf an unbiased release/intake decision maker. 
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Issue 

D. Multiple Uses of CI 
Information 

E. Privacy and Confidentiality 
of Defendant Information 

Table 6 (cont.) 

Recommendation 

Because of the CI emphasis on multiple uses of intake information, DRI suggests multiple 
copy dissemination procedures for interview information to key criminal justice agencies to 
determine release status, indigency, defendant needs, pretrial diversion eligibility, jail 
classification, probation and presentence recommendations and the collection of data for 
offender-based tracking. In cases where there is a conflict between the courts and the 
defender regarding determination of eligibility for court appointed counsel, agreements with 
the intake unit should be reached regarding the amount and type of financial information 
needed for adequate determination of indigency ~tatus. In addition, a management 
information system allowing for an offender-based tracking system from arrest through 
adjudication is viewed as a key element to accurate defendant processing. 

Regardless of the existence of an automated or manual information system, steps should be 
taken by each jurisdiction to limit the access to defendant records to those agencies directly 
involved in case processing. Whether by formal or informal agreements, the courts should 
protect the confidentiality of the information exchanged between the defendant (client) and 
the pretrial screener. 

8 F. Ongoing Program Evaluation Ongoing monitOl'ing of central intake functions is absolutely necessary to establish credibil
ity with those agencies receiving program recommendations, for tracking FT A and rearrest 
rates, for measuring impacts on jaH management,. for determining cost effectiveness, for 
long-range planning and justification of continuing program operation. Evaluation can also 
establish a program's credibility when delegation of release authority is considered. Judicial 
attitudes toward delegation of release authority, proven agency competence, and the degree 
to which pretrial services will assume the risk associated with greater release powers are all 
factors influencing delegation of release authority. Release a'Jthorlty is recommended for 
those agencies that meet these criteria. It is recommended that the advisory panel establish 
systemwide performance criteria and an overall evaluation plan adapted to the needs of 
individual jurisdictions. 
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Issue 

G. Other Critical CI 
Programmatic Factors 

Table 6 (cont.) 

Recommendation 

Pretrial service directors and/or central intake administrators should be chosen not only on 
the basis of their criminal justice credentials and experience but also on their abilities 1:0 
work with existing criminal justice and county government agencies. 

It is advisable to include community representatives and the media on advisory panels to 
give them the opportunity for a firsthand view of the criminal justice system. 
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